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Preface to the Fourth Edition

“Who’s ﬁghting and what for?”
   Mick Jagger, Altamont Raceway, 1969
The Palestine–Israel conflict is a fixture in news media the
world over. And though taking place on a very small area
of land, the tensions between Israel and Palestine send
shockwaves around the globe. The conflict spanned most
of the previous century and all of the present one so far. It
has been documented, recorded, and analyzed in meticulous
scholarly detail. We know well the history and its multitude
of moving parts.
Yet, confusion persists, as do polarity and controversy.
Especially in the United States, there exists a bewilderment
and a tendency to deal in fallacies, fictions, and mythology.
Oftentimes, in reaction to the news or conversations about
the conflict, you might hear people make remarks such as:
“Those people have been fighting for thousands of years.”
Or: “They’re fighting because one guy’s ancestors killed the
other’s.” Or: “It has to do with religion and goes back to the
Bible.” Given the manner in which the conflict is packaged
by the media – as a perpetual tallying of death and violence
with no historical context – it is not surprising that many
commonly make such judgments. But as with many things,
what actually lies beneath the received imagery is quite
different from the surface we are shown. This book attempts
to provide what the news doesn’t.
When I first set to working on the first edition of this book
in late 2001, it was in response to two issues: Firstly, I had
for years been confused with the utter lack of introductory
material on the Palestine–Israel conflict. There was, of course,
an abundance of books on the subject, but they were either
xiii
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big, specialized, or both; for such a topical and important
issue, people had precious little to choose from if they
wanted to get a “101” sense of the basics. Secondly, and more
specifically, the September 11 attacks brought matters of the
Middle East much closer to home. Not that this necessarily
made them more important, but the experience was a
stimulus in my decision making. Shortly after that Tuesday
morning, I started assembling this project.
In producing the book I could never find I merely had to
take stock of what was not being made available to readers
and the news-watching public, namely: an introduction
to the entire history of Canaan–Palestine–Israel, from the
Paleolithic period to the present day. As a result, the first
half of this book has almost nothing to do with the conflict
directly; but a basic knowledge of the region’s deep history is
crucial to understanding and demythologizing the conflict.
Naturally, the best way to dispel any myth is to present the
facts that undermine it, and therefore the ancient history is
covered in this book to demonstrate that “those people” have
not been fighting “for thousands of years.”
The book is broken up into three main sections. Part
I addresses the background history of the region from the
dawn of humankind to the final moments of the Ottoman
Empire (early 1900s). Part II introduces the people involved
in the conflict: the Palestinians and the European Jews who
founded Zionism and eventually established the state of
Israel. Part III discusses the actual conflict, from its earliest
moments onward through to the current situation.
No prior knowledge is assumed on the part of the reader.
Moreover, questions I have repeatedly encountered at lectures
have given me a base for what the reader might be wondering:
What is the West Bank? Is (or was) Palestine a country? Is
religion a factor? What is Zionism? Were the Jews or Arabs
there first? I have tried to clarify these, while endeavoring
to anticipate further curiosities and possible confusion.
However, if I have overlooked something that you were
hoping to have answered, or a topic I have discussed remains
muddled, please tell me about it: gharms@gmail.com.
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xv

A word about balance and objectivity. The topic of
Palestine–Israel generates suspicion about bias like none
other. Accusations fly and tempers can flare over the slightest
indication of a person or piece of writing leaning one way or
the other: so-and-so is pro-Israeli, such-and-such a book is proPalestinian. For you the reader, I suggest making every effort
to keep an open mind, avoid this trap of polarity, and read
critically, starting with this book. The conflict is not a sporting
event where people pick a side and root accordingly (though
many do). It is a political conflict over which life is lost. As
someone who is maybe new to the conflict, try to examine
the history and come to an understanding of what is at stake,
what the key issues are, and what could be done about it.
“Objectivity” is a word that has practically lost its meaning,
and has frequently come to mean imposing symmetry where
things are not necessarily symmetrical, thus distorting the
actual situation. I have sought to present the history of the
conflict clearly and impartially. Regardless, however, of my
efforts at handling sources critically and writing with caution,
the reader will ultimately be the judge of my success.
I hope this new edition will continue to serve the needs
of those readers returning from previous editions. For those
picking it up for the first time I hope the book accommodates
what Todd and I set out to provide. For both groups, may
your curiosity and concern about the book’s subject matter
be sustained – and contagious.
NEW TO THE FOURTH EDITION

The years 2011 to 2016 have been incorporated into Chapter
10, which now includes the entirety of the Obama years.
Among the added material is a revised discussion of the
Arab Spring and the inclusion of: Operation Pillar of Defense
(2012), John Kerry’s diplomacy, Operation Protective Edge
(2014), the spate of stabbings since 2015, the UN Security
Council activity at the end of Obama’s second term, and the
Kerry principles. Chapters 1–9, aside from small alterations,
in essence remain as they were in the previous edition. The
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appendices, namely, the Chronology and General Data, have
all been brought up to date. And the Suggested Reading
section has been revamped.

Jamie Stern-Weiner and Shir Hever lent keen expertise to
their readings of the new material for Chapter 10, for which
I am very thankful. Regarding time spent in the Middle East
over summer 2014, many thanks go to Dr. Mohammad “Mo”
Hishmeh and his family – and the greater contingent in Abu
Dis and Azariya, West Bank – for their kindness, generosity,
and hospitality; likewise, much appreciation goes to Hani
al-Refae (Hotel Farah) in Amman. To the Mark Eleveld family,
my sincere gratitude for longtime support. I am also grateful
to (and for) Lauren and Marcus, just because.
Gregory Harms
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THE MIDDLE EAST

Though this book examines the Palestine–Israel conflict, it is
important we get our bearings and go in with an understanding
of where it is we are talking about. You might already know
that the conflict is a Middle Eastern issue, and that it involves
Arabs and Jews, but what do these terms mean exactly?
The Middle East is a region we are all at least roughly familiar
with, given the attention it attracts. Yet, getting down to
discussing what it is precisely can lead to vacant stares and
head scratching. The very term itself – “Middle East” – is
confusing upon initial consideration: the middle of where,
and east of what? If you live in India it is hardly east, and
if you live in Mexico, well, the term is pretty much useless.
Clearly, these labels are relative to Western Europe, suggesting
its global centrality. According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica:
[The Middle East consists of ] the lands around the southern and
eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea, extending from Morocco
to the Arabian Peninsula and Iran and sometimes beyond.The central
part of this general area was formerly called the Near East, a name
given to it by some of the first modern Western geographers and
historians, who tended to divide the Orient into three regions.
Near East applied to the region nearest Europe, extending from the
Mediterranean Sea to the Persian Gulf; Middle East, from the Gulf to
Southeast Asia; and Far East, those regions facing the Pacific Ocean.1
The designation of the Middle East changed around the time
Great Britain established colonial control in Egypt in the
1880s, where it then began to include what had previously
been labeled the Near East in the above quote. As for the term
xvii
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Orient, this word usually connotes far-East Asian imagery – jade
dragons, ornate lamps with tassels, and so on. However, the
Orient (meaning “east”) is Asia taken in its entirety, from Israel
to Japan, including most of Russia. So, technically, what we
call the Middle East could (should) be called West or Southwest
Asia. However, for the purposes of this book, we will carry on
the Eurocentric tradition and call it the Middle East.
What countries make up the Middle East? Egypt, Israel–
Palestine, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, plus the countries
that comprise the Arabian Peninsula: Saudi Arabia, Yemen,
Oman, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, and Kuwait. All
these nation-states are also considered Arab, with the exception
of Iran whose inhabitants are Persian, and Israel where most
are Jewish. Turkey and Greece are sometimes considered
Middle Eastern.
A note about the Maghreb: This region of North Africa, from
the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea – incorporating
Mauritania, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya – while not
regionally Middle Eastern, is considered culturally so. The five
countries that make up the Maghreb are also members of the
Arab League. Sudan, which is part of the Arab League but not
part of the Maghreb, is also considered Arab/Middle Eastern.
South Sudan seceded from Sudan in 2011 and is not a member
of the Arab League.
THE PEOPLE

Though we get into it in Chapters 1 and 2, an Arab is simply
someone who speaks Arabic, and who has grown up in and
identifies with Arab culture, which is also typically Middle
Eastern. As Britannica puts it: “This diverse assortment of
peoples defies physical stereotyping.”2 A Jew, on the other
hand, is a person who believes in the religious tenets of
Judaism and may have some ethnic roots tracing back to what
may have been an original population group from Canaan/
Palestine. Much more will be said about these matters later.
Likewise, we will also get into the particulars of Islam in
xviii
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Chapter 2, but just keep in mind that Muslims are people
who practice Islam, and may or may not be Arab. (Actually,
most Muslims are not Arab.) Looking at the current numbers:3
• There are 1.6 billion Muslims worldwide. In comparison,
there are: 2.2 billion Christians, 1 billion Hindus, and
500 million Buddhists. (The world’s total population is
7 billion.)
• Twenty percent of Muslims are Arab, whereas 95 percent
of the world’s 260 million Arabs are Muslim.
• The four countries with the most Muslims in them, in
order, are: Indonesia (209 million), India (176 million),
Pakistan (167 million), and Bangladesh (134 million).
• The Middle Eastern countries listed in the previous
section, with the exception of Israel, are about 90 percent
Muslim. Israel is 76 percent Jewish.
Okay, we are ready to begin our exploration of the Palestine–
Israel conflict, and are going to cover a little over a million
years of history in 214 pages, which makes for an average of
4,673 years per page. Let’s begin.
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I
Regional History

The first three chapters will look at the regional history of
Canaan and Palestine, from the most ancient eras up to the
eve of World War I: from the emergence of the Hebrews and
the Arabs to Muhammad and the birth of Islam, the Crusades,
the Mongols, and the Ottoman Empire. A sketch of where
today’s Palestinians and Israelis come from gives us a sense of
context when we try to examine the Palestine–Israel conflict.
It is important to keep in mind as a point of reference that the
ancient histories of the region have NO direct causal significance
in the modern conflict. Tempting as it is to assume the fighting
stretches that far back, the conflict between the Palestinians
and the Israelis goes back not even one hundred years. A survey
of the history from the Paleolithic period to the decline and
fall of the Ottoman Empire makes this apparent.

1
Canaan–Palestine: Ancient History
Todd M. Ferry

THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF PALESTINE

Why begin a book like this so far back in time from the
present? First, we need to dispel the common misconception
that the Palestine–Israel conflict is a struggle that has lasted
for hundreds of years, millennia, or even since the time of
Abraham’s sons, Isaac and Ishmael. Second, it is important to
show change over time. The history of the region goes back
many thousands of years. Over that time, many peoples have
populated the land of Palestine – not just Arabs and Jews –
and they lived together, intermixed, intermarried, merged,
and grew apart. Change is central to this story and so it will
be constantly emphasized. Lastly, we need to be aware of the
shared heritage of both peoples. Though Palestinians and
Jews see themselves as different now, there is a remarkable
congruence to their histories that should be remembered when
considering the modern conflict and both people’s claims to
the land of Palestine.
Before we begin we need to say a word about the Bible.1
The first place people often turn to for the history of ancient
Palestine is the Bible, and indeed it has been the single most
influential source. No doubt it offers a rare glimpse into the
history of Israel as well as Israel’s neighbors. But the Bible
is religious literature written and compiled for reasons other
than the purely historical. We know from critical study that
3
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it is a composite text made up of several books, each of which
has its own religious, cultural, political, and personal (the
writer’s) perspective. It has also been copied, translated, and
redacted (edited) by people with their own understanding of
its meaning. In brief it has its own “spin” on history that may
or may not reflect actual events and certainly not every side
to the story.
There are other sources at our disposal. If our concern is for
a fuller, more complete understanding of the ancient history
of Palestine then archaeology, non-biblical texts, geography,
and other interdisciplinary forms of study, should all have a
hand in historical reconstruction. In this very general overview
of the history of ancient Palestine we will attempt to bring in
as much of these other sources as we can, while also drawing
on histories of others who try to do the same. It all sounds
complicated at first, and though reconstructing the history of
ancient Palestine is a very complex matter, this chapter will
attempt to make it easily understandable.
CHRONOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

Before we begin, a quick chronological and geographical note.
Over thousands of years the cultures of Palestine changed.
Conventional approaches break down the ancient history
of the region into periods following technological change
(Bronze Age, Iron Age, etc.) or some other dominant feature
(Hellenistic Age, Roman Empire, etc.). These will be noted
in the section headings as we go. We will also be using bce
(Before Common Era) and ce (Common Era) instead of the
abbreviations ad (Anno Domini) and bc (Before Christ). The
Common Era abbreviations are now the convention, in an
attempt to avoid religious preferences.
Regarding geography, I have chosen to use “Palestine” as
the most neutral and encompassing of modern names for the
region (though this is certainly debatable).2 For the ancient
periods, I will start with the broad territorial term “Canaan,”
since it was one of the first recorded names for the region.
Ancient Canaan covers an area slightly larger than the modern
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land of Palestine (including Israel, Gaza, and the West Bank), to
encompass Lebanon, southern Syria, the western half of Jordan,
and the Sinai Peninsula. As the many specific kingdoms (Israel,
Philistia, Moab, etc.), empires (Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian,
etc.), or provinces (Judaea, Samerina, etc.) are established in
the region, I will refer to them by what they were called in
antiquity and describe them as we go. Don’t worry, it’s pretty
straightforward.
SETTING THE STAGE

Over the course of several hundred thousand years known as
the Paleolithic period (Paleolithic, “the stone age”: 1.4 million
years ago to 8500 bce) human beings evolved, left Africa, and
came to Palestine, developing their own unique cultures.
During the following Neolithic period (“the new stone age”:
8500–4300 bce) they settled in villages, learned to domesticate
animals and plants, and discovered clay could be manipulated
into shapes and baked to form pottery – huge achievements in
an amazingly short period of time. In the Chalcolithic period
(“the copper and stone age”: 4300–3300 bce) their villages got
larger, their homes more permanent, and they discovered how
to make things for the first time with metal (copper). While
all of this early pre-history is certainly important, it is really
in the following periods that we know more about the ancient
history of Palestine and when we begin to see one of the most
important cultures in the region develop. Here we will begin
with our more detailed survey – in the Bronze Age.
THE BRONZE AGE AND THE CANAANITES
(Early: 3300–2000 bce, Middle: 2000–1550 bce, Late: 1550–1150

bce)

By the beginning of the Bronze Age people in Palestine were
living in well-fortified, walled cities. Palestine was becoming
urban, and urbanism changed the social structure of ancient
society. As is true for most of the ancient Near East, people
lived in tribal societies where everything was based on kinship
relations. You were part of a tribe, the member of a family, and

6
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the son of your father. Now with true urbanism, you could
(though not everyone was) also be associated with a city or
town. It is from the archaeological excavation of these cities
(called “tells”) that we have been able to learn so much about
the ancient peoples of Palestine – and one people in particular
during this period.
By the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age a whole new
and important culture, called Canaanite culture, took hold
of the region. The majority of peoples in Canaan spoke the
same Semitic language, made similar styles of pottery and
weapons and art from bronze (for which the period is named),
and shared the same religion of many gods, whose head god,
famously, was El (mentioned in the Bible). Ancient people
even referred to the population of the region as “Canaanite.”
The term is used consistently throughout the Bible, and it is
found in archives from Syria, Egypt, and Mesopotamia dating
to the Middle Bronze Age and later.3 Remember the Canaanites
because they remain important for much of the following.
Now, the Canaanites were not alone. Palestine has always
been the crossroads of the Near East; people came and went,
passing through from one region to the next. It was an
especially busy place during the Bronze Age. The Amorites,
from Syria, are one group that migrated in and may have had
a particularly profound effect on the Canaanite way of life.
Joining with the local population, they brought new types of
architecture and new artistic traditions to Canaanite culture.
Movement between Canaan and Egypt was also quite common
during this period (indeed, throughout Palestine’s history),
and for some unknown reason, perhaps because of famine or
even pressure from the Amorite migration, some Canaanites
moved south into Lower Egypt (the Delta region). Once in
the Delta, they managed to take control of it and rule for
over a hundred years as what would be called the Hyksos or
“foreign” Dynasty.
The history of this period is very important for biblical
historians. Many, including one of the most famous and
influential archaeologists to study ancient Palestine, William
F. Albright,4 attempted to place the stories of the biblical
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“Semitic”
The term “Semitic” derives from the biblical table of nations where Noah’s
son Shem is said to be the father of Arabs, Babylonians, Assyrians, Aramaeans,
and Hebrews (Gen. 10). Historically it has been applied both as a linguistic
and a cultural term. As a linguistic term it describes, very well, the similarities
among a particular family of languages spoken in the Middle East. The Semitic
languages are among a branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family, which includes
such languages as (in historical order): Akkadian, Phoenician, Hebrew, Aramaic,
Ethiopic, and Arabic, among many other lesser known and ancient languages,
such as Ugaritic and Proto-Sinaitic. It might seem strange to think that Hebrew,
Ethiopic, and Arabic are all related languages. There are many differences
between them, but overall, the grammar, syntax, system of writing (for example
right to left), the sounds, and even some roots and words are the same. As a
linguistic term Semitic is useful, as a cultural term it is not. The problem with
using Semitic to describe a culture is that the cultures referred to as Semitic
are so diverse. Though they speak similar languages, the people are not at all
the same. Sometimes the term is used to designate Jews singularly, but often in
a derogatory way, making the term, again, not very useful to describe a people
and culture. The best way to avoid all of this is to use Semitic only as a linguistic
term and refer to each distinct group of people as they wish to be called.

patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph, in the Middle
Bronze Age period. Abraham and his family’s journey from
Ur to Harran and then south to Canaan is often tied to the
Amorite migration. At first it seems the journey of Abraham
might fit that description very well – but unfortunately, it is
not that easy. There is no proof that what we call the Middle
Bronze Age is the period the biblical writers had in mind, and
while it seems to make a suitable backdrop for Abraham’s life,
other periods would work just as well. Neither do superficial
similarities between Abraham and the Amorites prove that
a historical Abraham existed. Most scholars suggest that he
is more likely a mythical or literary figure of tradition to be
remembered for his moral lessons and religious piety.
The story of the patriarch Joseph’s enslavement and later
high position under Pharaoh is also often linked to Hyksos
rule over Egypt. Here again, we are in the same situation as
with the Abraham story. A historical Joseph may or may not
have existed, and though the parallels are intriguing, as of yet,
little more can be said. The same is true of the other patriarchal
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figures. That is not to deny their religious significance; faith,
of course, requires one to look beyond proof.
Early Indications of Israel
The Late Bronze Age began with a reversal of Canaanite/Hyksos
fortunes in Egypt and, indeed, Canaan as well. Egypt chased the
Hyksos dynasty out of the Delta, sending them running back
to Canaan, but the Egyptians did not stop there. Surprisingly,
they invaded bringing all of Canaan under Egyptian control.
Pharaoh only loosely ruled the region, but governors were
placed in the major cities along with small armies. We learn
from letters (on clay tablets) sent from these governors of
Canaan back to Egypt, however, that some native Canaanites
would not bow down to their Egyptian masters. They turned
their backs on Egyptian-controlled Canaanite society to
become what the Egyptians called “bandits and marauders”
or Hapiru in the language of the letters.
The similarity between this name and “Hebrew” has not
gone unnoticed – and here we enter into the mystery of the first
Israelites and where they came from. There is no archaeological
or textual proof this early on for the people soon to be known as
Israelites, but there are some fascinating hints as to its origins.
These letters are the first major breakthrough. The two names
Hapiru/Hebrew, it turns out, are not synonymous. The range
and context of Hapiru in most letters suggests it was not used
singularly for one ethnic group.5 But the possibility remains
that the Israelites are somehow related to the Hapiru and that
they might have been an offshoot or formed a unified group
under similar circumstances.
The Late Bronze Age affords us other tantalizing indications
of the Israelites’ origins. The Shasu who roamed the deserts of
southeastern Canaan are another important group we know
from Egyptian sources. Much like the Hapiru, they too were
considered marauders and bandits and a general nuisance for
Egypt’s routes north into Palestine. Most intriguing about the
Shasu, however, is that they worshipped a god by the name of
YHW, or Yahweh. Moreover, and equally intriguing, the Shasu
land, later called Edom in the Bible, contains within its bounds
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the traditional site of Mount Sinai.6 Can this be coincidence?
Here may be found a source for later Israelite Yahwism, but
how the god might have passed from Shasu to the Israelites
remains uncertain. Some have suggested Edomite–Shasu clans
migrated into Canaan bringing the deity Yahweh with them,
and that this may have taken place during the Israelite Exodus
from Egypt.
We need to touch on the Exodus for a moment since the Late
Bronze Age is the period most often suggested for a historical
setting to the story. It is probably the most famous story in the
Bible and central to the development of Judaism. Moses leads
the Hebrews out of slavery and through the desert to Canaan,
the promised land of milk and honey. However, despite what
some have tried to show, evidence for the Exodus has yet to
be discovered. The extra-biblical sources are conspicuously
silent. No proof has yet verified the events within Egypt, the
forty years spent by the Hebrews wandering the desert, nor
even the existence of the great lawgiver Moses.
The last clue for the early origins of the Israelites comes at the
very end of the period and is the most significant. A Pharaoh
of Egypt named Merneptah (r. 1237–1226 bce) conducted a
campaign into Canaan listing the cities he conquered on a
stone tablet called a stele. Appearing among these many cities
is the word “Israel” after which is the Egyptian symbol for a
people or tribe. It is called the “Israel Stele,” and here is the
first solid evidence for a people called Israel – but again, it is
only so helpful. We have in it only the occurrence of the name
and a general location, but it is the first inkling of a people we
learn a great deal more about in the following periods.
EARLY IRON AGE AND ISRAEL
(Iron Age I: 1150–900 bce)

Egypt, suffering from political and economic problems, pulled
out of Canaan at the end of the Late Bronze Age. With Egypt’s
departure, what is often described as a “power vacuum” (lack of
a political power structure) was left for the remaining peoples
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to attempt to fill. It is at this juncture in history that the
famous kingdoms of the Bible take shape and battle to control
the region. Just to the east the kingdoms of Moab, Ammon,
and Edom are forming; on the southern coast the Philistines
appear; to the north are the Phoenicians, and in the highlands
the Israelites emerge.
It is with this historical setting in mind that scholars have
tried to answer the major question: Who were the Israelites
and where did they come from? For the past several decades
there have been three reigning models. They are significantly
different, but each of them attempts to describe where the
Israelites came from and how Israel became a kingdom.
The Conquest Model and the Peaceful Infiltration Model are
both based on traditional biblical history.7 The Conquest Model,
articulated most adamantly by Albright (again), suggests the
Israelites existed as described in the Bible’s patriarchal stories.
They came to Canaan during the Exodus and invaded the
region pretty much as recorded in the Book of Joshua. Albright’s
argument is detailed and originally made great strides in the
study of biblical history by relying on archaeological evidence
– not just the Bible. He studied the archaeological remains of
sites known to be the biblical cities conquered in Joshua and
showed a similar pattern of destruction for many of them
dated to around the end of the Late Bronze Age. Archaeologists
have since reassessed Albright’s evidence and proven his
interpretation of the data wrong. New evidence may arise to
rekindle Albright’s model, but until then, most scholars deny
it any validity.
The Peaceful Infiltration Model, on the other hand, relies on
the history of Judges and Samuel and goes into a little more
detail. While rooted in biblical history, it also relies on social
theory as well as ethnographic studies of nomadic desert tribes.
In this model the Israelites were nomads from the surrounding
regions who, over time, peacefully entered the highlands of
Canaan and became settled there. As Egyptian power waned,
the kingdoms of Palestine, including the burgeoning Israelites,
began to assert themselves. The Philistines dominated Canaan
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at the time and began to push into the highlands from the
other direction. In reaction to the Philistine threat, the nowsettled nomads formed a confederacy of twelve tribes, Israel,
then a nation under a king, Saul. They defended their land
and conquered the Philistines, whereupon the rest of central
Canaan fell under their power.
The Peasant Revolt Model is significantly different.8 It applied
Marxist social theory to Israel’s origin. Typical of Marxist
theory, the Peasant Revolt Model casts the Israelites as a subclass
of Canaanite peoples united by their religious belief in the
god Yahweh. They lived much like the Hapiru mentioned
earlier, until they had enough. For either social or religious
reasons they revolted (think early twentieth-century Bolshevik
Revolution in Russia) and took over the Canaanite city-states,
eventually uniting them as the kingdom of Israel.
The Peasant Revolt Model has been the most influential on
modern scholarship because it claims a Canaanite origin for the
Israelites. Biblical interpretation and more recent assessments
of the archaeological evidence have now led scholars to
view the first Israelites as indigenous to Canaan – they were
Canaanites. They probably fit the description of the Hapiru,
a conglomerate of Canaanite peoples from many different
backgrounds, who reacted against the social structure of the
Canaanite city-states. Most see this process culminating in a
new group of people who regarded themselves as different
from their Canaanite predecessors. They broke away from their
native Canaanite heritage and gathered in the highlands of
Canaan – the traditional land of Israel and the most likely
place referred to in the Israel Stele – forming the early Israelite
tribal population and later organizing to become the kingdom
of Israel.
Canaanites and Israelites
Once we enter the period of Israelite history the continuing
history of other Canaanite peoples is often overlooked by
scholars. It should not be forgotten. Canaanite culture did
not simply disappear with the rise of Israel and in actuality
remained vibrant throughout the region. While the Israelite
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kingdom ruled its slice of Canaan, and even thereafter, nonIsraelite Canaanites still populated most of the land. They
persisted alongside the Israelites – again originally Canaanites
themselves – maintaining the old Canaanite religion and
the old Canaanite culture. The Bible clearly portrays this in
its numerous mentions of Canaanite gods worshipped over
Yahweh and in prohibitions against Israelites mixing with
Canaanites. The Canaanites also persisted in areas outside of
Israel’s control, forming their own kingdoms that were very
much equal to Israel in size and strength, just as powerful
and just as important. The Canaanite kingdoms were, very
briefly: Aram, Phoenicia, Moab, Ammon, and Edom. With the
Canaanite Kingdoms
Aram: Aram was located to the north and controlled nearly all of modern-day
Syria. Homeland of the Aramaeans, it was one of Israel’s greatest foes until
the end of the Northern Kingdom of Israel. The Aramaeans spoke a Semitic
language called Aramaic, which became the major language of the Near East
from the seventh century b ce until the Hellenistic Period (discussed later).
Phoenicia: Located on the northern coast, the Phoenicians were close friends
of the early Israelite kingdom. According to the Bible, they even helped to build
Solomon’s temple. The Phoenicians traded all over the Near East, spreading
merchant colonies across the Mediterranean region, even as far west as Spain.
Legend has it they also spread alphabetic writing, a Semitic invention, to the
Greeks – from which is descended the English alphabet.
Moab: Located east of the Jordan River, the Moabites were constantly at
odds with the Israelite kingdoms of Judah and Israel. Moab controlled one of
the largest fertile plains in ancient Canaan and much of the trade with kingdoms
further east.
Edom: Located to the south and east of Judah, Edom was home to the
Edomites and the Shasu people discussed previously. Edom shared a close
relationship with Judah and was ruled by Judah until it revolted in the late ninth
century b ce . It had a famous trading port on the Red Sea, now modern Eilat,
and was known for its copper mines.
Ammon: Located east of the Jordan River near the modern city of Amman,
the Ammonites were among the Israelites’ earliest enemies in the Bible. This
kingdom controlled a major portion of ancient Near Eastern trade across the
great deserts. Nearly all the trade from Arabia and points east passed through
its lands.
Philistia: The Philistines are the exception. They have no relation to Canaanite
culture, but upon their arrival they were major players in Palestine’s history. An
Aegean people (from the region of the Aegean Sea), bringing with them their
own Aegean culture, they arrived on the southern coast of Canaan sometime
in the twelfth century b ce .
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addition of Philistia, a kingdom of Aegean peoples on the coast
of Canaan, these kingdoms shared Palestine with Israel (see
box: Canaanite Kingdoms).
Each of these many kingdoms was equal in power and
struggled to gain the upper hand over the others. Surprisingly,
they remained mostly autonomous until foreign empires swept
in from the east. Since the history of Israel is the best known
of the kingdoms, and remains central to the rest of the book,
it will serve as the example for what happened to all the
inhabitants of Canaan when empire came. That is not to say
that all the kingdoms of Canaan had the same experience, but
only that each had to cope with a loss of autonomy and rule
by a foreign power, just as Israel did.
ISRAEL AND THE EMPIRES
(Iron Age II: 900–539 bce)

Early Israelite Monarchy (1000–925

bce)

The United Kingdom of Israel was short lived. It lasted through
three kings – Saul, David, and Solomon. Saul is known for
establishing the nation, David for conquering the lands, and
Solomon as the great administrator and builder. At the death
of Solomon, around 925 bce, the United Kingdom split into
the two new kingdoms of Judah (in the south) and Israel (in
the north). Never again were they to be united. It is clear that
they still viewed each other as having a common heritage, but
for the most part, they went their separate ways.
Assyrian Empire (900–609

bce)

Shortly after 1000 bce the kingdom of Assyria (in modern-day
Iraq) began its dramatic rise to power, eventually to rule over
almost the whole of the Near East. By the end of the eighth
century bce, all the old kingdoms of Canaan were conquered
or made vassals and subsumed into the greater Assyrian
Empire. At its height it ruled over an area making up parts of
the modern states of Turkey, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Iraq, and
Iran. Much of its power rested in the fear of its ruthlessness.
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Perhaps most representative of Assyria’s brutal politics
are the last days of the northern kingdom of Israel. Israel
attempted to revolt and in response its capital, Samaria, was
sacked in 720 bce.9 The city was completely destroyed. Those
who were captured by the Assyrians were transported to Assyria
and “the cities of Media” (modern-day Iran). Assyrian annals
record 27,290 Israelites sent into exile at this time.10 Israel was
turned into an Assyrian province to be called Samerina and
was repopulated with a mix of other conquered peoples over
several years including Babylonians, Aramaeans, some “distant
Arab tribes,” and Philistines.11
A short time later Judah also attempted revolt (701 bce).
Luckily, it faced less dire consequences. Jerusalem, the capital
of Judah, was not destroyed, but it was forced to pay out a huge
tribute including silver and gold from the Jerusalem temple
treasury.12 Hezekiah, king of Judah, was left on his throne but
large chunks of his kingdom were handed out to the Philistine
city-states. The major city in Judah, Lachish, was sacked, a feat
in which Sennacherib, king of Assyria, took great pride. He
devoted the relief-work of an entire room to the siege in his
“palace without rival” in Nineveh. By the seventh century bce
a brief “Pax Assyrica” (Assyrian peace) under the dominion of
the empire graced the region.
Neo-Babylonian Empire (612–539

bce)

The quiet ended when the ancient and powerful city of Babylon
(in modern-day Iraq) revolted from under the Assyrians. The
Babylonians gradually gained ground and allies. The Assyrian
Empire tried to defend itself but it had grown too large to
control; it began to crumble and finally succumbed to the
Babylonians in 612 bce. The whole empire was taken over by
the Babylonians without much trouble, at first.
Back in Palestine, Judah, seeing its chance, made an
unsuccessful attempt to revolt against Babylon in 586 bce. This
time the outcome would be remembered as one of the most
tragic events in Jewish history. In response, the Babylonians
sacked Jerusalem, and the Temple to Yahweh built by King
Solomon was destroyed. With the fall of Judah comes the end
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of the Israelite kingdoms. A large part of the population of
Judah was transported to Babylon, and so began the period
known in Jewish history as the Exile. The people continued on,
only now primarily as a religious community. It is a formative
period for Judaism, responsible for much of the codification
of law and practice in the religion.
Persian Empire (539–332

bce)

The Neo-Babylonian Empire did not last long. Cyrus “the
Great,” king of Persia, rose up in revolt and was able to take over
the Babylonian Empire intact. It was good news for the exiled
Israelites: they were allowed to return to Judah and to rebuild
the Temple to Yahweh.13 Traditionally, upon their return to
Judah, they were called “Jews” – this is where the modern
name originates. Judah, originally having no clear boundaries,
became the highly administrated province of Judaea, extending
over most of what is now modern Israel–Palestine.
The Jews shared Judaea with a host of other peoples whom
had been transported there or had moved there on their
own accord over the previous few hundred years. The most
predominant group was the Edomites, who had moved north
when the Jews were exiled. There was a great deal of unrest
between the two and throughout the region as peoples from
all different lands butted heads over territory and trade. Persian
administration of the empire, thick with bureaucracy, had
broken down any further chance of the ancient kingdoms of
Palestine, and the rest of the ancient Near East, returning to
power. Ancient Near Eastern culture was being homogenized
and by the Persian period identity had become an issue. As
one prominent historian puts it:
The country [Palestine] was populated by different groups of people who
had lost their national identity, such as Philistines, Judahites, Samarians
(including former Israelites and peoples that had been settled in Samerina
by the Assyrians), Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Arabs, and in western
and northern parts of the country the Phoenicians….14
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After hundreds of years of rule by empire, the collapse and
destruction of city-states and kingdoms, and the transportation
of populations, a loss of national identity seems quite natural.
Here too also marks the end of Canaanite culture. The old
ways, Canaanite religion, language, art, architecture, and all
else that once marked its originality disappeared to make
way for the domination of Persian and, only a few centuries
away, Greek and Roman cultures. Certainly some cultural
distinctions remained intact, and religious identity would yet
remain, especially for the Jews, but in the following period a
great deal of assimilation takes place and indeed, is encouraged.
GREEK AND ROMAN PALESTINE

Alexander the Great and Hellenism (330–67

bce)

Friction between the Persians and the Greeks brought to the
fold one of the most memorable figures in ancient history,
Alexander the Great. Alexander crossed from Macedonia,
Greece into Asia in 334 bce. Cutting his way through Persian
territory, he conquered lands from Greece to Egypt and the
borders of India. He brought his Greek culture with him,
making concerted efforts to meld it with the different cultures
of the peoples he conquered.
Shortly after Alexander’s death (323 bce ) his generals
sectioned up the empire, assuming first a “protectorate” role
and then finally regressing into all-out war with one another
for control of larger territories. The most important generals
in the region of our concern were Antigonus, who took all
of western Asia Minor (modern Turkey); Ptolemy, who took
Egypt; and Seleucus, who eventually took all the region of
greater Syria that was made to include Judaea. Over forty years
of warring ensued until each new dynasty’s territorial claims
were recognized.15
These kings made conspicuous attempts to “hellenize” (make
more Greek) the people in their territories. Hellenization under
the Seleucid (Seleucus’s) Empire had a profound effect on the
native philosophy, religion, and culture of Palestine. Certain
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aspects of hellenization were willingly accepted and adopted
by the people, but others were completely unacceptable – no
matter how sternly they were imposed. One Seleucid king,
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (r. 175–164 bce) attempted to ban
elements of Judaism altogether, even forcing sacrifice to pagan
Greek gods at the Jewish Temple to Yahweh. This, coupled with
the debilitating socio-economic conditions in rural Palestine
at the time, led to the first of many Jewish revolts.
The Hasmonean Dynasty (166–37

bce)

Judas Maccabeus (“the Hammer”), of the Jewish Hasmonean
clan, led this first major revolt against the Seleucids. Their
battles and diplomatic efforts are described in the books
of Maccabees I–II. In brief, he and his followers fared well,
eventually reclaiming Jerusalem in 164 bce. One of their first
tasks was to cleanse and rededicate the Temple to Yahweh, an
event of great significance still celebrated every year by Jews as
the feast of Hanukah. The Hasmoneans were able to carve out
a small state of their own within the larger bounds of Judaea
in an attempt to regain Jewish independence. Modern scholars
call this the period of the Hasmonean kingdom. It should be
remembered, however, that the Seleucid Empire dominated
the rest of Syria and Palestine, and control of the Hasmonean
regions moved back and forth between the two powers for
most of the second century bce.
At the same time they were fighting with the Seleucids,
the Hasmoneans were corresponding with the Romans. The
Romans took a direct interest in the Hasmonean kingdom and
its politics. Over the next half-century, as the Seleucid Empire
finally collapsed, the Romans came to the fore.
Rome and Judaea (67

bce–330 ce)

Between 67 and 63 bce, Pompey of Rome took control of Syria
(including Judaea) from the Seleucids without raising a finger.
He entered Palestine shortly thereafter to quell a revolt led by
the last of the would-be Hasmonean kings, and Judaea was
made a client state. At the same time, back in Rome several
parties were vying for control of the empire. Pompey and
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Julius Caesar were the first to clash. Caesar won out, but after
only a brief respite he was assassinated in 44 bce. With Caesar
dead another struggle for the Roman Empire took place, this
time between Caesar’s supporters Mark Antony and Octavian.
Octavian would eventually become the first Roman Emperor,
Augustus. In the middle of this chaos a civil war erupted among
the remaining Hasmonean family over the position of high
priest in Jerusalem. The Romans intervened again. This time
they installed a king, Herod “the Great,” in 37 bce as king over
all the territory of the Jews.
Herod was the son of the Roman procurator (an employee
of the Roman emperor in civil affairs), Antipater, and early on
curried favor first with Mark Antony and the Roman senate,
and later with Octavian. Herodian rule inaugurated some of the
most grandiose building projects ever attempted in Palestine,
many of which are still visible today. His palace-fortress at
Masada and his renovation of the Jewish Temple to Yahweh
in Jerusalem (it wasn’t grand enough for Herod) are the two
most cited examples.
At his death, Herod’s kingdom was split among his family.
Archelaus (r. 4 bce–6 ce) received the largest territory but was
later deposed for his brutality. His territory was transferred to
a Roman procurator who now controlled all the lands of the
region, and Judaea was absorbed, as a minor province, into
the larger Roman province of Syria. There would be no more
Jewish kings.
It is in this setting that the life and teachings of Jesus of
Nazareth took place. The revolutionary Nazarene and his
followers should be viewed as one of many groups in Judaea
reacting against poor treatment under Roman rule and the
romanization–hellenization of Jewish culture. The more
violent revolutionary groups were the Zealots and Sicarii.
Their resistance to Roman rule eventually led to the outbreak
of the first Jewish war against Rome (66–74 ce). The Jewish
revolutionaries were brutally suppressed. When their main
stronghold, the fortress at Masada built earlier by King Herod,
was finally breached, many Jews committed suicide rather than
be taken alive by the Romans. Jerusalem was also sacked in
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the name of Rome, and, most tragic of all, as a final act of
retaliation the Jewish Temple to Yahweh, built in the Persian
period and renovated by King Herod, was burned to the
ground. All that remains now is the temple platform and its
visible Western Wall (also called the “Wailing Wall,” or in
Hebrew the Kotel); it is Judaism’s most sacred site and remains
a place of pilgrimage and prayer for Jews all over the world.
Things remained relatively quiet until around 130 ce, when
the Emperor Hadrian visited Palestine intent on rebuilding
Jerusalem in the mold of a Greco-Roman city and to ban the
Jewish practice of circumcision once and for all. It was a new
and unappreciated attempt at hellenizing the region. To top
it all off economic disparities were already high, stirring the
people again to revolution.
The second and last major Jewish war against Rome
(132–135 ce) broke out under the charismatic leadership of
Bar Kochba, sometimes called the Bar Kochba Revolt. It is
uncertain whether the whole of Palestine took part, but Judaea
was certainly at its center, and it paid a heavy price. The revolt
was suppressed, but in a particularly bloody manner. Some
scholars estimate that two-thirds of the Jewish population of
Judaea was annihilated. The final result was that Jerusalem
became a completely hellenized, Gentile (non-Jewish) city,
rebuilt and renamed Aelia Capitolina. Jews were barred from
entering the new city by imperial decree and threat of death.
The Jews were scattered throughout the empire, eventually as
far as Europe – thus beginning what is known as the Jewish
diaspora (dispersion of people from their homeland). As a final
insult, a shrine to Jupiter was built on the old site of the Temple
to Yahweh in Jerusalem, and in the year 139 ce the name for the
minor province of Roman Judaea was changed to Palaestina,
from which comes the modern name Palestine.
The following hundred years saw a codification of both
Judaism and Christianity. The Jews wrote down their oral laws
and commentary on the law in a book called the Talmud, and
the Christians compiled the gospels and epistles into what
became the New Testament. At the same time the Roman
Empire was in decay and appeared headed for collapse. Between
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235 and 275 ce Rome had 37 different emperors. It was the
leadership of several emperors that revived the flagging empire,
but one in particular changed the empire for good.
The Byzantine Empire (330

ce

to the rise of Islam)

The Emperor Constantine (r. 313–337) brought order to the
chaos of Rome’s collapse by reordering the empire from the
ground up. Perhaps his most famous innovation was to move
the capital of the Roman Empire to a more central location –
a smart move since Rome was now in charge of much of the
Near East. Power over the empire was transferred from Rome
to the city of Byzantium (hence the name Byzantine Empire),
located on the Bosporus Straits (modern-day Turkey), around
330 ce, and eventually called Constantinople in honor of the
emperor. He also took a special interest in Christianity; it was
rumored he had a vision where he was directed to put the
sign of the cross on his army’s shields – he won every battle
thereafter.
Christianity was popular, but it was a bit surprising to the
Romans to find the emperor promoting it to the status of a
full-fledged, legal Roman religion (the Edict of Milan). The
other pagan gods were still worshipped, but now Christianity
had achieved the seal of Roman authority. It was no longer
the religion of the poor, and its followers would no longer
be hounded by imperial persecution (with a few exceptions).
With the Christians in charge, the Jews of the empire were
subject to yet more persecution, this time for the crucifixion
of Jesus, but it was not constant, and at other times the Jews
were granted quite a bit of autonomy.
Palestine usually prospered under the Byzantine Empire.
Jerusalem was hailed as the center for Christianity with Rome
taking second place. Christian monuments began popping
up all over Jerusalem. It was during this time that the site
of Jesus’s crucifixion and the remains of the true cross were
discovered by Constantine’s mother, Helena; the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre was built on the site and still stands today.
For the most part the Byzantine Empire remained relatively
stable during its primacy with only the occasional war for more
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territory with the Persian Empire to the east – that is, until the
rise of the Arab tribes and the new religion Islam, which was
to become the leading faith in the region.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In view of what we now know about ancient Palestine, a
few important points should be made in summary. First, the
Palestine–Israel conflict is not thousands of years old. There is
certainly no “blood feud” between Arabs and Jews dating back
to the sons of Abraham. Secondly, the variety of cultures and
the dramatic degree to which cultures have changed over time
should now be apparent. From the Canaanites to the Romans,
these are the roots of ancient Palestinian and Jewish culture.
Thirdly, Jews, the descendants of the ancient Israelites, are as
such also descendants of the ancient Canaanites, the peoples
of Canaan, now modern Palestine. And indeed, by one name
or another, the Jews have populated the land for thousands
of years. What we have not yet emphasized and what needs
to be made explicit, however, is that the native Palestinians of
today are also descendants of the ancient Canaanites.
“Palestinian” is a regional ethnic term for a people who
have lived in the land of Palestine for thousands of years,
from Canaanite to Phoenician or Moabite or Edomite, etc., to
the same people under Roman, then Greek, then Byzantine,
and then Arab occupation, the people intermarrying with
these other populations but continuing on just the same. The
Palestinian–Arab culture of today is a result of a later seventh–
century influx of Arab tribes who brought with them the
religion of Islam, Arab culture, language, and the intermixing
of Arab peoples with the population of Palestine – all of
this will be discussed in the following chapter. But modern
Arab Palestinians are, in effect, also originally descendants
of the indigenous Canaanite population that continued in
time alongside the first Israelites, then the Jews, and then the
Roman–Judaeans of ancient Palestine, into modern history.
The Palestinians are descendants of the ancient Canaanites – by
a different name and a different culture – just as are the Jews.
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I choose to emphasize this relationship to show first, that for
a long time Israel and the other Canaanites lived in relative
peace, and second, that both Jews and Palestinians have viable
ancient claims to the land – in essence the same claim – that,
indeed, converges in the ancient past.
Suggested Reading
For a strongly biblical interpretation of Palestine’s history, consider Hershel
Shanks, ed., Ancient Israel: From Abraham to the Roman Destruction of the Temple
(Washington, DC: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1999). A valuable work focusing
on archaeology in Palestine is Amihai Mazar, Archaeology of the Land of the Bible:
10,000–586 BCE (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1992). For a classic review of
biblical interpretation and history, see J. Maxwell Miller and John H. Hayes, A
History of Ancient Israel and Judah (Philadelphia, PA: The Westminster Press,
1986). Helpful studies on the origins of Israel include: John J. McDermott, What
Are They Saying About the Formation of Israel? (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1998);
and William G. Dever, Who Were the Early Israelites and Where Did They Come
From? (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2003). A work
on the Canaanites worth looking at is Jonathan N. Tubb, Canaanites (Norman,
OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998). For a challenging but eye-opening
placement of the ancient narrative in a modern context, see Keith W. Whitelam,
The Invention of Ancient Israel (London, New York: Routledge, 1996). See Nadia
El-Haj, Facts on the Ground: Archaeological Practice and Territorial Self-Fashioning in
Israeli Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001) for an examination
of the role archaeology has played in Israel’s national ideology and identity.

2
Muhammad, Islam, and the Arab Empire

Note: As we saw in Chapter 1, there was little mention of Arabs, as
they do not make their way into the eastern Mediterranean portion
of the Middle East until after Muhammad and the founding of
Islam, which we will cover in this chapter. However, the Arabs were
always present in the history of ancient Palestine, but primarily as
itinerant traders and artisans, moving from the Arabian Peninsula
(modern-day Saudi Arabia) along trade routes north into Palestine.
Early possible reference to an Arabian tribe in Palestine is the story
of the queen of Sheba, probably a Sabaean queen from southern
Arabia, paying a visit to King Solomon (1 Kings 10:1–10). The
first clear mention of Arabian tribes in history is in Assyrian and
Babylonian texts. These suggest Arab populations moving all over
the place during the first millennium. By all accounts, however, it is
not until after the seventh century ce that the Arabs take a leading
role in Palestine’s history, as we will now see.
PRE-ISLAMIC ARABIA

Most considerations of the Arab Middle East are subsumed
within its religious context (Islam). But although rarely
regarded, the history of the Arabs before the emergence of
Muhammad and the Islamic faith (more on that later) is a rich
and interesting one that sets the stage for everything we know
as “Middle Eastern” or “Muslim” or “Arabian.”
Most likely a group who share ancestry with the Semitic
peoples mentioned in the first chapter – the Hapiru, the
Amorites, and others – no one is totally certain where the
Arabs came from, or when they appeared as a distinct group.
23
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According to scripture and legend the Arabs are descendants
of Ishmael, who was the son of Abraham and his maid Hagar;
his wife Sarah was having difficulty bearing him a son, but
then finally gave birth to Isaac. For the purposes of this book,
however, an effort will be made to stay as close to archaeological
evidence as possible, in which case we will have to shrug our
shoulders a little for lack of evidence.
Our discussion of the Arabs begins on the Arabian Peninsula,
what its inhabitants sometimes refer to as Jazirat al-‘Arab,
“the Island of the Arabs.”1 Though a peninsula in actuality,
if one considers the northern region that connects Arabia to
modern-day Iraq and Jordan – the Nufud desert – it might
as well be water. It is here that we encounter people engaged
in two distinct styles of living in an otherwise frequently
unforgiving environment: settled people living by means of
agriculture, and nomadic pastoralists.
The latter group, known as the Bedouin, could be considered
the Arabian in his quintessential form. These tribes of
nomads roaming the Arabian Peninsula from oasis to oasis
are the embodiment of adaptation to desert life. It was the
domestication of the camel that allowed the Bedouin to travel
deep into the punishing deserts of Arabia. A process that took
place between 3000 and 1000 bce, the domestication of the
Arabian dromedary (one-humped camel) created the ideal
animal companion. With its padded feet, short body-hair, a
storage of reserve fat in its hump, and its ability to drink 25
gallons of water in half as many minutes – and then rely on
it for days on end, up to five in the summer and 25 in the
winter – this creature provided the Bedouin with a full-service
vehicle. Historian Philip K. Hitti elucidates just how full-service
they were:
It is the Bedouin’s constant companion, his alter ego, his foster parent.
He drinks its milk instead of water (which he spares for the cattle); he
feasts on its flesh; he covers himself with its skin; he makes his tent of its
hair. Its dung he uses as fuel, and its urine as a hair tonic and medicine.2
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So it was that the Bedouin navigated the desert, moving from
one oasis to the next, subsisting on a diet of dates, milk, and the
meat produced from their herds of goats and sheep (collectively
referred to as ghanam). 3 With this minimal lifestyle, the
Bedouin Arab never took much interest in cultural pursuits
such as painting or architecture, but poetry, on the other hand,
is something that dwelt deep within his heart and soul.
The beauty of man lies in the eloquence of his tongue.
                old Arab adage4

Sometimes referred to as the public register, or diwan, of
the Arabs, pre-Islamic poetry was an expression of all aspects
of nomadic desert life. The Bedouin poet, never putting his
verses on paper, captured, orally recorded, and thus archived,
the “expression of their collective memory.”5 One poetic form
worthy of note is that of the qasida, or ode, which was up to
one hundred lines long and rather complicated in its various
metering. It was in these odes that tales of travel, battles, love
lost, and the Bedouin’s relationship with the desert were thus
preserved and handed down the generations. Also in these
poems was the expression of what is called muruwwah:
[B]ravery in battle, patience in misfortune, persistence in revenge (the
only justice possible at a time when no governments existed), protection
of the weak, defiance toward the strong, hospitality to the visitor (even a
total stranger), generosity to the poor, loyalty to the tribe, and fidelity in
keeping promises. These were the moral principles that people needed in
order to survive in the desert, and the verses helped to fix the muruwwah
in their minds.6

Superlative examples of Bedouin poetry (of those that
have survived) have been named the “suspended poems,” or
Mu’allaqat, which were later collected as the “Seven Golden
Odes” and eventually appeared in English. Considered
masterpieces of the art form, these poems were, legend has it,
awarded the highest honor at the Fair of Ukaz.7 The twenty-day
fair at Ukaz was an annual event where poets would exhibit,
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compete, and test their prowess in the art. This festival took
place in the early spring of the lunar calendar when fighting
was taboo, and also featured trade, commerce, and exhibitions
of various kinds.
It being pre-Islamic Arabia, one might wonder who, or
what, the people of Arabia were worshipping. Among the
sedentary people along the west coast, as well as various
tribes throughout the peninsula, there was a small presence
of Judaism and a number of sects of Christianity. For most
Arabs of the time, both desert and oasis alike were populated
with deities, sacred objects, and demons, or jinn. Particular
practices and beliefs in this pagan animism varied. Regarding
their degree of spirituality, the sedentary Arabs had far more
developed belief systems than their nomadic neighbors. The
Bedouin tends to be religious up to a point, but has a low
tolerance for gods and deities that fail to cooperate. In the
words of Hitti, “religion sits very lightly indeed on his heart.”8
The above description of Arabia holds for at least a few
thousand years. Over these millennia we cross the threshold
of the eras, from bce to ce. And it is at this threshold that
Jesus of Nazareth is being born, and the empires of Rome
and Persia (Iran) are large and dominant. The Persians, ruled
by the Sasanids, held sway over the area of today’s Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan. The Romans, on the other hand,
after moving their capital from Rome to the “new Rome” or
Constantinople in 330, exerted their fair share of power over
the Middle East as well.9 With Arabia stuck in the middle of
this, obviously there were some points of contact and a degree
of cultural exchange between these powers. Ethiopia, to the
southwest of Arabia in Africa, also possessed a significant
amount of power, adding to the mix.
Each of these powers – Rome, Persia, and Ethiopia – paid a
client tribe for military assistance. As a result, this created a
good deal of fighting in the peninsula between the three client
tribes. And it was against this socio-political backdrop that the
Prophet Muhammad arrived and would one day be known to
the followers of Islam as “the Seal of the Prophets.”
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Islam
Islam (meaning “surrender” or “submission”) is one of the largest religions in the
world, second in size only to Christianity. Its 1.6 billion followers, or Muslims,
devote themselves to Allah (God, or “the one”) and study of the Quran, Islam’s
sacred text. The word of God was made available via revelations channeled
through the archangel Gabriel to the Prophet Muhammad. For Muslims, the
prophethood of Muhammad is a continuation of the prophetic traditions also
found in Judaism and Christianity: Adam, Abraham, Moses, and Jesus (all of
whom appear in the Quran). The act of submission to Allah is carried out
through practice of the Five Pillars of Islam: (1) shehadah, or the profession
that “there is no god but God; Muhammad is the Prophet of God”; (2) salah,
the five daily prayers performed while facing toward Mecca, the birthplace of
Muhammad and holiest city of Islam; (3) zakat, or almsgiving to the poor and
underprivileged; (4) sawm, the month-long holiday of dawn-until-dusk fasting
called Ramadan; and (5) the annual pilgrimage, or hajj, to the Great Mosque in
Mecca, required of every Muslim at least once in their lives, though lenience
toward the poor is granted.

MUHAMMAD

On the west coast of Arabia, in the town of Mecca, around the
year 570, Abu al-Qasim Muhammad ibn Abd Allah ibn Abd
al-Muttalib ibn Hashim was born. This being his full name, he
is simply known as Muhammad. His father, Abd-Allah, died
before the young boy was born, which left the grandfather, Abd
al-Muttalib, who was head of the clan of Hashim (a branch of
the ruling Quraysh tribe), as the child’s guardian. Muhammad’s
mother, as was customary among Meccan families, sent the
boy away to spend a couple years in the healthy climate of the
desert, under the care of a wet-nurse, to live and travel with
the Bedouin. At the age of six, he lost his mother, and two
years later his grandfather died. Left an orphan, Muhammad
was then under the care of his uncle, Abu-Talib, who became
the new head of the Hashemite clan.
Abu-Talib, a caravan merchant, took his nephew on journeys
into Syria where Muhammad learned the ropes of commerce
and trade. But learn as he did, being an orphan in Mecca left
one with few options for upward mobility. The social fabric
of Mecca was such that, unlike the Bedouin, people were left
to their own devices in an “every man for himself” set of
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circumstances. Beyond having enough to eat, Muhammad
had no capital to launch him on any kind of career. In short,
he was stuck.
But as luck would have it, and perhaps accompanied by a
bit of intent given his situation, Muhammad met a moneyed
woman by the name of Khadija while on a trade journey in his
mid-twenties. Khadija entrusted her caravan to Muhammad
and, being so impressed with his honesty and skill, proposed
marriage to him. (No, this was not customary.) It is estimated
that Muhammad was 25 years old, and fifteen years her junior.
Despite her age, she bore him six children, four daughters and
two sons, both of whom died in infancy. Muhammad never
took any other wives during his relationship with Khadija.
Muhammad now had things in order: a wife he loved and
the money he needed. But with these needs met and the
attendant sense of stability that goes with it, Muhammad still
found himself lacking a sense of fulfillment. Having endured
the hardships of his youth and now seeing Mecca through
adult eyes, Muhammad grew disturbed and dismayed with
the condition of his society. In stark contrast to the familial
solidity of the Bedouin clans lay a Mecca of materialism,
greed, and ravenous individualism. This weighed heavy on
Muhammad’s heart. In an attempt to sort through his thoughts
and feelings, he took to meditating in a cave in the hills near
his neighborhood. During one of his moments of meditation,
around the year 610, a strange feeling came over Muhammad.
He had a vision of an angelic being and heard a voice:
Recite in the name of your Lord who created – created man from clots
of blood.
Recite! Your Lord is the Most Bountiful One, who by the pen taught
man what he did not know.
(Quran 96:1–5)10

Understandably, Muhammad was unsettled by this experience
and ran home to Khadija, where she assuaged his fears and
covered him with a coat. Khadija consulted a cousin of hers,
who reassured her that Muhammad was not in a state of
madness but, on the contrary, had experienced revelations from
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God. With this steadfast support at home, Muhammad found
the confidence and resolve to heed the revelations spoken to
him by the being whom he later identified as the archangel
Gabriel. (A point to consider: it is common for women in Arab
countries to play an extremely subservient role, but it was a
woman’s wisdom and support that was probably responsible
for Muhammad embarking on his life as a prophet in the first
place.) For the rest of his life, Muhammad would frequently
receive such revelations, the accumulation of which would
later become what is known as the Quran.
By 613 Muhammad was preaching to the public and
proselytizing his fellow Meccans, developing a small
following initially. Most of his followers were young men in
their twenties and thirties from middle-class families. As his
circle expanded and his influence strengthened, the leading
families of the Quraysh tribe grew irritable with Muhammad
and his preaching. Posing a threat to their power and their
financial interests, the Quraysh began to make Muhammad feel
unwelcome in Mecca. The heat continued to rise. In addition,
in 619 Khadija and Abu-Talib both died. Losing his strongest
sources of support, Muhammad was rendered vulnerable. It
was time to leave Mecca.
During the pagan pilgrimage to the Ka’bah in 620, Muhammad
was approached by some men from Yathrib (eventually known
as Medina), an oasis about 200 miles north of Mecca. These
men expressed their support and faithfulness, promising to
return to Yathrib and pave the way for the Prophet’s arrival.
By September 24, 622, Muhammad and about 70 followers
emigrated to Yathrib. This emigration, or hijrah (which also
translates as “the severing of kinship ties”), marks the beginning
of Islamic history, falling precisely on July 16, 622.
Once settled in at Yathrib, the name of the oasis was changed
to Medina (madinat al-nabi, “the city of the Prophet”). Initially,
Muhammad acted as an arbiter settling disputes between a few
of the pagan tribes of Medina, as he was a skilled politician
and known for his honesty. But in this early period there were
trials and tribulations more daunting for the Prophet than
presiding over feuds. The Muslim emigrants that came with
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Quran
The Quran (meaning “recital” or “recitation”; also spelled Koran) is, for Muslims,
the infallible word of God as it was communicated by the angel Gabriel to
Muhammad. The text is composed of 114 chapters, or surahs, which contain
the various revelations. The surahs are generally organized according to size, in
order of decreasing length; the shorter surahs at the end of the book are some of
the earlier revelations. Functioning as a source of moral and spiritual inspiration,
the Quran’s teachings addressed the social ills of Arabia in Muhammad’s time.
Treatment of orphans, women, and the underprivileged are addressed, along
with the severe rampant corruption in Mecca.
… the Quran places the chief emphasis on the religious aspect of the
troubles of Mecca. It calls on men to acknowledge the power and goodness
of God their Creator and to worship Him. Thereby they will be denying the
omnipotence and the omni-competence of the wealthy man. The Quran thus
provides a corrective – a more satisfying corrective – to the ‘presumption’
and ‘pride in wealth’ which it regards as the root of the materialistic
humanism underlying the social malaise of the times.11
It must be remembered that the Quran was not assembled until decades after
Muhammad’s death. Ever since, the Quran has been considered the superlative
model of classical Arabic prose.

Muhammad from Mecca were not skilled in agriculture, and
Medina’s economy was almost solely based on crops of dates,
cereals, and so forth. In an effort to pull their own weight
and support themselves while living in Medina, the emigrants
took to raiding Meccan caravans – another skill they lacked,
being from a sedentary culture. Most of these raids were dismal
failures, but with practice they began to accrue successes.
Also a matter of significance was Muhammad’s “break with
the Jews.” Of the eleven or so clans that made up Medina,
three were Jewish, and at one time had control of Yathrib.
Though distinct by their adherence to Judaism, these Jews
were probably indistinguishable from any other clan in Medina
Ka’bah
In Islam’s holiest city of Mecca, and in Mecca’s holiest mosque – the Great
Mosque – lies Islam’s holiest object, the Ka’bah. Arabic for “cube,” the Ka’bah
predates Islam, previously serving as a place of pagan worship, and is believed
to have been built by Adam, and then rebuilt by Abraham. When Muslims face
Mecca to pray five times a day, it is toward the Ka’bah that they are facing.
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at the time.12 It was with respect that Muhammad viewed
Christians and Jews, recognizing them as “People of the Book.”
Believing himself to be a continuation of the Abrahamic lineage
– Abraham, Moses, Jesus – Muhammad looked to these Jews as
potential supporters. Some indications of deference shown to
these clans at the time were the observance of the Jewish fast
of Yom Kippur, or the Day of Atonement, and Muhammad’s
choice of Jerusalem as the Muslim qiblah, the direction in
which one faced during prayer. But despite Muhammad’s
efforts, the Jewish clans were never quite convinced of his
prophethood and challenged the legitimacy of his preaching.
Eventually, Muhammad would change the qiblah to Mecca
(where it remains today) and exchange the fast of Yom Kippur
for the month-long fast of Ramadan.
Muhammad’s break with the three Jewish clans was a
political and strategic maneuver motivated by the dissent from
these clans, along with the support they provided to a number
of Muhammad’s enemies. This rift would eventually result
in the expulsion of two of them (the Qaynuqa and an-Nadir
clans). The fate of the third, the Qurayzah clan, was rather
worse. The men were executed and the women and children
sold into slavery. Other much smaller groups of Jews were
allowed to remain.
Some readers learning of this event may do so with raised
eyebrows, thinking: “Aha! So that’s the beginning of the
conflict between the Jews and the Arabs!” Well, no. But first
and foremost, this event concerning the Qurayzah clan is
historically verified and cannot be ignored. However, it should
be remembered that in seventh-century Arabia, tribal and clan
warfare was quite common. Yet, by all accounts this sort of
policy was rare for Muhammad. The whole purpose of his
preaching was to unite the people of Arabia and move society
away from this sort of barbarism. At the time, such acts in
ancient Arabia were perpetrated with the general understanding
that they might generate a response; attacks took the form of a
challenge. Most instances where people were shown “mercy”
were actually carried out to avoid retaliation. Muhammad, in
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this event, caused little shock in his brutality, but surprised
everyone by his fearlessness of reprisal.
In March 628, Muhammad decided to make a pilgrimage
to Mecca with roughly 1,500 men. They made their way
to Hudaybiya, just north of Mecca, where they were met
by a defensive Meccan military presence, acting under the
assumption that Muhammad possessed hostile intentions. A
truce was established between the two sides and the Muslims
were allowed to return the following year for the pilgrimage.
After the pilgrimage in 628, allies of Mecca attacked allies
of Muhammad. Deeming this a breach of the Hudaybiya
treaty, in January 630 Muhammad advanced on Mecca with
a force of 10,000. Overwhelmed by this show of strength,
Mecca allowed Muhammad to enter and occupy the city,
which he did peacefully, meeting almost no resistance.
Without Muhammad’s insistence, most Meccans converted
to Islam. With this major victory and a series of smaller
ones, Muhammad’s power grew exponentially. And by 630
Muhammad led the strongest military force in Arabia, now
predominantly Islamic and unified with its capital in Medina.
By 632 Muhammad’s health was failing, though he did
manage to lead the pilgrimage to Mecca in that year. It would
be his last and has come to be known as the “pilgrimage of
farewell.” On June 8, 632, in the presence of his wife, Aisha,
Muhammad died. Abu-Bakr, Muhammad’s best friend and
Aisha’s father, is quoted as saying: “O ye people, if anyone
worships Muhammad, Muhammad is dead, but if anyone
worships God, He is alive and dies not.”13
THE ARAB EMPIRE

With the passing of Muhammad, his followers found themselves
uncertain how to proceed. Having no sons who lived past
infancy, the Prophet was left without a successor. And leaving
in place no system of administration or organization, the
Muslim community needed someone to replace Muhammad.
It was Abu-Bakr who was chosen to be the Prophet’s successor,
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or caliph (which comes from khalifa in Arabic, meaning
“to succeed”).
The caliph was not a prophet and did not receive revelations.
He was merely a leader of the community. Abu-Bakr (r. 632–634)
was confronted almost exclusively with administrative and
political issues, which grew quite difficult with the passing
of Muhammad. With the solidity of the Muslim community
quickly degenerating into chaos and infighting, Abu-Bakr and
his successor Umar (r. 634–644) implemented a tried and true
strategem: The best way to create solidarity among a population
is to focus its attention outside itself. This was achieved by
moving north to conquer lands held by the Byzantine and
Persian empires. With the fighting that had been going on
between the two empires, both were greatly weakened and their
territories ripe for the picking. In a decade the Arab armies won
control of Constantinople’s Middle Eastern holdings: Palestine,
Syria, Egypt, and Cyrenaica (a region in the eastern portion of
modern-day Libya). The eventual fall of the Persian Empire
would also add its provinces to the list of Arab acquisitions.
In the matter of a century, the Arab Empire stretched from
Spain (its westernmost territory), across North Africa and the
whole of the Middle East to the western border of China. Over
the course of the Rashidun caliphate (comprised of the first
four caliphs, known as “the rightly guided” caliphs) and two
main dynasties, the Umayyad and the Abbasid (sometimes
referred to as the High Caliphate),14 the Arab Empire retained
its power for over six centuries. However, after the relatively
unified rule of the Umayyads (661–750) and some 200 years
into the Abbasid era (950), things were winding down and the
empire was becoming fractured and disintegrated. The empire
as it stood from Abu-Bakr to the tenth century is a story of
frequent revolts, dissent, assassinations, and more revolts. But
what happened culturally during this time was something quite
noteworthy.
The invaders of the desert brought with them no tradition of learning, no
heritage of culture, to the lands they conquered. In Syria, in Egypt, in al-‘Iraq,
in Persia, they sat as pupils at the feet of the peoples they subdued.15
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Coming from a rather unsophisticated and simple, but
not barbaric, style of living, the Arabs made their way into
these foreign lands encountering highly cultured societies,
happening upon classical literature, Hellenistic thought,
Byzantine institutions, Roman law, Syriac scholarship, and
Persian art.
At first these resources were appropriated directly, with little reshaping.
Before long, however, they were more selectively utilized, combined into
novel patterns that served as both resources and stimulus to creative
Muslim scholarship. The result was not simply a montage of bits and
pieces of disparate culture. It was a new creation with its own distinctive
pattern, infused with a new spirit and expressing a new social order.16

The mission of the Muslims was not domination in the
sense of one power moving in and exerting total control and
subjugating the native populations. The Arabs instead entered
Persia, Spain, Africa, and the Middle East and established a
synthesis between their pan-Islamic intentions of expansion
and the cultural and intellectual resources of the people
they were conquering. Consequently, the diverse and varied
societies spanning the territory of the empire came into contact
with one another by virtue of being under the same rule.
Music, art, science, and literature were no longer confined to
a specific region, but instead contributed to a larger culture.
With capitals in Cordoba in Spain, Cairo in Egypt, Damascus in
Syria, and Baghdad in Iraq, these cities became centers of high
culture, boasting achievements in science and art that were,
at the time, unrivaled anywhere else in the world. It was this
Arab Golden Age that would inspire and create the impetus
for the European Renaissance.

3
The Crusades to the Ottoman Empire

Note: Phrases like “the Crusades” and “the Ottoman Empire” are
commonly associated with high school and college history courses,
of which you would probably rather not be reminded. Remaining
sensitive to this I have endeavored to keep this chapter short and
somewhat lively – though thousands of people being hacked to pieces
doesn’t need much spicing up. Nevertheless, this chapter attempts
to lay out in a quick and clear manner a huge expanse of history
that connects the ancient with the modern.
THE CRUSADES (1095–1291)

Over the course of the second half of the first millennium, a
nomadic people coming most likely from Central Asia and
Mongolia entered Persia. Known as the Turks, they eventually
made their way into Persia and the Middle East. During the
expansion of the Arab Empire, the Turks, in their southern
migration, came into contact with the Arabs; they were actually
part of the Abbasid era discussed in the previous chapter, and
quickly converted to Islam.1
One of the more historically noteworthy Turkish tribes were
the Seljuks. This dynasty, in 1044, defeated and supplanted
the prior Ghaznavid dynasty, and with an initial alliance
with the Abbasids eventually gained control of all the region
covering modern-day Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Iraq, Iran, and
Afghanistan. This rapid expansion of Seljuk control, however,
unnerved the Byzantine emperor Alexius Comnenus. (Bear in
mind that as the Seljuks expanded into modern-day Turkey,
35
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they were approaching Constantinople where the Byzantine
Empire’s capital was located.) In 1095, Alexius contacted the
pope in Rome, Urban II, with an appeal for help.
Alexius and Urban were anything but friends, but Pope
Urban saw an advantage in Rome coming to the aid of the
Byzantine emperor. Along with saving the day and rescuing
Christians in the east, as well as opening up Palestine and the
routes of pilgrimage, Urban could establish the supremacy of
the papacy over the entirety of the Christian Church.
Later in the same year Urban gave a speech at the Council
of Clermont calling upon all Christians, rich and poor, to
leap to the aid of the eastern Christians. Though what he said
precisely is unknown (there are accounts but they were written
years later) it is safe to assume the speech was a masterpiece
of oratory and persuasion. Appealing to a range of motives
– from religious to racist – the pope cultivated a mass hatred
for the “wicked race” of Muslims and urged that the Holy
Land be regained and the infidels exterminated. Fired with a
zeal for honor, spiritual salvation, acquisition of wealth, and
adventure, the crowds cried “Deus volt!” (God wills it).
In the following year, 1096, an army of 15,000 knights
headed for Constantinople. After turning back the encroaching
Turks, most of the army continued with the original plan of
marching on to Jerusalem. The crusaders took Jerusalem in a
six-week siege, in 1099. An account by one crusader offers a
glimpse:
The amount of blood that they shed on that day is incredible…. Some
of our men (and this was more merciful) cut off the heads of their
enemies; others shot them with arrows, so that they fell from towers;
others tortured them longer by casting them into flames. Piles of heads,
hands, feet were to be seen in the streets of the city…. It was a just and
splendid judgment of God that this place should be filled with the blood
of unbelievers, since it had suffered so long from their blasphemies.2

Killing Muslims and Jews – men, women, and children alike
– the First Crusade managed to drive back the infidels, or
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“Saracens” as the crusaders referred to Muslims and Arabs, from
Constantinople and liberate the Holy City of Jerusalem. A little
over half a century later, the Turks launched a counteroffensive
to regain Jerusalem, and under the leadership of the legendary
Saladin (Salah al-Din in Arabic), who was of Kurdish decent,
took the Holy City back in 1187.
After the First Crusade there were countless other expeditions,
only a few of which have actually been enumerated by
historians. The Second Crusade (1147–49), encouraged by the
French monk St Bernard of Clairvaux, was short-lived and
resulted in a pitiful attempt to take Damascus; in a five-day
siege it was over. The Third Crusade (1189–92) was inspired by
Saladin’s recapture of Jerusalem. Preached by Pope Gregory VIII
but led by the French King Philip II and England’s Richard I
(also known as Richard the Lionheart), this crusade attempted
to reach Jerusalem, but went to and defeated Acre (a town in
northwestern modern-day Israel) in 1191. Richard and Saladin,
between whom there was reported mutual respect, then signed
a treaty that lasted five years.
The Fourth Crusade (1202–4) is a story of the crusaders
planning to make their way to Egypt via the Mediterranean
Sea. However, their intentions were sidetracked in Venice, and
the crusaders instead helped the Venetians attack their rivals –
who, incidentally, were Christian. After doing so, the crusaders,
along with the Venetians, further changed their objectives
and stormed Constantinople. In a somewhat peculiar turn of
events, the crusaders were attacking the very place that had
appealed to their forefathers for help!
The year 1212 witnessed the involvement of children in what
is called the Children’s Crusade. A peasant boy by the name
of Stephen of Cloyes gathered approximately 30,000 French
and German kids and set out from Marseilles. Vulnerable to
ruthless merchants, the children were promised free passage to
the Holy Land, but instead were sent to slave markets in North
Africa. A second children’s crusade that came out of Germany
suffered a similar fate.
The Fifth Crusade (1218–21) took place in Egypt and, after
a modicum of initial success, failed; this was to be the last
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crusade where the papacy played an active role. The Sixth
Crusade (1228–29) was not much of a crusade at all, and
instead ended up being a diplomatic visit by the Holy Roman
Emperor Frederick II, resulting in a truce and a partial surrender
of Jerusalem and Bethlehem. However, the Muslims soon
reoccupied both places. A treaty in 1244 restored Christian
possession, but Egyptian Muslims and some Turkish allies took
Jerusalem once again, leading to the Seventh Crusade.
Another attempt at Egypt, this time by King Louis IX of
France, resulted in his own capture, and release. Deciding he
had not had enough, Louis led another expedition in 1270 –
the Eighth Crusade – this time to Tunisia in North Africa. Upon
his arrival plague began to wipe out his troops, and eventually
him along with it. Aside from an attempt by Prince Edward at
coming to Louis’s assistance – a bit too late – Louis’s Crusade is
considered the last. By 1291 the Christians had lost the last of
their strongholds (Acre). Some low-key attempts at regaining
various territories continued for a short while, but by 1291
what we know as the period of the Crusades was over.
Aside from initial and temporary success, all subsequent
seven Crusades resulted in failure. What the crusaders brought
home with them, on the other hand, were the cultural and
scientific achievements of the Middle East. While the Arabs,
Persians, and Jews were making breakthroughs in art and
science, Europe was mired in the stagnancy of the Middle
Ages. Upon the return of the crusaders to their homelands,
an impulse was created that would in time result in the
Renaissance back in Europe.
For the Muslims, victory failed to outweigh some of the
costs – known as a pyrrhic victory. Two hundred years of
warfare had left its imprint on the region. Another aspect of the
expensive triumph of the Muslims was their vulnerability to
other potential invading forces, though it did increase cultural
cohesion and willingness to resist. While the Crusades were
winding down, and the region being sufficiently softened
up from years of strife, the Muslims were visited by another
foreign presence – one without pretense of purpose.
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THE MONGOL INVASION

During the initial years of the Fifth Crusade (1218–21), the
Muslim Middle East suffered another bloody invasion, this
time by the Mongols and their leader, Genghis Khan. A
nomadic people from north of the Gobi Desert (located in
modern-day Mongolia, north of China), the Mongols were
originally tribal hunters and herders, but in the early thirteenth
century formed a confederation under the leadership of
Genghis (also spelled Chingis, Chingiz, Jenghis, and Jenghiz,
though the spelling of his real name, Temujin, is relatively
constant). Though preoccupied with taking over China, he was
sidetracked by a plea for help from the Turks in modern-day
Kyrgyzstan (northeast of Afghanistan). They had fallen under
the control of a rival Mongol confederation, the Kara-Khitay.
After dealing with this group, Genghis’s momentum inspired
a wholesale invasion of Southwest Asia and Persia. What
ensued was genocidal slaughter and destruction of entire cities
and populations.
They slaughtered 700,000 inhabitants of Merv; their engineers broke the
dams near Gurganj to flood the city after it had been taken; they poured
molten gold down the throat of a Muslim governor; they carried off
thousands of Muslim artisans to Mongolia as slaves, most of them dying
on the way; they stacked the heads of Nishapur’s men, women, and
children in pyramids; and they even killed dogs and cats in the streets.3

After Genghis’s death in 1227, one of his grandsons, Hulegu,
decided to move the conquest further west with the intent of
driving his forces all the way through the Middle East as far
as Egypt.
In 1256 Hulegu ploughed through the territories of Iran,
Iraq, and Syria. By 1258 the Mongols had reached Baghdad
and laid waste to libraries, mosques, and centuries worth of
physical history. Estimates vary, but it is safe to say that a
million people were slaughtered during the siege (though
Christians and Jews were spared). Along with the destruction of
the city and many of its people, the caliphate in Baghdad was
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also toppled: the Abbasid caliph and all the males of his house,
after surrendering, were rolled into carpets and trampled to
death by horses. The stench of the corpses throughout the city
finally drove Hulegu and company out of Baghdad. The city
would never recover.
Again, momentum carried the Mongols toward the
Mediterranean and Egypt. In 1259–60 Hulegu’s forces took the
Syrian cities of Aleppo and Damascus, with Jerusalem next on
the list. However, during the years the Mongols spent moving
westward, a powerful new group known as the Mamluks was
rising in Egypt. Originally, the Mamluks (meaning “slave” or
“owned men”) were a military force raised by the Abbasid
caliphs of the ninth century by forcing non-Muslim boys into
military training. Yet, they grew into a formidable power in
Egypt. Moving on Jerusalem the Mongols were stopped in
their tracks by the Mamluks, meeting defeat at the Battle of
Ayn Jalut in September 1260. Thus the Mamluks became the
masters of Syria and Palestine, while Hulegu withdrew to Iraq
and Persia. While in control of Syria and Palestine the Mamluk
forces drove the last of the crusaders out in 1291, and remained
in power until 1517.
THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE (1299–1922)

The genesis of the Ottoman Empire took place between the
disintegration of the Byzantine Empire, the disintegration
of Seljuk power, and the invasion of the Mongols. With the
Byzantine Empire reeling from the unexpected effects of the
Fourth Crusade (when the crusaders attacked Constantinople),
and the Seljuks’ defeat in 1243 by the Mongols, tribes of warrior
nomads called ghazis slipped through the cracks into Anatolia
(modern-day Turkey).
In an attempt to escape the Mongols (as well as seek
material gain and expand the boundaries of Islam) these
ghazi nomads occupied eastern and central Anatolia, and then
formed principalities in the contested border regions west and
north. One of the weaker and less significant of these was the
principality run by Osman I (r. 1280–1324?).
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Located right at the edge of the Byzantine defense perimeter,
Osman’s principality was engaged in constant battle with
the empire. After a number of military successes it started
attracting the attention of other tribes that soon pledged their
loyalty. Osman’s growing military might created the needed
conditions for vast expansion, which is exactly what he and
his son, Orhan (r. 1324?–60), initiated. Those belonging to the
principality of Osman and Orhan were to become known as
Osmanlis, or Ottomans.
Over the next number of rulers, or sultans, the Ottomans
conquered the Balkans in Eastern Europe. In 1453, a watershed
year in Ottoman history, Constantinople was finally, after many
previous attempts, taken by Sultan Mehmet II (r. 1451–81).
Constantinople would henceforth be called Istanbul. Through
vast reconstruction programs instituted by Mehmet II and his
successors, the city was restored to the splendor of its best years
under Byzantine rule.
Under the sultanates of Selim I (r. 1512–20) and Suleyman
the Magnificent (r. 1520–66), the Ottoman Empire underwent
its greatest expansion. By the end of Suleyman’s rule, the
Ottoman Empire covered the territories of Hungary, Yugoslavia,
North Africa, Egypt, Syria (including what is now Israel and
Palestine), Iraq, Iran, and the western rim of Arabia. Suleyman
the Magnificent’s sultanate (the tenth) marks the zenith of the
Ottoman Empire.
By the sixteenth century the Ottoman Empire was the
largest and most powerful empire in the world. Far from
homogeneous, the empire consisted not just of Turks, but
also Arabs, Armenians, Greeks, and Slavs. Istanbul, by this
time, was a cosmopolitan melting pot of 700,000 inhabitants
representing all three monotheistic faiths: 58 percent were
Muslim, 32 percent were Christian, and 10 percent were Jewish.4
With this broad range of cultural and religious diversity, the
Ottoman Empire chalked a good deal of its success up to the
flexibility of its administrative policies. Management methods
like the millet system allowed the different religious groups a
significant amount of autonomy. Millets were communities
of non-Muslims granted the freedom to continue their faith-
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specific policies, regarding education and legal issues, with
minimum interference. The relative autonomy reduced the
likelihood of resistance; even the religious leaders of the
various communities were allowed to remain in place, but
were assigned the responsibility of being tax farmers for the
Ottomans. The top Ottoman priorities were taxes and stability,
and this system yielded both.
The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries marked the
beginning of the empire’s decline. The international tide was
changing, which forced the Ottomans into new and unfamiliar
territory. Economic competition with neighboring powers,
in particular Europe, created new patterns of commerce and
trade that diminished the hitherto economic independence
of the Ottoman Turks to a state of utter dependence. (Europe
had undergone steady and significant development from
the Renaissance onward, in time arriving at the Industrial
Revolution.) Along with the external changes facing the
Ottoman leadership, the empire encountered challenges from
within. Less effective sultans, deterioration of institutional
integrity – corruption, merit-based systems replaced by
nepotism – and decentralization of the power structure
served only to weaken the empire politically, militarily, and
economically.
Attempts at reform were undertaken to westernize various
institutions, including the military. Most notable of the
reformers were sultans Selim III (r. 1789–1807) and Mahmud
II (r. 1808–39). Shortly after Mahmud II, the era of intense
reformism known as the Tanzimat took hold. During this period
a new literary movement involving poetry and journalism
gave rise to a group (more in name than in substance) called
the Young Ottomans. The Young Ottomans were interested
in reforms that reconciled the westernizing attempts of the
Tanzimat with Ottoman/Islamic traditional foundations. They
then called for a constitution. The Ottoman Constitution of
1876, however, was suspended before the ink was dry due to,
among other things, a Russian invasion. Shortly thereafter,
a number of opposition groups formed a movement called
the Young Turks. This movement and its secret society called
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the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) inspired a coup
in 1908 that restored the 1876 constitution and eventually
overthrew the government. Despite good intentions the Young
Turks inherited, but were not able to handle, internal instability,
external strife including large losses of territory (especially
in Eastern Europe), and two coups – one that removed the
CUP from power and one that restored it. Ottoman pursuit of
reform, democracy, and statehood was finished. With World
War I a few years away, the 600-year-old empire was soon to
go the way of every empire before it.5

II
Origins

Chapters 4 and 5, addressing Zionism and Palestine, will set the
conflict’s stage by examining the two involved groups. First, we
will look at the tribulations and persecution of Europe’s Jews
and the resultant birth of Zionism. Secondly, a description of
Palestine between the years of 1882 to 1914 will help us glean
a sense of what things were like at the twilight of the Ottoman
Empire: the political climate, the people, and how they lived.
Chapter 6 then traces the developments over World War I and
World War II that gave rise to what we will finally arrive at in
Part III: the conflict.

4
Jewish Persecution and Zionism

The world resounds with outcries against the Jews,
and these outcries have awakened the slumbering idea.
          Theodor Herzl, The Jewish State1
THE TRIBULATIONS OF EUROPEAN JEWRY

In Europe, the emerging concept of nationalism was also
taking hold of Jewish communities; at first in Eastern Europe,
but eventually spreading from London to Moscow. Recall
from Chapter 1 that the Jews were spread throughout much
of Europe after being expelled by the Romans in the second
century. “The distinguishing characteristic of the Jews,”
historian David Vital succinctly states, “has been their Exile.”2
Endeavoring to maintain cultural identity while living in a
diaspora, an element of Jewish consciousness for 1,900 years
has been to return to Eretz-Israel (Land of Israel), or Zion.
From a theological perspective the Jews were cast out of
Eretz-Israel and into exile for transgressions against Yahweh.
Therefore, some believe the Jews are serving a penance and
awaiting redemption from God. Jewish redemption and
return to Eretz-Israel can only, as a matter of course, be
divinely provided on Judgment Day, when the Messiah comes
to bring peace to all nations. The return from exile has
survived as a religious notion, but the idea of a homeland
was never considered an actual political ideology until the
nineteenth century. That said, as the above quotation by
Theodor Herzl (more on him later) indicates, some Jews in
47
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the late 1800s began to see a potential political reality in
the Promised Land.
To get an idea of the evolution of European Jewry during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, we can more or less
look at Europe along its Eastern/Western axis.
To the Jew as a man – everything: to Jews as a nation – nothing.
Count Stanislas Clermont-Tonnerre
to the French Assembly, October 12, 1789

As a result of the French Revolution (1789) and its Declaration
of the Rights of Man, France became a place where Jews were
included as citizens under the “preservation of the natural
and imprescriptible rights of … Liberty, Property, Safety, and
Resistance to Oppression.”3 Over the next half-century Western
Europe offered the possibility of assimilation (blending into
the surrounding culture) for Jewish people. Many Western
Jews chose this route and assimilated into the cultures among
which they lived, becoming more European and less culturally
distinct. This phenomenon greatly increased social and legal
equality, and reduced suspicion toward and xenophobia (fear
of the foreign) of Jews, though sporadic instances of antiSemitic violence persisted. Jews were sometimes still viewed as
aliens and used as scapegoats for social, political, and economic
maladies. All in all, things were better for Western Jews than
for Eastern Jews.
In Eastern Europe, where the large majority of world Jewry
(75 percent) was located, Jews were faring far worse. The change
Anti-Semitism
The term “anti-Semitic” was coined around this time (1879) by the German
journalist Wilhelm Marr. The term indicates a shift in thinking; from that of
religious hatred to that of racist hatred. So even if Jews fully merged into the
surrounding culture and played by the rules, they were still viewed as Jews
biologically. But, as was covered in Chapter 1, a Semite is someone who belongs
to a particular language group, one that includes a variety of peoples – including
Arabs. So the terms “anti-Semite” and “anti-Semitic” are technically misnomers.
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in philosophy in Central and Western Europe did not take root
in Russia and Eastern Europe. With the partitioning of Poland
(1772–95) between Austria, Prussia, and Russia, Russia’s Jewish
population was greatly expanded by those inherited from the
annexed territory. According to historian Howard M. Sachar:
To the tsarist government, no less than to the backward, largely illiterate
native peasantry, the Jews were regarded in terms of their medieval
stereotype: as Christ killers, well poisoners, or at best as usurious traders
and parasitic middlemen.4

Confronted with having to deal with this influx of undesired
people, the government, in an effort to keep Jews from
infiltrating mainland society, decided to concentrate them
in Russia-controlled Poland. Passed in 1791 (but formally
instituted in 1794) the Pale of Settlement was created.
Essentially a vast ghetto stretching from the Black Sea to the
Baltic Sea, Jews were confined to certain areas and cities within
this territory and endured severe restrictions. One of the most
brutal aspects of life in the Pale was its military conscription
ukase (edict). These recruitment policies ordered Jewish
children as young as eight to be taken from their parents by
press-gangs and forced into 25 years of military service – more
or less a death sentence.5
The reign of Czar Alexander II (r. 1855–81), however, saw
a relaxation of governmental policies and the institution of
reforms that benefited the Jews as well as the Russian citizenry.
This period of slight liberal reform ushered in a movement of
Jewish enlightenment known as the Haskalah. With students
being able to attend university in Moscow, a minor easing of Pale
restrictions, and the birth of a literary movement among Jewish
students and intellectuals, Russian Jewry began to examine
its own culture more closely. Issues of modernity, traditional
religiosity, cultural insularity, and Gentile (non-Jewish) society,
especially Western culture, came to the fore. Jews began to
question and reassess their cultural role. “Be a Jew at home
and a man in the street” became a slogan that enshrined the
prevailing sentiment of the Haskalah poets and writers.6
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There was much discussion and published philosophizing
about the pros and cons of assimilation and secular modernity,
as well as more traditional Torah-based solutions to the
plight and problems of Jewish people. Though there were
improvements under Alexander II (including the termination
of conscription of children), life was far from easy and antiJewish sentiment was a fixture of Russian thinking, from the
ruling elite to the peasantry. Then, in 1881, things got worse.
In March, a group of young revolutionaries assassinated
Alexander II. The reign of Alexander III brought a shockwave
of anti-Semitism along with it. Blamed for the assassination,
although only one of the assassins was Jewish, the Jews
suffered severe reinstitution of restrictions, expulsion from
Moscow, strict quotas for students, and transference from the
countryside to the already overcrowded city slums. Aside from
political backlash the Russian peasantry, with tacit support
from the government, also acted out its contempt with waves
of attacks and riots known as pogroms. These pogroms were
acts of profound violence that shook Russian Jewry to its
roots. A dispatch describing one such attack that took place
on Passover, April 1882, reads as follows:
On the tenth, at three o’clock in the afternoon, the riot began; the Jewish
inhabitants … prepared to defend themselves; whereupon the municipal
authorities had them dispersed by troops who beat them with rifle-butts.
On the eleventh, at eight o’clock in the morning, 600 peasants from the
surrounding country recommenced the attack and maintained it without
further obstacle. It was a scene of pillage, murder, arson, and rape to
make one tremble with horror; 700 Jews were injured, 40 seriously, 3
were killed [the figures were later corrected: 211 injured of whom 39
seriously, 9 killed]; girls were raped; all houses inhabited by Jews, with 16
exceptions, were demolished [later corrected: 976 houses, 253 shops,
and 34 public houses]; all household furniture was broken or burned;
everything destroyed. The Jews are dying of hunger.7

A four-year period of fear and violence more or less totally
destroyed any hopes or illusions of emancipation and equality.
The harsh restrictions of the Pale, anti-Semitic hatred, attacks,
and the attendant poverty, misery, and fear that went along
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with this treatment, brought Russian Jewry to the psychological
brink. From the beginning of the pogrom years to the turn of
the century, hundreds of thousands of Jews emigrated from
Russia to Western Europe, South America, Palestine, and to a
large extent the United States. Escape seemed the only viable
option under such circumstances. In the background, however,
the notion of escape was being focused and tempered with
thoughts of nationalism. Russia’s implied hopes that “one-third
will die out, one-third will leave the country, and one-third
will completely dissolve in the surrounding population” had
indeed awakened the slumbering idea.8
THE BIRTH OF ZIONISM

Jewish desire for a national homeland was motivated, almost
exclusively, by what they suffered and endured in Russia,
and this desire for a safe haven state is the very essence of
Zionism. The term “Zionism,” coined by the Austrian author
and publicist Nathan Birnbaum, did not become the formal
label for this idea until the mid-1880s; the concept of Zionism,
as an actual political strategy, began to germinate several years
earlier.
As early as 1839 a rabbi from near Belgrade by the name of
Yehuda Alkalai published a text entitled Darchai Noam (Pleasant
Paths) in which he propounded the colonization of the Holy
Land. A contemporary of Alkalai’s from East Prussia, Rabbi
Zvi Hirsch Kalischer, published similar writings regarding
redemption through action. In 1862 a German Jew by the name
“Zion”
The background and origin of the term “Zion” is somewhat obscure. The name
refers to both the city of Jerusalem as well as the hill on which it was built. In the
Bible the term is mentioned in both Old and New Testaments, such as Mount
Zion. As the Encyclopaedia Britannica states: “Mount Zion is the place where
Yahweh, the God of Israel, dwells (Isaiah 8:18; Psalm 74:2), the place where
he is king (Isaiah 24:23) and where he has installed his king, David (Psalm 2:6).
It is thus the seat of the action of Yahweh in history.”9 Zion can also denote
heaven and the Jewish people.
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of Moses Hess (a classmate of Karl Marx, incidentally) reacted
to the recurrent anti-Semitism around him by authoring Rome
and Jerusalem. Now a classic of Zionist literature, it was not
significantly considered until Zionism was fully developed
years later. But its thesis concluded that Jewish return to the
Land of Israel was requisite for true emancipation.
Aside from these initial instances, the longing for statehood
did not become pronounced until the pogrom years (1881–84).
With the crushing blow of these years on Russian Jews, the
Haskalah became a distant memory, its light all but snuffed out.
Nevertheless, a number of students, writers, and intellectuals
who remained motivated decided to apply its achievements
to a desperately practical end.
By the 1870s Zionist groups and clubs began to sprout up
throughout the Pale, such as the Hovevei Zion (Lovers of
Zion) – later a confederation called Hibbat Zion (The Love of
Zion). These circles engaged in various activities, social and
political, but the ideological substrate of these organizations
was singular and to the point: living in Russia is intolerable
and the solution is Eretz-Israel. Hibbat Zion would eventually
come under the leadership of the physician Leo Pinsker, who
in 1882 published Autoemancipation. Pinsker’s text was the first
substantive analysis and formulation of the Jewish question,
suggesting that the world’s anti-Semitism was incurable and
that a homeland was the only vehicle of deliverance – though he
was not insistent on Palestine, and suggested other possibilities
including North America. Regardless, Autoemancipation became
the manifesto of the Hibbat Zion and was fairly well received,
placing Pinsker at the heart of the burgeoning movement.
Another group working at around the same time was the
BILU, an acronym from the biblical passage Isaiah 2:5: “O
house of Jacob, come ye and let us walk in the light of the
Lord.”10 A group of students from Kharkov, Ukraine, the BILU
in 1882 organized and committed to establishing agricultural
settlement communes in Palestine. Fourteen members set
out for Eretz-Israel that same year, but achieved very limited
success and ended up returning to Europe, ultimately in failure.
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Also at this time (1882 was a big year) a large wave of
immigration called the First Aliyah (“Ascent”) occurred.
Between 1882 and 1903, 25,000 Jews entered Palestine. Though
some were motivated ideologically, most were simply fleeing
Russia and Eastern Europe and headed for the larger cities as
opposed to settlements in the hinterland. By and large, Zionism
was just getting off the ground and lacked any real political
organization. What movements and groups did exist were
comprised of small numbers with only a modicum of planning
and strategy, and less than a modicum of financing. Some of
the settlements were propped up solely by the philanthropy of
Western Jews, wealthy men like Moses Montefiore and financier
Baron Edmond de Rothschild. Zionism up until the 1880s
lacked the cohesion and the engine of a full-blown political
movement that would give sufficient force to Zionism’s goals,
but a 30,000-word pamphlet published in 1896 changed all
that.
THEODOR HERZL AND POLITICAL ZIONISM

Oddly enough, the one who would end up gluing it all together
and giving Zionism a unified voice and a politically structured
agenda came not out of Russia or Eastern Europe, but Austria.
Born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1860 to an assimilated and
well-to-do banking family, Theodor Herzl grew up in liberal
European environs. In his late teens, he and his family moved
to Vienna, where he attended university and became a lawyer.
Disillusioned with the study of law, Herzl became interested in
journalism, eventually taking a position as Paris correspondent
at the prestigious Austrian paper, Neue Freie Presse. (Herzl was
also something of a playwright, but never garnered much
attention in that endeavor.)
For many years Herzl was unfamiliar with the plight of
Russian Jewry or the fledgling Zionist movements that were
being preached and practiced, his concern being European
Jewry. Herzl’s contemplation of this matter grew into
obsession, and then the Dreyfus Affair brought his feelings
and thoughts on the issue to a head. Captain Alfred Dreyfus,
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a French Jew and officer in the French army, was arrested in
1894 for selling military intelligence to the Germans. The case
became a conflagration in French society, and anti-Semitism
in liberal France came to the surface. Herzl, covering the event
as a journalist, was most moved by French mobs shouting “Á
mort les Juifs!” (Death to the Jews). Dreyfus was convicted and
sentenced to life imprisonment on Devil’s Island, a French
penal colony off the northeast coast of South America and a
former leper colony. It was not until 1899 that Dreyfus was
given a presidential pardon, and not until seven years later
that he was fully vindicated and allowed to resume his post.
But the effect the affair had on France was immense, and the
effect it had on Herzl equally so.
Herzl began work on formalizing a solution to Jewish
discrimination, and, in 1896, produced The Jewish State (Der
Judenstaat). It was a short pamphlet (under one hundred
pages) that spelled out in style and force of conviction what
would become the principal statement of Zionism. Though
not asserting anything conceptually innovative or new, Herzl
was putting a face on the cause.11 What was unique was an
assimilated European intellectual promoting the notion of the
Jews removing themselves from their situation. For Herzl, and
many others, it was an incurable and hopeless situation, one
that gave rise to an “inescapable conclusion.”12 In Herzl’s words:
A nation is everywhere a great child, which can certainly be educated;
but its education would, even in most favorable circumstances, occupy
such a vast amount of time that we could, as already mentioned,
remove our own difficulties by other means long before the process
was accomplished.13

On particular issues Herzl diverged from “traditional”
Zionist groups like Hibbat Zion. His strategy was to proceed
diplomatically and seek the support and cooperation of the
power elite and the wealthy, Jewish and non-Jewish alike.
Rather than trickle-immigration, an international avowal and
acknowledgment should be in order to initiate mass settlement.
Moreover, Herzl was not totally dedicated to Palestine and
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was open to the possibility of Argentina as a potential Jewish
homeland. Irrespective of these differences, Zionists were
still in support of Herzl and the program he had formulated,
coupled with the increased exposure of The Jewish State, which
was being smuggled into Russia in defiance of its censorship.
Herzl’s name and legend were growing. On August 29, 1897,
a congress was called to assemble in Basel, Switzerland, to lay
the foundation of a Zionist organization.
Akin to a town hall meeting, the congress crowded into an
auditorium and, at the end of three days of speeches, reports,
and arguments, a definitive program was penned for the newly
formed World Zionist Organization:
The aim of Zionism is to create for the Jewish people a home in Palestine
secured by public law. The Congress contemplates the following means
to the attainment of this end.
1. The promotion, on suitable lines, of the colonization of Palestine by
Jewish agricultural and industrial workers.
2. The organization and binding together of the whole of Jewry by means
of appropriate institutions, local and international, in accordance with
the laws of each country.
3. The strengthening and fostering of Jewish national sentiment and
consciousness.
4. Preparatory steps towards obtaining government consent, where
necessary, to the attainment of the aim of Zionism.14

The declaration of principles, known as the Basel Declaration,
clearly stated the intentions of the congress while at the same
time trying not to create concern or panic about a “Jewish
State” in Ottoman Palestine; the word “home” was used to
prevent, or at least allay, those fears. In any case, the congress
was deemed a success, especially by Herzl, who had this to say
in his diaries: “Were I to sum up the Basel Congress in a word
– which I shall guard against pronouncing publicly – it would
be this: At Basel I founded the Jewish State.”15
With the foundation laid and everyone on board, the
issues that emerged were securing capital and international
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recognition for a charter in Palestine. Herzl embarked on
a diplomatic tour to address this small but daunting list of
needs. Trips to Constantinople were made in an attempt to
strike a deal with Sultan Abdul Hamid. Looking for Ottoman
approval for Zionist settlements in Palestine, Herzl, in 1901,
extended the offer of helping the sultan with Ottoman debt.
The meetings proved fruitless. The following year, Herzl turned
to the British for support, only to be presented with the option
of settling in a territory in British East Africa. The British
colonial secretary, Joseph Chamberlain, offered “Uganda,”
which was in reality the area that would later become Kenya.
Herzl considered it, though mostly in order not to jeopardize
his relationship with the British. News of the offer, however,
caused not a little tumult in the Sixth Zionist Congress. It
split Zionists everywhere into polarized camps: one urging
practicality, and the other idealism – a home in Palestine. All
hell broke loose, and Herzl desperately tried to put the pieces
back together. But time ran out for Theodor Herzl, who died
on July 3, 1904, at the age of 44.
Though never achieving the international support he
hoped for, Herzl left the World Zionist Organization in a
good position. With a bank established, and the direction,
momentum, and ideological clarity that the group needed, the
Zionist movement was now a unified and organized political
force. The Seventh Zionist Congress of 1905 picked up where
it left off (after putting to bed the Uganda issue) and forged
ahead resolute.

5
Palestine

FILASTIN (ARABIC FOR “PALESTINE”)

From the dawn of civilization to the fast-approaching period
of the modern era and World War I, we have seen the word
Israel used in connection with a kingdom that developed in the
Levant. Later, we saw the term used in conjunction with the
longed-for Jewish homeland in scripture and its appropriation
by Zionist ideology regarding the actual establishment of a
homeland in Eretz-Israel. With the name Israel we have
established some familiarity. The name Palestine, however,
needs more clarification.
Determining the what and the when of Palestine can be an
ambiguous issue. Looking at a modern map one would have
trouble finding a country labeled Palestine. Even if you had
a map from the second half of the nineteenth century you
would still experience the same difficulty. On top of that, it is
not until 1922 that the name Palestine is conferred with any
“official” status, which we will get to in the next chapter. So
what is all this talk of Palestine about? As for the derivation
and origination of the name, the Encyclopaedia Britannica says
the following:
The word Palestine derives from Philistia, the name given by Greek
writers to the land of the Philistines, who in the 12th century b c occupied
a small pocket of land on the southern coast, between modern Tel Aviv–
Yafo [Tel Aviv–Jaffa] and Gaza. The name was revived by the Romans in
the 2nd century ad in “Syria Palaestina,” designating the southern portion
57
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of the province of Syria. After Roman times the name had no official status
until after World War I and the end of Ottoman rule….1

Into the late-Ottoman years, Palestine was not a singular
administrative geopolitical entity. Its organization changed
over the course of the nineteenth century, but by the end
of the century it was divided into three districts, or sanjaks:
Jerusalem, Nablus, and Acre, all of which had been a part
of the vilayet (governorate) of Syria. These names correspond
to towns that can certainly be located on a map, but in the
1880s they pertained also to districts named after the towns.
Jerusalem became an independent sanjak, and those of Nablus
and Acre were transferred to the new vilayet of Beirut. So until
World War I, southern Palestine was under the administration
of Jerusalem, while the north was controlled by Beirut. But
these divisions notwithstanding, the whole of the territory
west of the Jordan River and south of the vilayet of Beirut
was referred to as “Palestine.” All the concerned groups in our
discussion – Arabs, Jews, and Ottoman officials – referred to the
geographic area as Palestine, with the Ottoman government
using the term Arz-i Filistin (the “Land of Palestine”) in their
official correspondence.2
During the turn of the century, however, things were
beginning to change in the sanjaks. At the twilight of the
Ottoman Empire, and the years leading up to 1914, thoughts
of European-style nationalism were starting to swirl among
the Arab communities. It is important to remember that
our present-day concept of nationality – that is, a group of
people who live within internationally recognized borders,
acknowledge the same flag, use the same currency, carry
the same passport – was unknown to the various tribes,
confederations, and empires of the millennia covered so far.
According to scholar Neville J. Mandel:
Nationalism in the European sense was almost unknown among the Arabs
at the end of the nineteenth century. Personal loyalties were therefore to
family and religion and, at another level, either to the Ottoman Empire
(probably a somewhat abstract concept for the most) or to the much
more concrete framework of town or village. In the years before 1914 a
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discrete Palestinian “patriotism” (rather than a full nationalism) emerged,
in large part as a reaction to Zionism.3

This sense of nationalism deepened over time as a result of
the culture’s evolution, in particular, the development of the
region’s trade and commerce, and its subsequent engagement
with Western European markets. Palestinian Arabs began to
look further than their villages and farms, and started to think
and feel collectively. As the years progressed toward World War
I the developing Palestinian identity was met with increasing
changes in landholding patterns, an issue that lay at the very
center of that identity.
THE LAND

For the most part, life in Palestine during the thirty or so
years between 1882 and 1914 was much like it had been for
centuries: farming was how a living was made. With a small
minority in the cities, most Palestinians lived a rural life where
fellahin (peasant laborers) tended to their fields as a means of
feeding their families. Olives, cotton, grains, melons, citrus –
including the legendary oranges of Jaffa – are some of the crops
that the fellahin cultivated, harvested, and sent to market.
For generations these peasant families worked the land as
a cooperative, practicing usufruct, or communal ownership.
Yet, as mentioned, in the mid-nineteenth century change
was upon the Ottoman Empire. In an attempt to stabilize the
empire, especially in the Arab provinces where revenue was
being lost in mismanagement, the Tanzimat principles (see
Chapter 3) were applied to Syria and Palestine with increasing
determination. The Ottoman Land Code of 1858 was one
measure taken to confront this loss of revenue.
In an effort to regulate landholdings, the new code demanded
that land be attached to a clear title or deed of ownership, thus
ensuring a direct and easy system of taxation. Though this
policy was instituted slowly, over the course of decades, it
eventually had a profound effect on landholding patterns in
the region. As peasants often could not withstand the imposed
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tax burden, the fellahin frequently registered their lands with
wealthy notables and village shaykhs, who would then in turn
pay the taxes. Doing so also kept a family’s name off the tax
rolls, the means by which the Ottomans used to find and
conscript children into the military. All the same, the fellahin
continued farming with the presumption that their rights to
the land had not changed – registration was thought of merely
as a formality. Though some of the new landowners were local
Palestinian landlords, and occasionally fellahin, most were
absentee landlords, and of these most were non-Palestinian;
many from this group were Christian merchants and notables
from Beirut, along with some Europeans.
Eventually, however, it started to become apparent that this
registration was not just so much paperwork. The fellahin claim
to the land was caught in a lose–lose predicament: register your
family and risk losing the land owing to insufficient means
to pay your taxes, or have a landlord register for you and
risk losing the land through purchase to a third party. With
the Zionist movement in high gear and making its way to
Palestine, a motivated and willing third party was soon to
arrive, namely, European and Russian Jews.
JEWISH–ZIONIST IMMIGRATION
A land without a people for a people without a land.
                Zionist slogan4

Before Zionist immigrants began to arrive in 1882, a small
minority population of Jews already resided in Palestine, some
of whom had been there as long as any of the native Arabs.
Note: On the eve of Zionist immigration, there were roughly 400,000
Muslims, 43,000 Christians, and 15,000 Jews living in Palestine
as Ottoman citizens, non-Jews making up 96 percent of the total
population.5
The two main Jewish groups living in Palestine at the time
(mainly in the towns) were the Sephardim and the Ashkenazim,
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together constituting the Old Yishuv (“old settlement”).6 The
Sephardic Jews were Arabic-speaking Ottoman citizens who were
integrated into the culture and, for all intents and purposes, had
decent relations with the native Christians and Muslims. The
Ashkenazim, on the other hand, were not altogether integrated
into the surrounding culture (though some spoke Arabic) and
consisted mostly of deeply religious Europeans who came to
Palestine to pray as well as die. Ashkenazic Jews probably had
a more difficult time being accepted. Jews in general were seen
as second-class citizens regardless, though on the average they
fared far better in Muslim countries than in Christian ones.
What the Ashkenazim and the Sephardim shared in common
at the dawn of the twentieth century, however, was a concern
about Zionist immigration. Both groups feared the unsettling
of their places in Palestinian society that would be precipitated
by massive influxes of Russian and European Jews.
The First Aliyah (1882–1903), as we covered in Chapter 4, saw
the immigration of 25,000 Jews into Palestine. But this group
was mostly made up of people who were far more interested
in parting company with Russia than anything ideological. As
much as half would leave Palestine upon arriving, observing
the lack of developed land and opportunity.7 Many of the
immigrants were surprised to find little cultivable land
available, on the one hand, and the presence of another
culture on the other. After a three-month stay in Palestine in
1891, Ahad Ha’am (pen name of Asher Ginzberg), a prominent
Eastern European Jewish essayist and Zionist leader, wrote the
following in a piece entitled “Truth from the Land of Palestine”:
We abroad are used to believing that Eretz Israel is now almost totally
desolate, a desert that is not sowed, and that anyone who wishes to
purchase land there may come and purchase as much as he desires.
But in truth this is not the case. Throughout the country it is difficult
to find fields that are not sowed. Only sand dunes and stony mountains
that are not fit to grow anything but fruit trees – and this is only after
hard labor and great expense of clearing and reclamation – only these
are not cultivated.8
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The Second Aliyah (1904–14) consisted of 30,000 Jews and
resulted in an equal, and maybe greater, return rate than that
of the first,9 but the immigrants in this wave arrived with
a larger sense of political purpose. The Jews of the second
wave of immigration were steely in their resolve and fired
with socialist zeal. The majority was secular and gave little
thought to what some saw as the religiosity of their situation.
As Mandel clarifies:
Back home they had denied or denounced both Jewish tradition and
czarist government as well as God. They were no more subdued before
Ottoman writ and Arab custom. They brought with them an air and
swagger of rebelliousness. They were revolutionaries, come to create a
new heaven and a new earth….10

With focused intent the immigrants of the Second Aliyah
continued what the earlier immigrants had inaugurated,
though somewhat feebly. They acquired as much land as
possible so as to begin to “create for the Jewish people a home
in Palestine.”11 Through the “conquest of labor,” Zionists at
the turn of the century applied a philosophy slightly divergent
from many of the earlier immigrants, namely, an emphasis
on establishing settlements that would operate exclusively on
Jewish labor. In other words, the fellahin who had just been
reduced to tenant farmers as a consequence of the Ottoman
land laws and Zionist land purchases would now be unwelcome
on the land altogether. Dr Arthur Ruppin, head of the Palestine
Office of the Zionist Organization, which was in charge of
colonization, put it thus:
Land is the most necessary thing for our establishing roots in Palestine.
Since there are hardly any more arable unsettled lands in Palestine, we
are bound in each case of the purchase of land and its settlement to
remove the peasants who cultivated the land so far, both owners of the
land and tenants.12

From 1878 to 1908, 400,000 dunams (1 dunam is 0.25 acres)
were purchased out of a total 27 million dunams.13 The Zionists
were off to a small but significant start, and with the increase of
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establishment came an increase in ideological determination.
Needless to say, the native population who had been operating
according to the same communal system for generations
(centuries worth) grew dismayed and fearful of the changes
that were taking hold.
THE SEEDS OF CONFLICT

So, you can see where this is headed. Jews from Russia, Eastern
Europe, and to a degree Western Europe, treated none too
kindly in their respective countries, have decided to remove
themselves from a bad situation. The Zionist forefathers chose
Palestine primarily for religious significance (though many
of them were not practicing Jews), but neglected to note the
presence of a fully developed indigenous population – one
that had already cultivated most of the available arable land.
Though perhaps somewhat behind the times, the Palestinians
were making a go at catching up. In 1908 the revolt of the
Young Turks within the Ottoman Empire brought, among
other developments, freedom of the press. Two Palestinian
newspapers came out during this time, Filastin in 1908 and
al-Karmil in 1911. With a functioning press, a new voice in
parliament as a result of Ottoman reforms, and a growing
reaction to Zionist immigration and land purchases, a
Palestinian nationalist movement was beginning to germinate.
Irrespective of any particular level of cultural development,
home was home, and had been for centuries. Vladimir
Jabotinsky, an influential militant Zionist, had this to say later
in 1923, though its pertinence is timeless:
[The Palestinians] look at Palestine with the same instinctive love and true
fervor that any Aztec looked upon Mexico or any Sioux looked upon his
prairie. Palestine will remain for the Palestinians not a borderland, but
their birthplace, the center and basis of their own national existence.14

In terms of their growing sense of distinction, the die had
been cast. However, this emerging nationalist mindset of the
Palestinian Arabs was soon to be placed in a set of circumstances
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that would forever change them as a people and a culture. To
the list of masters that have ruled over Palestine – Assyrians,
Persians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Seljuk Turks, Crusaders,
Mamluks, and Ottoman Turks – we will add another in the
next chapter.
Note: The population of Palestine on the eve of World War I was
657,000 Muslims (including 55,000 nomads); 81,000 Christians;
60,000 Jews (including 21,000 non-Ottoman citizens), totaling
798,000.15

6
The Genesis of Conflict:
Across Two World Wars

Note: In this chapter things get a little involved. Featured are going
to be a good deal of names and dates: of people, international
agreements, documents, committees, etc. Be that as it may, each
section in this chapter will simply revolve around the two main
concerns of a country involved in a war, that is, how the war is
going and what can be gained when it’s over.
Decisions made during the period covered in this chapter molded
the Middle East into, more or less, what it is today. At the beginning
of World War I, the countries of Lebanon, Israel, Syria, Jordan,
Iraq, Kuwait, and the Arabian Peninsula states did not exist;
the region consisted of Greater Syria, Palestine, and Arabia. The
Middle East was casually carved up with a stick in the sand by
foreign (European) powers, and with no concern for the people
or cultures living in the newly created geopolitical designations.
Colonel Edward Mandell House, an aide to President Woodrow
Wilson, seeing France and Great Britain divide up their spoils at
the end of World War I made a comment more prophetic than he
probably realized: “They are making [the Middle East] a breeding
place for future war.”1
WORLD WAR I (1914–18)

An examination of “the Great War,” as it was originally called,
is beyond the scope of our discussion, but for this section the
period of the war’s duration coincides with a period of great
significance in the history we are concerned with – hence the
65
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main section names in this chapter. For a quick rundown: On
August 1, 1914, Germany declared war on Russia, inaugurating
an international upheaval that would set the Allies (Great
Britain, France, Russia, Japan, and, in 1917, the United States)
against the Central Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary, and
the Ottoman Empire). The Ottoman Empire, as we have seen,
was not long for this world – being referred to as the “sick man
of Europe” – and Great Britain and its ally France were quite
aware of this. Perched and eager, London and Paris focused on
those portions of the Ottoman Middle East they could each
walk away with at the end of the conflict. Transforming these
strategically desired portions, or “spheres of influence,” into
colonial assets was the driving force of the decisions made,
especially by Britain, during the war.
Though allied with Germany, the Ottoman Empire at first
played it neutral. But despite Allied attempts to persuade
the Ottomans to remain so, the Turks entered the war on
Germany’s side in November 1914. Once the Ottoman Empire
sided with the Central Powers, the Bosporus Strait was then
closed, choking off Russia’s import/export lifeline. Within
a year, Russia’s supplies were fearfully low and the threat of
its pulling out of the war loomed over France and Britain;
Russia’s withdrawal would allow Germany to concentrate on
the western front.
At the same time, Britain grew concerned about its capacity
to protect its colonial interests, particularly, keeping the Suez
Canal (between the Sinai Peninsula and mainland Egypt), as
well as its access to oil in present-day Iraq and southwestern
present-day Iran. One step toward dealing with these concerns,
and appeasing the Russians, was the Constantinople Agreement
(March 1915), which satisfied Russian desire for postwar control
of Constantinople, the Dardanelles, the Bosporus Strait, and
the surrounding territory – essentially the northwest chunk of
present-day Turkey. In return, France and Britain would gain
the whole of the Middle East that was under Ottoman control.
So that was settled.
It is important to keep in mind that the Allied countries were
not, by virtue of their allied relationship, pals. Britain, France,
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and Russia did not trust one another for anything, and in some
instances they saw the other as a potential enemy down the
road. Now that it had been agreed that the Middle East was
to be the sphere of influence for Britain and France, Britain
worked overtime to keep France somewhat content while not
having to concede any territory thought to be strategically
valuable to the British Empire. London realized that in order
to protect its interests, the Arabs, who were more than ready
to part company with their Ottoman masters, might come in
handy in destabilizing the Ottoman Empire for them.
What follows is a string of promises and agreements between
Britain and the Arabs, and between London and Paris, which
when we get done will make absolutely no sense – and that is
exactly what was intended.
1. The Hussein–McMahon Correspondence (1915–16)
The British high commissioner in Cairo, Sir Henry McMahon,
and Sharif Hussein of Mecca sustained an exchange of letters
from mid-1915 to January 1916. In these letters was discussed
the particulars regarding an agreement between the Arabs
and Great Britain. Britain wanted the Arabs to revolt against
the Ottoman Turks, and Hussein wanted guarantees from
McMahon that the British would pick up the tab as well as help
the Arabs attain independence. The question of boundaries
was also addressed – one that historian Arthur Goldschmidt
describes as, “one of the toughest issues in modern Middle
Eastern history.”2 McMahon, while willing to “recognize and
support the independence of the Arabs in all the regions within
the limits demanded by the Sherif of Mecca,” included some
exceptions.3 To keep France from getting nervous the British
included them in territorial considerations, all the while
maintaining certain areas deemed vital to British interests.
McMahon stated the following:
The two districts of Mersina and Alexandretta [northwest Syria] and
portions of Syria lying to the west of the districts of Damascus, Homs,
Hama and Aleppo cannot be said to be purely Arab, and should be
excluded from the limits demanded.4
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The cities of Damascus, Homs, Hama, and Aleppo run south
to north in a rather straight line through western Syria. This
would suggest that the land referred to in McMahon’s letter
would pertain to present-day Lebanon and the Syrian coast.
Arab interpretation was in line with this thinking, but the
British later maintained that the use of the word “districts”
suggested that the land west of the district of Damascus (the
capital of Greater Syria) included present-day Jordan, and
therefore would exclude from independence the land west of
the Jordan River, namely, Palestine. In the Hussein–McMahon
correspondence Palestine is never mentioned by name.
2. The Sykes–Picot Agreement (1916)
Meanwhile, in November 1915, Great Britain approached
France to settle postwar divisions of the Middle East.
Representing France was Francois Georges-Picot, a French
diplomat, and representing Great Britain was Sir Mark Sykes,
a member of Parliament. Between France’s serious interest in
Syria and Britain’s increasing presence and involvement in
the Middle East, negotiation was necessary to allay concerns
between the two powers. Similar to the Constantinople
Agreement in March, the powers were carving up something
that was not dead yet. In a secret treaty that was ratified in May
1916 (the Sykes–Picot Agreement would not be published until
after the war) Paris and London divided between themselves
the whole of the Middle East, designating areas as zones of
direct control and spheres of indirect influence. The indirect
spheres, where Britain and France would be guaranteed priority
in enterprise and local loans (most of modern Lebanon, Syria,
Iraq, and Jordan), were to be the sites of the independent
state(s) promised to Sharif Hussein. Palestine, except for the far
south and the ports of Haifa and Jaffa, which went to Britain,
was to remain an international entity, the administration of
which was to be determined later. Needless to say, the Sykes–
Picot Agreement and the Hussein–McMahon correspondence
had little in common and made for future disagreement, as
we shall see.
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3. The Balfour Declaration (1917)
Foreign Office
November 2nd, 1917.
Dear Lord Rothschild,
I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf of His Majesty’s
Government, the following declaration of sympathy with Jewish
Zionist aspirations which has been submitted to, and approved by, the
Cabinet.
“His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in
Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their
best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being
clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice
the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in
Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any
other country.”
I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowledge
of the Zionist Federation.
Yours sincerely,
ARTHUR JAMES BALFOUR5

Read it again for good measure. The Balfour Declaration is
without a doubt the most controversial document to come
out of the entire history of the Palestine–Israel conflict.
Interpretations of its meaning, and views of its legitimacy,
vary widely and greatly, to say the least. In the form of a
letter from the foreign secretary, Arthur Balfour, to Lord Walter
Rothschild, a leader of the British Jewish community, the
British in one fell swoop made an impact on the region that
still resonates today.
With the war growing in intensity, both Britain and France
were anxious about Russia staying in the war and hopeful that
the United States would enter it on the side of the Allies. The
resulting rationale was this: If Britain extended a declaration
of support for Zionism, influential Russian and American Jews
would then help the Allies achieve these goals of Russian
persistence and American entrance. Until now, Palestine was
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not deemed vital to British strategic designs. But with a new
government (December 1916) and new prime minister (Lloyd
George), Great Britain began to re-evaluate its objectives.
Palestine would serve as a buffer between British and French
territories, thus protecting Britain’s control of the Suez Canal
and Egypt. Yet, two things stood in the way that the Balfour
Declaration’s support of Jewish self-determination fixed, at
least on paper: (1) The Russian Revolution of 1917 ushered
in Bolshevik rule, which was against imperial hegemony
(domination); and (2) US President Wilson’s denunciation,
also, of imperial hegemony and his support of national selfdetermination, later formalized in the declaration of his
Fourteen Points. In other words, by helping the Zionists
establish a national home in Palestine, the British could claim
to be aiding self-determination while imperially setting up
shop in Palestine. As Lord Balfour stated to the war cabinet in
October 1917, where the declaration was approved:
The vast majority of Jews in Russia and America, as indeed all over the
world, now appeared to be favorable to Zionism. If we could make a
declaration favorable to such an ideal, we should be able to carry on
extremely useful propaganda both in Russia and in America.6

The Balfour Declaration was the product of much debate and
lobbying on the part of Zionists, anti-Zionists Jewish groups,
and the British government. In an effort to satisfy the Zionists,
anti-Zionists, the Americans, the Arabs (who were still fighting
the Ottoman Turks), and the Hussein–McMahon promises,
the final version of the Balfour Declaration used deliberately
imprecise language, for example, the establishment of a
national home for the Jews in Palestine. For Zionists, this was
interpreted as a Jewish national state, while for anti-Zionists,
Sharif Hussein, and Woodrow Wilson – all of whom accepted
the declaration – this meant a Jewish protectorate or sanctuary
located in Palestine. Chaim Weizmann, an extremely influential
Zionist close to the British government (and eventual first
president of the state of Israel), indicated: “[The wording]
would mean exactly what we would make it mean – neither
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more nor less.”7 Edwin Montagu, British secretary of state
for India and member of the Jewish anti-Zionist camp in the
discussions, maintained:
I assume that it means that Mohammedans [Muslims] and Christians are
to make way for the Jews … you will find a population in Palestine driving
out its present inhabitants, taking all the best country…. Palestine will
become the world’s Ghetto.8

Montagu also argued that Jews and Judaism were a culture
and not a nation, and to create one would inflame European
anti-Semitism by suggesting that Jews were something distinct
and apart.
Promises, Promises
In June of 1916, the Arabs began their revolt against the
Ottoman Turks. With British provision of arms and advisers,
the best known of whom was T. E. Lawrence (“Lawrence
of Arabia”),9 and the leadership of Hussein’s son Faisal, the
Ottomans were defeated and the Armistice of Mudros was
signed on October 30, 1918. This ended the Middle Eastern
portion of the war. In light of the Sykes–Picot Agreement and
the Balfour Declaration, promises to Sharif Hussein looked less
than genuine, yet this did not stop Britain from making more
promises to the Arabs – which in turn were contradictory to
Sykes–Picot and the Balfour Declaration.
Aside from these assurances of self-determination and
independence made to the Arabs, some earlier on-the-side
guarantees are noteworthy: (1) The Baghdad Proclamation of
March 1917 promised independence to Arabs of present-day
Iraq when British forces took Baghdad; (2) the “Declaration of
the Seven” in June 1918 promised independence to Arab lands
that were independent before the war, or had been liberated
by Arabs forces; and (3) in December 1917, between the first
two promises, General Edmund Allenby, after occupying
Palestine and while heading toward Syria, made the following
declaration:
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The object of war in the East on the part of Great Britain was the
complete and final liberation of all peoples formerly oppressed by the
Turks and the establishment of national governments and administrations
in those countries deriving authority from the initiative and free will of
those people themselves.…10

If we add all this up – Hussein–McMahon, Sykes–Picot, Balfour,
and the odd promise of independence here and there – we
are left with a pile of documents and declarations, none of
which seems to have greater legal or official legitimacy over
any other. Moreover, the issue of interpretation, of at least
Hussein–McMahon, Sykes–Picot, and Balfour, seems to suffer
from the same confusion.
At eleven o’clock, on the eleventh day of the eleventh
month of 1918, World War I ended. Germany and the Allies
signed the armistice at Compiègne, in France. But things in
the Middle East were just getting warmed up.
INTERWAR PERIOD (1919–39)

The Paris Peace Conference (1919) put an official end to the war,
and gave rise to a number of treaties between the Allied powers
and their enemies. The Treaty of Versailles, which concentrated
on Germany’s responsibilities, also provided for the birth of the
League of Nations (the predecessor to the United Nations). The
League’s chief advocate and architect was President Wilson,
who had included plans of such an international body in his
Fourteen Points. This program was a peace plan he created near
the end of the war to undertake matters of postwar intentions
on the part of the Allies. Regarding Ottoman territory, Point
12 called for the “absolutely unmolested opportunity of
autonomous development” of those territories.11
The League of Nations was an international apparatus
designed to prevent, through diplomacy and conflict
negotiation, the kind of upheaval and violence that
embodied World War I. In its defining document, known
as the Covenant, the League created the mandate system. A
system of guardianship, the mandate assigned a “mandatory”
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power to those territories and nationalities judged soon-to-be
capable of sovereignty, but were in need of tutelage and further
development. Article 22 of the Covenant begins with the
following paragraph:
To those colonies and territories which as a consequence of the late war
have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which formerly
governed them and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand
by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world, there
should be applied the principle that the well-being and development of
such peoples form a sacred trust of civilisation and that securities for the
performance of this trust should be embodied in this Covenant.

Article 22 then goes on to say:
Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire have
reached a stage of development where their existence as independent
nations can be provisionally recognized subject to the rendering of
administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until such time as
they are able to stand alone. The wishes of these communities must be a
principal consideration in the selection of the Mandatory.12 [Emphasis added.]

Now it must be borne in mind that France and Great Britain
were not thrilled about Wilson’s policies of self-determination
and “unmolested opportunity of autonomous development.”
Molestation was the very intention of these two nations, but
Wilson’s power and prestige as a statesman made it difficult for
Paris and London to fly in the face of said policies. As the last
sentence of the above-quoted passage of Article 22 states quite
clearly, the people of Greater Syria (which includes Jordan),
Palestine, and what is modern-day Iraq, were to have a say in
who their mandatory power was to be. Needless to say, Britain
and France were not keen on this either.
The King–Crane Commission (1919)
To determine the “wishes of these communities” an American
delegation called the King–Crane Commission was sent to
the Middle East. Headed by Henry King, president of Oberlin
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College, and Charles Crane, a Chicago businessman, the
commission toured Syria and Palestine (but not Iraq) through
June and July of 1919, making its report in August. Though
beginning the tour in favor of Zionism, extracts from the report
indicate a change of view:
•

•

•

•

If … the strict terms of the Balfour Statement are adhered to …
it can hardly be doubted that the extreme Zionist Program must
be greatly modified. For a “national home for the Jewish people” is
not equivalent to making Palestine into a Jewish State; nor can the
erection of such a Jewish State be accomplished without the gravest
trespass upon the “civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine.”
If that principle [Wilson’s principle of self-determination] is to rule,
and so the wishes of Palestine’s population are to be decisive as to
what is to be done with Palestine, then it is to be remembered that
the non-Jewish population of Palestine – nearly nine-tenths of the
whole – are emphatically against the entire Zionist program.
No British officer, consulted by the Commissioners, believed that
the Zionist program could be carried out except by force of arms
… That of itself is evidence of a strong sense of the injustice of the
Zionist program.
For the initial claim, often submitted by Zionist representatives, that
they have a “right” to Palestine, based on an occupation of two
thousand years ago, can hardly be seriously considered.13

The commission would go on to suggest limited Jewish
immigration, the creation of one state of Greater Syria
(including Palestine), and the United States as the mandatory
power, with Great Britain as a secondary option. The King–
Crane report, however, would not be published for several
years after its submission to the Paris Peace Conference. With
its threat to French and British imperial interests, and with
Wilson’s absence in trying to gain Senate support of the Treaty
of Versailles (which he never did, thus the United States was
never part of the League of Nations), the report died on
the vine. Balfour’s comments at the end of the King–Crane
investigation are revealing:
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For in Palestine we do not propose even to go through the form of
consulting the wishes of the present inhabitants of the country …
Zionism, be it right or wrong, good or bad, is rooted in age-long
traditions, in present needs, in future hopes, of far profounder import
than the desires and prejudices of the 700,000 Arabs who now inhabit
that ancient land.14

It was at the San Remo Conference (April 1920; League
of Nations ratification took place in July 1922) that the
mandates were distributed. Great Britain was given mandatory
responsibility over Palestine (with inclusion of the Balfour
Declaration in the mandate), Transjordan (later Jordan), and
Iraq. The French were assigned Syria and Lebanon.15
Note: This marks the beginning of the modern Middle East, as it
exists on maps today. The countries of Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Palestine (which mostly becomes Israel), and Iraq, are all relatively
young, each having existed as part of an Ottoman whole less than
100 years ago.
The 1922 White Paper
Right before ratification of the mandate, Britain was already
busying itself with imperial concerns, which necessarily
meant a departure from the mandate. Winston Churchill,
then colonial secretary, issued the White Paper of June 1922,
which denied that Palestine was to become, like Zionist
leader Chaim Weizmann had indicated, as Jewish as England
is English. 16 The paper also maintained that the Jewish
national home mentioned in the Balfour Declaration was to
be founded in Palestine. Churchill, in an attempt to calm Arab
apprehensions in Palestine, was toning down the spirit of the
Balfour Declaration while not throwing it out the window
altogether. He hoped to smooth things over and reduce
conflict in Palestine, thus making it more manageable from a
colonial vantage point. The Zionists hesitantly agreed to the
white paper, with the Arabs rejecting it owing to its continued
acknowledgment and support of the Balfour Declaration.
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Palestine at the end of World War I was something of a mess.
It was used as a staging area early in the war, and shortly
thereafter it became a battleground. To make matters worse, the
crop yield had been poor on account of weather and locusts,
so the economy was in sad shape, and the people were hungry
and malnourished. To that we add an increasingly agitated
and hostile Arab population (almost 90 percent of Palestine)
who viewed Zionism, Jewish immigration, and the Balfour
Declaration as attempts to create a Jewish state at their expense,
ultimately to result in their dispossession.
All the while, Great Britain was looking to sustain its colonial
control of Palestine, and thus needed to justify indefinite
presence there in light of Wilson’s policies. Conflict was
necessary (to make the justification), but not too much of it (to
keep the effort and price down). To do this required a juggling
act, keeping both groups, Arabs and Jews, somewhat appeased.
At the time, much of Britain’s leadership was one or more
of the following: (a) sympathetic to the Zionist cause, (b)
under the anti-Semitic assumption that being in league with
the Jews would benefit Britain financially, or (c) of the view
that the Zionist presence in Palestine gave Britain the perfect
justification for being there in the first place. Generally,
however, the military personnel and officials in Palestine
tended, more often than not, to find sympathy with the
Arabs. They felt that Zionist goals would ultimately jeopardize
Britain’s colonial standing, and encountered the oftentimes
abrupt and adverse air of the determined European and Russian
Jews who were trying to create a safe haven state there. But try
as Britain did to strike a balance, the incompatible interests
of the Arabs (independence), the Zionists (a Jewish state), and
Great Britain (colonial control) created an untenable situation
that eventually – and unsurprisingly – turned violent.
The Western Wall (see Chapter 1), located in Jerusalem, is
a remaining segment of the outer wall of the second Jewish
temple; Herod rebuilt Solomon’s temple during the time of
Christ. Today’s wall is part of Herod’s reconstruction, and is
now the holiest site of Judaism. The wall is part of the perimeter
that contains the Temple Mount, as it is known to Jews and
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Christians, or Haram al-Sharif (Arabic for “Holy Sanctuary”),
as it is known to Muslims. For all three religions, this is the
site where Abraham attempted to slay his son, Isaac (Genesis
22:1–18; Quran 37:102–10). For the Muslims, also, the Western
Wall is where Muhammad tethered his horse, al-Buraq, before
making his nocturnal journey to Heaven. Preceded by Mecca
and Medina, the Haram al-Sharif is the third holiest site of the
Islamic faith, and houses the Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa
Mosque. Naturally, the British and the League of Nations were
aware of all this and accordingly included in the mandate a
policy to preserve the status quo in this realm. Regardless,
tensions were building among Arabs and Jews, and were to
play out where these two peoples ostensibly differed, and at a
place where emotions are prone to run higher than elsewhere.
In summer 1928, Jews customarily praying at the wall
brought benches and a screen for separating worshippers
according to gender. Arousing Arab indignation, Palestinians
approached the British authorities to remove the screen. This
sparked a series of provocations from Arab and Zionist leaders,
which further upset their own people and agitated the other.
A year went by, and the following summer the aggravation
reached a crisis, producing riots in Jerusalem that then spread
to other towns. The violence lasted roughly a week, resulting in
the deaths of 133 Jews and 116 Arabs, with most of the latter
killed by British reinforcements. Some of the bloodiest attacks
were perpetrated by the Arab rioters, who often killed unarmed
Orthodox Jews of the Old Yishuv. A number of Jews in Hebron,
however, were aided during the attacks and hidden by their
Arab neighbors. In response, the British sent a commission
to investigate the underlying causes of the riots, producing
further commissions and white papers:
1. The Shaw Report (September 1929)
This commission was headed by Sir Walter Shaw, and found the
reasons for the conflict and unrest to be the aggravated landless
class of Arabs, who were fearful of Zionism and dispossession.
The commission suggested controlled Jewish immigration, a
precisely laid-out Arab policy, and the cessation of evicting
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Arabs from land transfers. The Zionists were dismayed with
Shaw’s conclusions and demanded the formation of a new
commission. Jewish immigration was temporarily suspended,
and British prime minister Ramsay MacDonald called for a
new investigation.
2. The Hope–Simpson Commission (1930)
Headed by Sir John Hope-Simpson, this inquiry attributed
the violence to Zionist labor policies; the policy of making
Jewish-bought land inalienable created Arab unemployment.
The conclusions and recommendations were more or less
identical to the Shaw Report and were incorporated into the
following white paper.
3. The Passfield White Paper (1930)
This white paper recommended limits on Jewish immigration,
and concessions regarding the settling of landless Arabs. The
Zionists were furious. Weizmann, along with other senior
Zionist leaders and prominent members of the British and
American Jewish communities, threatened and put immense
pressure on the MacDonald government. In a letter to the House
of Commons, the prime minister repudiated the white paper.
What occurred next was the Arab Revolt. A list of what inspired
the uprising, which spanned 1936 to 1939, would include the
following: (1) dismissal of the 1929/Western Wall inquiries; (2)
a generation of young people (Jewish and Arab) who grew up in
the mandate and were more literate and politically minded; (3)
a worldwide depression; (4) rising Arab unemployment; and (5)
increased Jewish immigration as a result of Adolf Hitler’s rise to
power in 1933. The first phase (April–November 1936) was the
shorter and less violent of the two, and featured a general strike,
a boycott on Jewish goods, and violence committed against
Jews and British alike. The British in turn promised a new
commission of inquiry – though commissions were beginning
to lose their appeal. In conjunction with a lack of Arab success
and the significant British suppression of the revolt, Arab
leadership called off the strike and the violence subsided. This
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ended the first phase. The promised commission would result
(again) in the following inquiries and subsequent white paper:
1. The Peel Commission (1937)
The list of reasons for the Arab anger and violence expressed
in the revolt that was provided by the Peel Commission report
bears much resemblance to the previous reports we have
covered in this chapter. As the report itself enumerates:
The underlying causes of the disturbances of 1936 were –
1) The desire of the Arabs for national independence; 2) their hatred and
fear of the establishment of the Jewish National Home.
These two causes were the same as those of all the previous outbreaks
and have always been inextricably linked together. Of several subsidiary
factors, the more important were –
1) the advance of Arab nationalism outside Palestine; 2) the increased
immigration of Jews since 1933; 3) the opportunity enjoyed by the Jews
for influencing public opinion in Britain; 4) Arab distrust in the sincerity of
the British Government; 5) Arab alarm at the continued Jewish purchase
of land; 6) the general uncertainty as to the ultimate intentions of the
Mandatory Power.17

The commission deemed the mandate unviable and ultimately
suggested that the solution to the conflict was partition of
Palestine into separate Arab and Jewish states. The Jews were
allocated 20 percent of the country, the area comprised of the
north and the upper coast. The Arabs were given the rest of
mandatory Palestine, with it becoming part of Transjordan.
The Zionist leadership was not altogether pleased with
this report, but it was a start and they accepted it. The Arabs
were outraged. From September 1937 to January 1939 they
made that very clear by carrying out the second phase of the
Arab Revolt. For a year and a half Palestine became lawless.
Arab violence found not only Jewish and British victims, but
Arab victims as well; notable Arab families were accused of
conspiracy and corruption and were subjected to attacks.
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With the breakdown of leadership, the Arab Revolt became
fragmented, chaotic, and ultimately ended in failure. Given
the turbulence in Palestine and its threat to Britain’s position
there, London needed to diffuse Arab unrest. In the shadow
of an approaching second world war against fascism and the
Nazis – who were beginning to issue propaganda in the Middle
East in an attempt to court Arab favor and undermine the
British – the British needed to reassess their policy toward the
Arabs. Hence, we continue with the list.
2. The Woodhead Commission (1938)
In an attempt to appease the Arab population, both inside and
outside Palestine, the Woodhead Commission was set up to
re-evaluate the Peel Report’s suggestion to partition Palestine.
The report asserted that “the political, administrative, and
financial difficulties involved in the proposal to create
independent Arab and Jewish States inside Palestine are so
great that this solution of the problem is impracticable.”18
Nevertheless, three partition plans were included in this report,
all of them allocating significantly less land to the Zionists.
Zionist response was predictably negative, and the British then
issued another white paper, which made quite an impact.
3. The 1939 White Paper
After a failed attempt at resolving the conflict in a roundtable
meeting in London, known as the St James Conference,
the British announced their new policy on May 17, 1939,
declaring that “His Majesty’s Government believe that the
framers of the Mandate in which the Balfour Declaration was
embodied could not have intended that Palestine should be
converted into a Jewish State against the will of the Arab
population of the country.”19 The document then goes on
to cite Churchill’s White Paper of 1922 as proof! (So many
documents, papers, and promises had been generated at this
point that the British, and anyone else for that matter, could
hand-pick them to suit a variety of agendas.) The white paper
envisaged a Jewish national home in Palestine, with controlled
Jewish immigration for five years, and the implementation
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of Arab–Jewish self-governing institutions. The 1939 White
Paper was rejected by both sides: the Zionists maintained it
contravened the mandate, and the Arabs wanted immediate
independence, period. But by this time World War II was
about to commence and Great Britain, along with the rest
of the world, was focusing its energies on the approaching
global turmoil.
WORLD WAR II (1939–45)

Note: For our discussion, brevity is necessary in describing the events
of this war. It may seem odd to mention only briefly the plight of
Europe’s Jews in the Holocaust, but this event has more to do with
European history and less with Middle Eastern affairs. The effects
were certainly felt in Palestine – increased Jewish immigration,
changes in British policy – but a substantive treatment would
be reaching beyond our purview. A short summary will suffice:20
Sworn in as chancellor in 1933, Adolf Hitler immediately began
the installation of the Nazi Party, or the Third Reich, in Germany.
He soon began developing policies to purify Germany, and the
“bloodlines” of its people. Jews were viewed as a social and political
threat to German society, and thus were defined as a race that
had to be purged. What started with denial of basic civil rights
and deprivation of citizenship escalated into the “final solution of
the Jewish question.” Over the course of World War II, the Nazis
executed six million Jews, along with homosexuals, the mentally
retarded and insane, and gypsies, also collectively numbering in
the millions.
On September 1, 1939, the Second World War began with
Germany’s invasion of Poland. The next five years featured
destruction and bloodshed the likes of which the world has
never seen in its entire history. When the Allies (mainly Great
Britain, France, the USSR, and later, the United States) and
the Axis powers (mainly Germany, Japan, and Italy) finished
battling one another, the death toll reached between 40 and
50 million people. If you killed every man, woman, and child
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in New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles, you would only
kill half as many people.
Great Britain’s primary concern, needless to say, was its
involvement in the war, and the 1939 White Paper made it
very clear that what London valued most in Palestine was
stability, which meant appeasing the Arab population. This
of course came at the expense of giving the Zionists short
shrift, leaving them none too pleased by the arrangement.
Zionist–British relations plummeted during World War II and
would never recover.
Zionism as an ideology became more militant, a methodology
endorsed by David Ben-Gurion, head of the Jewish Agency and
eventually Israel’s first prime minister. In contrast was Chaim
Weizmann, then head of the World Zionist Organization, who
preferred gradualism and diplomacy. Weizmann’s diplomatic
approach, however, was pushed aside by Zionist leaders like
Ben-Gurion and, earlier, Vladimir Jabotinsky. This militancy
gave way to the use of violence to achieve political goals,
with Zionist terrorism soon targeting British buildings and
personnel. The most notorious terrorist groups were the Irgun
and LEHI.21
Along with increasing militancy was growing JewishAmerican interest in Zionism and Palestine. Especially in
light of the Holocaust’s atrocities, news of which emerged in
1942, American Jews began to support Zionism. The Biltmore
Conference in New York City (May 1942) was one of the
catalyzing events that brought Jewish-American support
to Zionist organizations. The conference maintained that
Palestine should be opened for unlimited immigration under
Jewish monitor, and that it also be established as a Jewish
Commonwealth. Between the alliance of American and
European Zionists and news of the Holocaust, support and
publicity began to grow for the Zionist movement.
At the end of World War II Britain was broke and beleaguered.
Back in Palestine, Zionists were digging in and growing bolder,
as well as becoming more organized and determined. Things
for the Arab population remained fairly constant and quiet
throughout the war. They even enjoyed a slight economic
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boost, though remaining virtually leaderless after the revolt and
riots of the late 1930s. Filling this vacuum was the leadership
of the surrounding Arab states, who met in Alexandria, Egypt
(October 1944), and created a pact called the Alexandria
Protocol. (This meeting would lead to the formation of the
Arab League, an organization that still exists today.) In the
Alexandria Protocol Palestine was the subject of a resolution
stating the following:
Palestine constitutes an important part of the Arab world and that the
rights of the [Palestinian] Arabs cannot be touched without prejudice to
peace and stability in the Arab world….
The Committee also declares that it is second to none in regretting
the woes that have been inflicted upon the Jews of Europe by European
dictatorial states. But the question of these Jews should not be confused
with Zionism, for there can be no greater injustice and aggression than
solving the problem of the Jews of Europe by another injustice, that
is, by inflicting injustice on the Palestine Arabs of various religions and
denominations.22

The Arab League helped guide Palestine toward something
of a unified leadership, but the protocol fell on deaf ears the
world over. The events of World War II had brought the plight
of the Jews to international light, and permanently attached
Palestine to this unspeakable chapter in history.

III
Conflict

As is common, the preparatory work takes longer, which is
what we have been doing for the first two parts of the book.
But as the end of Chapter 6 portends, the elements in Palestine
– native Arabs, Zionist Jews, and British colonialism – formed
an admixture that was not likely to find its own equilibrium,
at least not in any gentle kind of way. Chapter 7, as its title
indicates, covers 1947 to 1967, which forms the nucleus of
the Palestine–Israel conflict; it is perhaps the most important
chapter in the book. Chapter 8 is full of wars, but also sees the
reemergence of the Palestinians, who get scooted aside a little
in Chapter 7. The ninth and tenth chapters bring us up to date,
examining the developments of the last 30 years.

7
Partition, Israeli Statehood,
and the Six-Day War: 1947–1967

Note: What was developing in the last chapter will now become
actual and official in this chapter. The conflict in which “those
people have been fighting for thousands of years” really goes back
about as far as the film Miracle on 34th Street, and the first
airing of the children’s television show Kukla, Fran and Ollie; if
you were born before 1948, you’re older than Israel.
In the 20 years covered in this chapter, Israel as a nationstate emerges; Palestine is reduced to 20 percent of its post-World
War I size; and the Arab–Israeli conflict between Israel and the
surrounding Arab nations is born. And by chapter’s end, in 1967,
we will arrive, for all intents and purposes, at present history in
which the region is still embroiled.
POSTWAR AND THE TWILIGHT OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

The end of World War II brought with it a redistribution of
global political power. Where Western Europe had been the
locus of global power, the United States and the Soviet Union
were now the two “superpowers,” both with little in the way
of competition from anyone else. Great Britain, much to the
contrary, found itself out of money and unable to sustain
its imperial presence across western Asia. With Britain’s
announcement (February 1947) that it was pulling out of
various colonial holdings, including Palestine, Washington was
handed the baton and became London’s replacement in the
Middle East. By this time, Russia had grabbed up all of Eastern
87
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and Central Europe, and began looking toward the Middle East,
Turkey and Iran in particular. Causing concern in the Harry S.
Truman administration (Roosevelt died April 1945), on March
12, 1947, the White House announced the Truman Doctrine.
The intent of this policy was to contain Russian expansion
– and the feared specter of communism – by economically
supporting countries (mainly Greece and Turkey) that were
deemed potential prey for the Soviets. The resultant balance
of power and rivalry between Washington and Moscow led
to what became known as the Cold War. Also in response to
the developing Cold War psychology was the creation of the
Marshall Plan. The United States feared that the beleaguered
and unstable economies of Western Europe would tempt
voters in these countries toward communism. By instituting
this economic and military reconstruction plan the United
States could further cultivate democracy – and alliances – thus
inoculating the rest of Europe from potential Soviet influence.1
As far as views on communism were concerned, the United
States and Great Britain were in agreement, yet their views and
interests with regard to the Palestine question were divergent.
This brings us to the epilogue of British colonialism and the
prelude of direct and long-term American involvement in the
Middle East.
As historian Charles D. Smith observes: “Immigration
became the nexus of British–American–Zionist interactions.”2
Great Britain, in trying to cling to what colonial control it
could, began reassessing its strategy. With the 1939 White
Paper still intact (p. 80), the British were also concerned about
their oil holdings in the Persian Gulf, a commodity vital to
their economy. Given these preoccupations, Britain was more
inclined to make gestures toward the Arabs so as not to rock
the boat; vast immigration into Palestine would unnerve the
Palestinians and subvert London’s needs. The Truman White
House was torn on the matter and decided to shoot down
the middle. The president felt personally obligated to do
something for the displaced Jews – a gesture that would also
help things domestically (“I’m sorry, gentlemen, but I have
to answer to hundreds of thousands who are anxious for the
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success of Zionism; I do not have hundreds of thousands of
Arabs among my constituents.”3). The US State Department, on
the other hand, had its eye on Soviet expansion and decided
that currying Arab favor was in America’s best interest. Truman,
more verbally supportive of the Jews than he actually was, asked
the British to allow 100,000 Jewish refugees into Palestine. This
obviously did not serve British interests, naturally resulting in
delay on London’s end. The British devised a committee that
would attempt to solve the immigration/refugee impasse: the
Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry (AAC).
Six British and six American delegates formed the twelve-man
committee, which would interview Jewish refugees in America
and Europe. What they decided (May 1946) was the following:
the issuing of 100,000 immigration certificates; rejection of
partition of Palestine; relaxed immigration; non-restriction of
Jewish land purchases; and the outlawing of discriminatory
Zionist labor laws. Great Britain would continue the role of
administrator, thus continuing its mandate.
The following groups were unsatisfied with the AAC report:
the British, the Americans, the Zionists, and the Arabs. (The
Americans and the Zionists were supportive of the immigration
certificates, the British and the Arabs were not – all for different
reasons, of course.) In a final effort the British, as could be
expected, created another committee: the Morrison–Grady
Committee. The report of Morrison–Grady suggested, again,
the 100,000 certificates along with partition of Palestine into
semi-autonomous cantons (districts or zones), and the eventual
creation of a binational state with the British overseeing
administrative concerns – a continuance of the mandate.
London found this solution palatable but met resistance from
the other three parties. By this time, however, the sun had set
on the British Empire.
1947: PARTITION

In February 1947, Britain handed Palestine to the United
Nations. The reasons for this decision are somewhat speculative,
but within a narrow range of possibilities. London’s lack
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of economic willpower to carry on is certainly one reason.
That Britain may have been hoping the UN would simply
decide to prolong the mandate and maybe support some of
London’s recent proposals is another.4 As historian Benny
Morris summarizes, British relations with the United States
were certainly a consideration:
Most historians agree that given the Cold War context, in which the
need for Anglo-American amity was seen as paramount, and Britain’s
insolvency, Whitehall [London] could ill afford to alienate Washington
over a highly emotional issue that, when all was said and done, was not
a vital British interest.5

The UN set up the United Nations Special Committee on
Palestine (UNSCOP), an eleven-member team composed of
representatives from eleven different UN member countries.6
Spending five weeks in Palestine, the team set out to determine
a solution to the Palestine question once and for all.
The committee submitted its report in August, which
consisted of a majority report of seven nations (Australia
abstained), and a minority report submitted by Iran, India, and
Yugoslavia. The majority report suggested partition of Palestine
into two states, Jewish and Arab, with Jerusalem existing as an
international entity. All this was on the condition that each
state signed a treaty establishing “the economic union of
Palestine.” 7 The minority report instead proposed an
“independent federal state” made up of an Arab state and a
Jewish state. These states would be autonomous while existing
in a federation creating “a single Palestinian nationality and
citizenship.”8 The Arabs rejected the UNSCOP reports altogether.
Historian Mark Tessler elucidates the Arab response:
They adhered to their long-held position that Palestine was an integral
part of the Arab world and that from the beginning its indigenous
inhabitants has opposed the creation in their country of a Jewish national
home. They also insisted that the United Nations, a body created and
controlled by the United States and Europe, had no right to grant the
Zionists any portion of their territory. In what was to become a familiar
Arab charge, they insisted that the Western world was seeking to salve
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its conscience for the atrocities of the war and was paying its own debt
to the Jewish people with someone else’s land.9

The Zionists cautiously approved the majority report and
began a campaign to garner Truman’s support for it. As one
scholar put it: “The Palestine issue in the fall of 1947 was an
Arab–Zionist contest within an Anglo-American controversy
about to be drawn into the Soviet–American cold war.”10 Yet,
in late September, Great Britain unilaterally (acting by itself)
decided to end its mandate and withdraw from Palestine. The
UN General Assembly would now determine definitively the
matter of partition and Palestine.
In the time leading up to the General Assembly vote, lobbying
on the issue was thick and fast. Truman, though supportive
of Zionism, was not a guaranteed vote for partition. However,
with Zionist pressure from both Palestine and within the US
government, along with Soviet support for partition, Truman
adopted a pro-partition stance. Truman noted the intensity
during this period of lobbying: “I do not think I ever had as
much pressure and propaganda aimed at the White House as
I had in this instance.”11 Moreover, on the eve of the vote,
the necessary two-thirds majority was not in place (by a small
margin), which resulted in the not-so-gentle American–Zionist
persuasion of those countries planning to vote it down; threats
of aid termination and embargoes were generally the method
of persuasion.12
The vote for partition as proposed in the UNSCOP majority
report was held on November 29, 1947, with 33 nations in favor,
13 against, and 10 abstentions, thereby passing UN Resolution
181.13 Both the United States and the Soviet Union voted in favor,
with Great Britain abstaining. The boundaries of the partition
were modeled on the delineations in the UNSCOP report, but
with slight modifications. The land allocated to the Zionists
comprised 56 percent of Palestine. And then war broke out.
CIVIL WAR, ISRAELI STATEHOOD

The Arabs were outraged at the UN’s vote. They could not abide
what essentially amounted to Europe and the United States
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giving 56 percent of Palestine to a foreign population making
up just over 30 percent of the whole. (The population figures
for 1946 are 1.3 million Arabs and 600,000 Jews, with 30,000
other.14) What followed was a year of war. The first phase (from
the UN vote to May 14, 1948) was a civil war between Jews
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and Palestinian Arabs, all within Palestine. The second phase
was an international war (from May 15, 1948, to the end of
the year) between the new state of Israel and the surrounding
Arab nations: Syria, Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, and to a lesser degree,
Lebanon. By the end of the international war the map of what
we have been calling Palestine assumed its present-day form.
Having undertaken a solution in Palestine, the UN ended up
making things worse. With questionable legal authority for the
UN to impose partition, and no intervention of peacekeeping
forces to implement such a plan, Palestine resorted to selfreliance in the form of violence. The UN and the international
community kept their distance, both hesitant to enforce
partition directly on a majority Arab population; taking into
consideration the UN’s purpose of protecting self-determination,
this was a sticky situation. The United States, for its part, was
cautious about an engagement where the Russians might
become involved.
The civil war predominantly featured Palestinian Arabs and
Jews locked in guerrilla warfare. Less than a handful of Arab
mercenaries and irregulars from the surrounding Arab countries
came to assist the Palestinian Arabs, but their numbers were
insignificant and their contribution to the cause even less so.
The Zionist forces were comprised mainly of the Jewish defense
force, Haganah, along with the LEHI and Irgun terrorist groups.
The Zionists, on the whole, were far better trained and organized,
and had a command structure that was part and parcel of their
fairly developed political organization. The Palestinian Arabs,
conversely, had remained practically leaderless since the Arab
revolts of the 1930s. Though various members of leading Arab
families assumed temporary roles here and there, they were
usually corrupt, self-serving, and ineffective.
Nevertheless, for six months, bombs and ambushes raged
throughout Palestine, assuming a provocation–reprisal pattern
of violence, bloodshed, and terrorism. Women, children, and
the elderly were frequently fair game, and both sides plumbed
the depths of brutality. For the first half of the civil war the
Arabs fought offensively, ambushing Jewish settlements
and convoys. The Zionists fought defensively, holding their
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UN-designated territory intact. In April 1948 the Haganah,
along with LEHI and Irgun forces, went on the offensive,
ushering in the worst violence of the civil phase. The most
atrocious and notorious Zionist attack, and also a watershed
in the conflict (one that still reverberates), was the attack at
Deir Yassin.
Lying five miles west of Jerusalem, the village of Deir Yassin
was attacked on April 9 by joint Irgun–LEHI forces, and a
smaller number of Haganah troops. Though the village had
agreed to a non-aggression pact with Haganah and its Jewish
neighbors to avoid such violence, 100–200 men, women, and
children were killed; the bodies of many mutilated and thrown
down wells.15 Some survivors of the village were then put in
the back of trucks and paraded in the streets as showpieces.
The point in examining one Zionist onslaught is not for the
sake of emphasizing Zionist terrorism; Arab fighters, too, carried
out appalling acts on defenseless civilians during this period.
But, aside from being an instance of savage atrocity, both the
severity of Deir Yassin and its promulgation and propaganda
by Arabs and Zionists alike created vast Arab panic. This terror
and flight affected the demographics of the UN-designated
territories along with the outcome of the war. As Arab radio
stations broadcast news of Deir Yassin, Zionists forces in trucks
with loudspeakers further terrorized Arab peasants and villagers
with threats of similar violence. By the end of the civil phase of
the war in 1948, 300,000 Arabs had fled their homes for other
areas in Palestine, or entered surrounding Arab states.16 This
was the start of a Palestinian refugee problem that changed the
course of Palestinian–Israeli history and has yet to be resolved.
By April, Haganah troops were well in control, and by May
the Palestinian guerrilla effort was in tatters. On May 14, 1948,
the last of the British departed at the port of Haifa, bringing
to an end three decades of Great Britain’s colonial presence.
That same day, at 4:00 p.m. in the Tel Aviv Museum, the Jewish
leadership listened in person while the world did so by radio as
Ben-Gurion declared the “establishment of the Jewish State in
Palestine, to be called Medinath Yisrael (the State of Israel).”17
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With trust in the Rock of Israel, we set our hands on this declaration
at this session of the Provisional State Council in the city of Tel Aviv,
on this Sabbath Eve, the fifth day of Iyar, in the year five thousand seven
hundred and eight.18
David Ben-Gurion
May 14, 1948

The declaration of independence starts with a brief description
of Jewish history, and then sets forth its principles – a hand
extended in peace to its neighbors, cooperation with the UN –
against a backdrop of justification for the state to exist. The
declaration, according to historian Howard M. Sachar,
notified the world that the Land of Israel was the historic birthplace
of the Jewish people, that the Zionist movement was testimony to the
role Palestine had fulfilled in Jewish history and religion, that the Balfour
Declaration, the United Nations Partition Resolution, the sacrifice of the
Zionist pioneers, and the torment suffered by Jews in recent years – all
laid the moral and legal foundations for the new state.19

The first country to acknowledge Israel was the United States,
which it did that day, the Russians quickly following suit.
Zionism had become a reality.
INTERNATIONAL WAR AND THE BIRTH OF THE ARAB–ISRAELI CONFLICT

The allegory commonly used when describing the international
phase of the 1948 war is that of David and Goliath. The Old
Testament story (1 Samuel 17:1–58) describes an Israelite
peasant boy doing battle with a mighty Philistine warrior
named Goliath. David kills Goliath with a slingshot and goes
on to become the king of Israel. This is tempting imagery, and
on paper all of the Arab Middle East did attack 650,000 Jews,
with Israel emerging the victor. But the reality of the 1948
war was something altogether different; the Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF; Haganah’s successor) were certainly a formidable,
well-trained, and organized fighting force to be sure, but no
one is that good. In reality the invading countries – Egypt,
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Jordan, Iraq, Syria, and a small number of soldiers from Saudi
Arabia and Lebanon – sent approximately 23,000 troops into
Palestine, and were met by 30,000–40,000 IDF troops.20 These
numbers would increase throughout the war, with Israeli
increases being far more significant. In summary, all the Arab
Middle East invaded Israel, and was not only outnumbered, but
roundly defeated as well. So what does all this mean? A look
through the lens of Arab politics provides the needed clarity.
Before the Zionists announced statehood, the previous
two months were spent with the United States and the UN
motivating the Jews and the Arabs to sign a truce. The hope
was to put an official end to the civil war and prevent an
international upheaval involving the surrounding Arab
countries. Washington had cooled on the idea of partition in
early 1948 and was kicking around the idea of a trusteeship
for Palestine that would place all of it in the direct care of
the UN. When the US-led initiative met dismay, it scrapped
the trusteeship idea for a truce. In mid-April the UN Security
Council voted on a truce plan, with Egypt in favor. The truce
was rigidly rejected by David Ben-Gurion and King Abdullah
of Transjordan: Ben-Gurion would not postpone declaration of
statehood and wanted to avoid precise UN-defined boundaries
in the case of a truce, and Abdullah’s plans of annexing
Palestine for himself did not fit within these parameters either.
Aware of their military superiority – and Abdullah’s willing
compliance – the Zionists declared statehood.21
Note: The United Nations is an international body composed of
many organizations and agencies that work in concert, as stated
in the UN Charter,
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war,... to reaffirm faith
in fundamental human rights,... to establish conditions under which justice
and respect for the obligations arising from treaties and other sources of
international law can be maintained, and to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom.22
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Two of the UN’s main bodies, which will receive frequent
mentioning from here onwards, are the General Assembly and the
Security Council. The General Assembly is the collective membership
of the UN. When the UN was first established there were 51 member
states; there are now 193. Among its duties are to discuss issues and
make suggestions through resolutions. The Assembly’s resolutions
are not legally binding and have no power of enforcement. The
Security Council, on the other hand, is mandated to “promote
the establishment and maintenance of international peace and
security.” It is composed of 15 members – 5 permanent, and 10
rotating (originally 6). The permanent members are the United
States, Great Britain, Russia, France, and China. Security Council
resolutions are legally binding and enforceable. During a vote, any
of the permanent members have the power to veto a resolution by
simply voting against it.
Though the populations of the Middle East seethed with
anger at the fate of the Palestinians – partition, defeat, and
displacement – the governments were less than interested in
war with Israel. They were locked in rivalries of power and
preeminence with one another, and gave war with Israel hardly
a serious thought. Aside from crumbling economies, domestic
political instability, and competition for the position of leading
Arab nation (especially between Transjordan and Egypt),
Transjordan played a key role in international hesitancy to
invade Israel. Seeking annexation of what was left of Palestine
for itself, a secret non-aggression pact between Transjordan’s
King Abdullah and Israel was made one week before the UN
partition.
In the pact, Abdullah promised Israel noninterference,
and in return Israel granted Transjordan’s annexation of
UN-designated Palestine. Abdullah’s plotted course was a step
toward his plans for a “Greater Syria,” which were neither
secret nor popular with his Arab neighbors. It is also important
to keep in mind that Transjordan was very much a British client
state, whose military was commanded by a British officer, Sir
John Bagot Glubb. Any plans Abdullah had of expanding his
holdings were viewed as not only an obvious threat to the other
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Arabs states, but also included British benefit with London’s
possible reinvolvement in the region. Transjordan had one
ally in the region (Israel) and was surrounded by countries (its
Arab neighbors) hostile to its plans for cooperation with the
Zionists, its plans for territorial expansion at their expense,
and its British servitude.23 So the Arab states were torn with
issues of (1) maintaining forces at home to keep order among
unstable populations; (2) saving face in front of their domestic
populations and consequently invading on the pretense of
fighting for Palestine’s honor; and (3) invading Israel just to
keep Transjordan from walking away with Palestine. With the
truces tossed out, overwhelming public support on both sides,
Ben-Gurion’s defiance, as well as Abdullah’s determination to
occupy UN-designated Palestine, the Arab countries invaded,
initiating what Glubb later referred to as “a curious imitation
of a war.”24
As one might predict, with a lack of cohesion, no plans, and
insufficient troops, the Arab countries did not fare well in the
conflict. (None of the Arab armies had fought a war before.)
The fighting that lasted from mid-May to July, with a flare-up in
October after a three-month truce, produced a victorious Israel
and a humiliated and limping Arab Middle East. Israel suffered
the death of approximately 1 percent of its population, about
6,000 people, the majority of its military deaths resulting from
offensive maneuvers.25 When the dust settled, the 56 percent of
Palestine the UN had allotted to the Zionists had been expanded
to 78 percent. The 44 percent allotted to Palestine was cut in
half, leaving 22 percent to the Palestinians (see map 2, p. 92).
During the first half of 1949 Egypt, Lebanon, Transjordan,
and Syria signed armistices with Israel (all except for Iraq). In
separate agreements, the remaining 22 percent of Palestine
was divided up between Egypt and Transjordan. Egypt would
assume control of Gaza, and Transjordan would be handed
the part of UN-designated Palestine that lay along the west
bank of the Jordan River. After the armistice, this portion of
land became known as the “West Bank,” designating it as a
mere extension of Transjordan, or what would become the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, or Jordan for short. Abdullah
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actually went so far as to issue a decree banning the word
“Palestine” from all official documents.26
Note: The boundary of the 1949 armistice, distinguishing the West
Bank and Gaza from Israel proper, has become known as the “Green
Line.” This designation is the internationally recognized border that
remains today.
The defeat of 1948 and allocation of Palestine to Egypt and
Jordan marked the abandonment of the UN partition plan
and the collapse of the independence the Palestinians so
desired. To this day Palestinians refer to 1948 as al-Naqba
(the Catastrophe, or Disaster). As the armistice agreements
were being signed, the situation was this: Israel was a fixed
and permanent reality, Palestinian sovereignty was a dream
lying in ruin, and a state of no war–no peace took hold of the
entire Middle East.
A NOTE ABOUT THE PALESTINIAN REFUGEES

Note: This section functions essentially as a large note. The subject
of the refugee problem, created between 1947 and 1949, has brought
disagreements in the historical literature. Below is a discussion of
the facts and figures, and where scholars disagree as to the causes
of these data.
A long-disputed issue has been the dispossession of hundreds
of thousands of Palestinians from their homes during the
civil and international phases of the 1948 war. Over the last
two decades documents have been made available and serious
research has been carried out and published on this subject
revealing a great deal of new information.27 Over the course
of the war approximately 700,000 Palestinians fled or were
forced from their homes and into Arab-held Palestine or the
surrounding Arab countries. The remaining Arab population
was distributed between Israel (150,000), the West Bank
(400,000), and Gaza (60,000).28 What remains in dispute
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to a degree are the causal elements that created the refugee
problem. Historian Benny Morris suggests from his research
that there was no explicit Zionist policy or master plan of
expulsion before or during the war. Instead he maintains
that, “while military attacks or expulsions were the major
precipitant to flight, the exodus was, overall, the result of a
cumulative process and a set of causes.”29 Morris arrives at
this assessment via analysis of declassified documents and an
appraisal of the two poles of the argument, establishing his
own position somewhere between the two.
According to Morris, “Arab and pro-Arab commentators”
maintain that the refugee problem was the result of a “Zionist
‘master-plan’ of expulsion,” while “old-school Zionist
commentators and historians” assert that the “sporadic talk
among Zionist leaders of ‘transfer’ was mere pipe-dreaming
and was never undertaken systematically or seriously.” Morris’s
view is that talk of transfer among Zionists in the 1930s and
early 1940s “was not tantamount to pre-planning and did not
issue in the production of a policy or master-plan of expulsion.”
However, he does maintain that “transfer was inevitable
and inbuilt into Zionism – because it sought to transform a
land which was ‘Arab’ into a ‘Jewish’ state and a Jewish state
could not have arisen without a major displacement of Arab
population.”30
Some scholars contend that Morris has not gone far enough
in how he judges the data, and suggest a higher degree of Zionist
intent and premeditation.31 The general criticism is that Morris’s
research provides proof for the existence of premeditated
intent, and that his findings undermine his conclusions. While
we are unable to fully address the ins-and-outs of the various
arguments here, it is important to note a few contours of the
problem.
In the early moments of the war some Jews tried to prevent
flight, though upper- and middle-class Arabs having the
resources to leave did so, and with the intention of returning
when the violence subsided. This set a precedent for the
peasant classes to emulate, as well as reduced personnel in
schools and businesses, creating more incentive for peasants to
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leave. Yet, by April 1948, attacks like Deir Yassin were occurring
and exodus was then as much due to fear as forced expulsion.
Later, towns like Lydda and Ramleh were forcibly expelled in
their entirety, rendering 50,000–60,000 people homeless in one
fell swoop.32 Moreover, it is important to bear in mind that
the notion of expelling the Palestinians was not a remote or
recent consideration, especially at the elite level.
The issue of population transfer appears in the diaries,
memoirs, and correspondence of top-level leadership
throughout early Zionist history.33 From Zionism’s earliest
beginnings the problem of there being a native population
in Palestine demanded a solution, as even Theodor Herzl
commented in his diaries:
We must expropriate [confiscate] gently … We shall try to spirit the
penniless population across the border by procuring employment for it
in the transit countries, while denying it any employment in our country
… Both the process of expropriation and the removal of the poor must
be carried out discretely and circumspectly.34

David Ben-Gurion shared an identical logic in a speech to the
Twentieth Zionist Congress in 1937:
Transfer is what will make possible a comprehensive settlement
programme. Thankfully, the Arab people have vast empty areas. Jewish
power, which grows steadily, will also increase our possibilities to carry
out the transfer on a large scale.35

Given Zionism’s goal of forging a Jewish state in an Arab
country, a solid Jewish majority was an obvious necessity, and
standing in the way was a large Arab population and potential
“fifth column” (subversive element). What evolved throughout
the war was an increased realization of the benefits, and relative
ease, of such methods. In other words, the war offered a bridge
between theory and practice. As Morris summarizes:
By 1948, transfer was in the air. The transfer thinking that preceded
the war contributed to the denouement [outcome] by conditioning the
Jewish population, political parties, military organisations and military and
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civilian leaderships for what transpired. Thinking about the possibilities
of transfer in the 1930s and the 1940s had prepared and conditioned
hearts and minds for its implementation in the course of 1948 so that,
as it occurred, few voiced protest or doubt; it was accepted as inevitable
and natural by the bulk of the Jewish population.36

Further evidence of this mindset is the policies preventing
and denying the right of return for refugee populations. In
1948, once a village was emptied, it became common to loot
and destroy it – or leave it intact depending on its quality,
in order to make it available for Jewish immigrants. Refugees
were and still are refused return, a position Israel continues
to stand firm on, and a problem that still contributes to the
current impasse.
THE ARAB–ISRAELI CONFLICT

Note: Now is as good a time as any to clarify this. When browsing
books on the subject, you will notice that this conflict gets called
all sorts of things: the Palestinian–Israeli conflict, the Zionist–Arab
conflict, the Arab–Israeli conflict, and so on. Though not a critical
issue, the wording can be confusing. The conflict within Israel and
Palestine is the Palestine–Israel conflict, though other variants
are acceptable, e.g., Israeli–Palestinian conflict, etc. The conflict
that developed between Israel and the rest of the surrounding Arab
countries (Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, as well as Saudi Arabia
and Iraq) is known as the Arab–Israeli conflict. I chose to focus
on the conflict within, it being first and giving rise to the greater
Arab–Israeli conflict. The label “Arab–Israeli conflict” can also
detract from the actual issue; the larger, more general conflict tends
to replace and obscure the conflict with the Palestinians. As we see
in this section, the Palestinians are almost forgotten in the wake of
the conflict between Israel and the rest of the Arab states.
The backdrop to this section (1949–56) is the Cold War. US
and British determination to contain Soviet expansion into the
Middle East played a key role in how these two nations dealt
with the no war–no peace Middle East situation after 1948. In
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the foreground of this period, however, were Arab resentment
and rivalry (which was typical), and Israeli militancy (which
was becoming typical).
As noted, the Arab nations were not domestically stable
before the war, and defeat by Israel did not help matters. For
the younger generation this humiliation clearly indicated a
lack of leadership. And the attendant dismay at both the elite
and popular levels resulted in severe instability, and finally
revolution. Syria’s leadership was overturned with one coup
after another in the postwar period; King Abdullah of Jordan
continuously attempted to establish a relationship with Israel,
which led to his assassination by a Palestinian nationalist in
1951; and Egypt’s King Faruq was deposed in a bloodless coup
that brought to power the young Colonel Gamal Abdul Nasser,
the first leader of native Egyptian lineage to take sustained
control in 2,000 years. Postwar Arab attention was primarily on
domestic concerns, and secondarily on competition with one
another – Israel and Palestine were, at this point, something
of an afterthought, though for saving face before the Arab
populations a posture of anti-Israeli belligerency was generally
struck.
Conversely, Israel was aglow with confidence and defiance.
But despite its recent military success, there still lingered the
doubt over Arab desire to destroy Israel, and a general sense of
vulnerability and isolation, creating a hyper-defensive mindset
among the populace, and an assumed stance of aggressive
defense, or “activism,” at the top levels of government. Charles
D. Smith explains:
Israel’s attitude toward the Arabs and its relations with the outside world
were predicated on the Jewish experience in Europe, the Holocaust,
and the Arab hostility it encountered in the Middle East. Whereas Jews
had previously been subject to the will of non-Jews, Israel, as the Jewish
state, would never submit to constraints imposed by others. In BenGurion’s view, Israel alone was responsible for its existence; though it
might rely on outside help, economically and militarily, that would not
signify its willingness to limit its independence in any way. For Ben-Gurion
and those allied with him in the Israeli government, the opinions of the
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outside world meant little, regardless of the aid other countries might
give. He made a nearly absolute distinction between Israel and world
Jewry on the one hand, and the goyim, or non-Jews, on the other. If the
latter did not fulfill their perceived obligations to Israel, they would be
at best ignored, at worst be fought.37

To this psychological make-up of the Middle East must be
added Cold War politics.
There was a pronounced Anglo-American interest in
establishing alliances that would serve as buffers to obstruct
potential Soviet involvement in the region. Moreover, there
was a fear that the instability of the Arab states would make
them vulnerable to Soviet influence. One such alliance was
called the Baghdad Pact (February 1955), which consisted
of Great Britain, unofficial US sponsorship, Iraq, and the
countries that seal the Soviet Union off from the Middle East,
or the “northern tier” countries – Turkey, Iran, and Pakistan.
Iraq was the only Arab country to belong to the alliance,
for which it was severely criticized by Egypt’s Nasser. In the
Anglo-American effort to establish a Cold War Middle East
bulwark, one country that was unwilling to cooperate was
Egypt. Nasser opposed such pacts, interpreting them as further
attempts to sustain Western control over the Middle East. His
objective was pan-Arab independence, as he loathed British
imperialism, still maintaining its presence in Egypt. With his
support of Algeria’s resistance to French occupation, contempt
for Israel as an instance of Western colonialism, suspicion of
US intervention, as well as hatred for Britain and imperialism
in general, Nasser was needless to say unpopular in the West.
Just before the Baghdad Pact, Nasser made an agreement with
London (July 1954, signed in October) for Britain to withdraw
its military from bases in the Suez Canal Zone. The canal was
a vital international route for ferrying freight in and out of the
Mediterranean and had been under the military control of the
British since 1882. Certain Israeli leaders viewed this agreement
as a potential threat and attempted to discourage Britain’s
withdrawal. In response, Israeli military intelligence launched
an operation involving a spy ring in Cairo, which would set
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off bombs at American and British embassies there and centers
frequented by Westerners. The idea was to cause panic and
doubt over Nasser’s control of security and thus lead to the
termination of the Anglo-Egyptian agreement. The operation
(July 1954) never got off the ground. One of the agent’s bombs
ignited prematurely, ruining the plot and exposing the entire
network. This incident became known as the Lavon Affair,
named after Israel’s defense minister, Pinhas Lavon.
The Lavon Affair had been planned and executed without
the knowledge of the prime minister, Moshe Sharett, whose
methods tended toward moderation and diplomacy compared
to the activist elites around him. Sharett became prime minister
in 1953 when Ben-Gurion went into retirement, but in early
1955 Ben-Gurion returned to government, replacing Lavon
as defense minister. Eleven days after Ben-Gurion’s return,
Israeli paratroopers raided Egyptian military bases in Gaza.
The rationale Israel gave for the raid was as a reprisal for
infiltrations and attacks coming from Egyptian-controlled Gaza
into Israel. Though tension and violence existed on Israel’s
borders (discussed in the next section) Israeli documents reflect
a period of relative calm, making the raid into Gaza seem
suspicious.38 The source of the Gaza raid most likely came
from both discord between Ben-Gurion and Sharett, and the
desire to send Egypt a message and possibly provoke Nasser
into response. As Sharett stated in his diaries shortly after the
Gaza raid:
The army spokesman, on instructions from the Minister of Defense,
delivered a false version to the press: a unit of ours, after having been
attacked supposedly inside our territory, returned the fire and engaged
a battle which later developed as it did. Who will believe us?

He then goes on to say:
Who would be foolish enough to believe that such a complicated
operation could ‘develop’ from a casual and sudden attack on an Israeli
army unit by an Egyptian unit?39
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Secret contacts and attempts at diplomacy had been made
between Sharett and Nasser, both of whom were interested in
pursuing a level of agreement.40 Nevertheless, the developments
and consequent tension led to Nasser’s increased hostility
toward Israel and an arms race that ultimately brought with
it war.
Nasser sought arms from Washington, but the Americans
placed stipulations that he deemed unacceptable. In turn,
Nasser successfully secured an arms deal from Moscow. At
the same time, the Egyptian leader was embarking on a dambuilding project on the Nile at Aswan, for which he needed
financing. The United States, in an attempt to reestablish
relations with Egypt, offered to provide economic assistance
for the project. Though the offer was made, the Americans
were losing patience with Egypt’s nationalism and independent
attitude; Eisenhower’s secretary of state, John Foster Dulles,
steered US policy in the Middle East at the time, and Nasser’s
noncompliance elicited Dulles’s irritation. When Nasser
proclaimed recognition of Communist China in May 1956, it
was all the secretary could take. Shortly thereafter, Washington
withdrew its support for the Aswan Dam project in an attempt
to reprimand Cairo. The response was unexpected: Nasser
decided to nationalize the Suez Canal. The canal was owned
by an Anglo-French company, but the Egyptian leader was
within his rights according to pertinent treaties and laws. The
shareholders of the canal were promised compensation for
their holdings and the canal’s traffic went unhindered, and in
some cases even improved.41 On top of this, Nasser had closed
the Strait of Tiran at the tip of the Sinai Peninsula, denying
transit of ships heading for Israel. The fuse had been lit.
THE SUEZ CANAL CRISIS (1956)

The Suez Crisis went something like this: Britain and France
believed that control of the Suez Canal could be regained, and
Nasser toppled, with the practical use of force. Israel joined the
plan to teach Nasser a permanent lesson, and planning began
for a British–French–Israeli invasion of Egypt. The scheduled
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attack revolved around favorable weather conditions, along
with the two world superpowers being distracted – by an
upcoming election (America’s distraction), and rebellion
in Hungary and Poland (Russia’s distraction). The plan was
for Israel to invade Egypt via the Sinai Peninsula, and upon
reaching the canal London and Paris would issue an ultimatum
for Israel and Egypt to withdraw their forces ten miles from the
canal. Knowing that Nasser would hardly comply with such a
demand, the two European forces would then descend upon
the Suez Canal to “separate” the two Middle Eastern forces.
On October 29, 1956, Israeli paratroopers landed near the
canal while other battalions under the command of Ariel
Sharon made their way through Sinai and arrived at the Suez.
Egypt engaged its troops; the ultimatum was issued from
Britain and France; Egypt said no; Britain and France advanced
their forces, bombing Egyptian airfields and landing at Port
Said on the canal. On November 2, the UN General Assembly
passed a resolution with near unanimity for a ceasefire and
withdrawal of all invading forces. With harsh UN, US, and
Soviet condemnation, France and Great Britain agreed to the
resolution days later. Israel dismissed the resolution until it
completed its entire capture of the Sinai Peninsula, whereupon
it agreed to the ceasefire.
Nasser, though trounced, emerged a hero and a figure of
Arab nationalism, while the invasion only hardened the Arab
view of Israel as an agent of Western imperialism. Egypt also
secured increased backing from Moscow, including support
for the Aswan Dam. Israel, though condemned as an aggressor
by Washington and the UN – and forced by both to withdraw
from Gaza and Sinai – elevated its reputation as a formidable
force on the international stage. UN Emergency Forces (UNEF)
were placed in Gaza and the southern tip of Sinai to prevent
border clashes, a presence that Egypt reserved the right to
terminate. The Egyptian–Israeli border would remain quiet
for the next decade. The relative ten-year calm that also fell
over the region as a whole was, however, of the kind that
precedes violent weather.
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THE JUNE 1967 WAR (THE SIX-DAY WAR)

The years between 1957 and 1967 were comparatively quiet
in the Arab–Israeli arena, though general agitation and rivalry
carried on as usual between the Arab countries, on Israel’s
border, and amongst the Israeli leadership. Over the course of
the John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson presidencies US–
Israeli relations warmed considerably, including intelligence
cooperation between the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
and Israel’s Mossad (its foreign intelligence agency, something
like the CIA). The Cold War remained a factor, playing a
role in augmented American support for Israel. (Johnson’s
personal feelings on the matter, along with the sympathy
of the American people, also played a significant part.) US
economic aid to Egypt increased at first but declined over the
course of the 1960s. While US support of Israel increased, so
too did Soviet support of Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. Yet, Israel’s
military superiority never wavered, and in addition to its
arms acquisitions it began a program for developing nuclear
weapons in the 1950s and 1960s with the aid of France, and
eventually the United States.
Among the Palestinians the seeds of rebellion were sown with
the formation of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO),
along with a smaller, more militant group called al-Fatah, the
leaders of which included a young nationalist named Yasser
Arafat. The PLO, which formed in May 1964, was mainly under
the control of Nasser and was an organization lacking teeth
and autonomy; the goal of alleviating the situation of the
Palestinian refugees made for powerful speech-making, but
the Arab countries were less than interested in acting on those
sentiments. Fatah, on the other hand, operated with far greater
ideological resolve. Though founded in 1958, it was not until
1964 that Fatah started infiltrating Israel in earnest to plant
explosives. The group was influenced by Algeria’s uprising
against the French and felt violence and militancy should
precede diplomacy and politics.
Guerrilla infiltrations into Israel in general increased during
the 1960s, especially along the borders of Jordan and Syria; the
UN presence along the Egyptian border continued to discourage
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such activity there. The Israeli–Syrian border in particular
became a hotbed of fighting, escalating to the use of artillery
and fighter planes. Raids from Syria eventually led to a major,
and curious, Israeli reprisal on the southern West Bank town
of Samu (November 1966), where homes and public buildings
were destroyed, with 18 people killed and 54 wounded.42 The
attack was condemned by the UN and United States. Unlike
Syria, the Jordanian government, which controlled the West
Bank, instigated no guerrilla activity, though aggression still
came from the Jordanian border. Still, the attack and subsequent
condemnation for his inaction embarrassed Jordan’s King
Hussein (Abdullah’s grandson), as well as Nasser, the face of
Arab unity, for not defending an Arab state. Aside from the
strategic value of contributing to intra-Arab rivalry, the attack
on the Jordanian-controlled West Bank raised the question,
even by supporters of Israel, about its grounds for doing so.
Nevertheless, clashes continued on the Syria–Israel border,
inching the region in the direction of another war.
Reports began to emanate from Damascus that the Israelis
were massing troops in heavy concentration along the Syrian
border, poised for imminent attack. Russia “confirmed” these
reports, which escalated the tension and placed Nasser on high
alert; Egypt and Syria, at Russian behest, signed a defense pact
that would help protect Soviet objectives in the region. The
reports of massing Israeli troops, however, were false. Later
Syrian reconnaissance flights provided conclusive photos that
revealed no such troop concentrations, and UN observers,
too, confirmed the falsity of the claim. Though the reasoning
behind Russian behavior here is uncertain, most assume that
it feared an Israeli attack on Syria and thought a potential
Egyptian response might encourage Israeli hesitation. Whether
Nasser knew of the intelligence being bogus or not, he began
assembling troops in Sinai. The Egyptian leader’s response is
also an occasion for conjecture, but the notion of polishing
up his image was probably not far from his mind. And then
he took it the extra step.
To the shock of just about everyone, Nasser requested UNEF
to withdraw from the Egyptian border and Sinai, as was his
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legal right according to the agreement after the Suez Crisis.
Then, to an even greater shock – probably including Nasser’s
– UN secretary general U Thant granted the request without
question and pulled the UNEF troops from the region. Nasser
immediately further militarized Sinai and closed once again the
Strait of Tiran (May 22) to ships heading for or belonging to
Israel. Syria, Jordan, and Iraq all began to mobilize in the event
of hostility; Jordan’s Hussein even flew to Cairo (May 30) to sign
a defense agreement with Egypt. The stage was set: Arab troops
mobilized; Israeli troops also mobilized; belligerent speeches
were made by Nasser; Israel’s terrified population feared a
second Holocaust; and Israel’s IDF leadership was champing
at the bit for war, though Prime Minister Levi Eshkol was much
less so, at first. Israel invaded Egypt on the morning of June 5,
1967, and five days later it was all over – though one could say
in three hours it was all over.
The June 1967 war, or the “Six-Day War” as the victors
preferred to call it, was a pivotal event that has received much
scholarly attention,43 however, a quick synopsis here will serve
our purposes: At 7:45 a.m. on that Monday, Israeli planes flying
low and under the radar destroyed Egypt’s air force while it
was still on the ground. Within three hours Israel had already
maimed Egypt’s greatest threat. The rest was a clean-up. While
Israeli troops took Gaza and eventually the entirety of Sinai
over the next couple of days, they managed to destroy the
air forces of Jordan and Syria. Israel offered Jordan a ceasefire
during the first day on the condition that Jordan hold its reins
and not engage in the conflict. King Hussein, who had already
entered into a pact with Egypt, and whose country housed
the bulk of the Palestinian refugees, had little choice but to
attack and began shelling Israel. The IDF responded in full
force. Over the course of June 6 and 7 (days two and three),
Hussein sought a ceasefire. The UN responded with a Security
Council resolution (233), but Israel continued its drive toward
the Jordan River, dismissing the resolution, and by the end
of June 7 had taken all of the West Bank along with all of
Jerusalem. Then only did Israel acknowledge the ceasefire. On
June 8, Egypt also accepted the ceasefire, along with Syria,
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whose involvement in the war had been insignificant. Israel
decided to wait for its attack on Syria.
The Israelis were worried that the United States would try
to prevent an attack on Syria. America was preoccupied with
operations in Vietnam, as well as mindful of potential Soviet
involvement in the Middle East owing to the war there, and
an Israeli attack on Syria was too sensitive for US interests.
Meanwhile, an American intelligence-gathering ship called the
USS Liberty was stationed in the Mediterranean off the Sinai
coast, monitoring the communications of the conflict. On June
8 (day four) unmarked planes, later identified as Israeli, rocketed
and strafed the ship, along with dropping napalm canisters
and destroying lifeboats, even after they had been deployed.
Shortly after the air assault, Israeli torpedo boats attacked the
ship’s hull. The Liberty somehow did not sink through all of this,
though in the course of two hours the ship had been utterly
devastated. Thirty-four members of its crew were killed and over
one hundred wounded. Israel extended its apologies, claiming
it was a case of mistaken identity. The Johnson administration
accepted Israel’s apologies, keeping the story quiet at home.44
As a result of the Liberty attack, American surveillance of
Israeli plans in Syria, who had agreed to the UN ceasefire, was
no longer an issue. On the same day, Israel initiated the air
and artillery phase of its offensive. The day after (June 9, day
five) Israel commenced a full invasion of Syria in violation
of another UN ceasefire to which it had agreed. By June 10
Israel ended its assault, having acquired the Golan Heights, a
portion of southwestern Syria on the Israeli border. The war
was over and Israel was in control of Sinai, Gaza, the West Bank
(including all of Jerusalem), and the Golan Heights. Egypt,
Jordan, and Syria had been pulverized. Israel had tripled its size.
In the acquisition of Gaza and the West Bank, Israel came
in control of 1.1 million Palestinians: 600,000 in the West
Bank, 70,000 in East Jerusalem, and 350,000 in Gaza. (200,000
West Bank Palestinians had become refugees and fled or
were expelled into Jordan.45) Homes and villages of fleeing
Palestinians were frequently demolished. In the Maghrabi
Quarter facing the Western Wall in the Old City of Jerusalem,
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in one example, 135 homes were bulldozed and 650 people
were evicted from the area to make way for a plaza for Jewish
prayer in front of the wall. This type of action became routine
throughout the occupied territories.46
Ian J. Bickerton and Carla L. Klausner’s summary of the June
1967 war is worth quoting in full:
The long-range causes of the 1967 war were the continued inability
of the Arabs to recognize and accept the political sovereignty of the
Jews in Israel; the antagonism and desire for revenge that had been
fueled by defeats and humiliation in the previous wars, as well as by
Israel’s excessive retaliations; Arab fear of Israeli aggressiveness and
expansionism; and Israeli “hawkishness” and the determination to maintain
military superiority. The inability to find a solution for the plight of the
Palestinian refugees, because of intransigence on both sides, provided the
raison d’être [reason for being] and rallying point for the Arab crusade
against Israel. The short-term and more proximate causes were the arms
build-up on both sides in the previous decade; superpower interference
and especially Soviet meddling; the volatile situation in Syria; Nasser’s
brinkmanship; the defense pacts that linked together Egypt, Syria, and
Jordan; and the failure of the international community to prevent war
through diplomacy. All sides thus must share the blame for the outbreak
of hostilities and for the consequences that followed.47
RESOLUTION 242

The end of the Six-Day War found Israel confident, reputed
as a formidable power, and three times its previous size. As
for the Arab countries, they had been flattened, militarily
and morally. The immediate concern of everyone involved,
including the region’s sponsors in Washington and Moscow,
was how to proceed with negotiations and peace settlements.
The Israelis were willing to engage in direct negotiations (Arab–
Israeli talks with no outside involvement) and relinquish their
newly acquired land for peace and Arab recognition of Israel
as a state – though this view would slightly cool with Israel’s
increased interest in retaining most of the territory. The Arabs
wanted Israeli withdrawal to the pre-June 5 borders (Green
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Line), and to proceed with indirect third party negotiations
involving the United Nations.
In August–September 1967 the Arabs held a summit in the
Sudan capital of Khartoum. The summit sent a mixed signal,
one of diplomacy and militancy, as well as arriving at the
so-called “Three No’s”: “no peace with Israel, no recognition of
Israel, [and] no negotiations with it.”48 Along with this rhetoric
was included the contradictory mention of uniting “political
efforts at the international and diplomatic level” to ensure
Israeli withdrawal. The ambiguities at Khartoum allowed for
the accommodation of disparate positions: those in support
of inflexibility and militancy (Syria and the Palestinians), and
those eager to negotiate a withdrawal (Egypt and Jordan). The
need for ambiguity was also the order of the day at the UN.
After months of deliberation and revisions, the UN Security
Council, on November 22, 1967, passed Resolution 242 (see
p. 115). The gist of 242 is land-for-peace, or peace-for-land – the
order was not established. What is called for is a “termination of
all claims or states of belligerency and acknowledgement of the
sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of
every state in the area.” Also stated is the “inadmissibility of the
acquisition of territory by war,” calling for the “[w]ithdrawal
of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the recent
conflict.” In an earlier version of the resolution Israel was called
upon to withdraw “from the territories occupied,” but this was
altered in response to Israel’s concerns about what it deemed
the specificity of the word “the.” The wording was then revised
to withdrawal “from territories occupied.” The Israelis viewed
their obligations as withdrawal from some of the territories,
therefore protecting their “right to live in peace within secure
and recognized boundaries,” which was also included in the
resolution. The Arab interpretation was withdrawal from all
territories, period.
Differences in interpretation aside, Egypt, Jordan, and
Israel signed the resolution, which became the basis for all
peace efforts, and remains so today. For implementation of
the resolution, the UN-assigned Swedish diplomat Gunnar
Jarring had the unenviable task of bringing the involved
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parties to the table. As for the Palestinians, the only mention
in 242 regarding their affairs is the urging of a “just settlement
of the refugee problem.” Being relegated to a mere human
rights issue, some Palestinians felt theirs was a political issue
involving statehood and sovereignty, and now being subject to
oppressive Israeli military occupation was all they could bear.
Note: UN 242 says what now? As historian Arthur Goldschmidt
remarks, Resolution 242 “joined the Hussein–McMahon Correspondence and the Balfour Declaration in that gallery of ambiguous
documents complicating the Arab-Israeli conflict.”49 In essence the
UN Security Council, under the influence of Washington and Moscow,
came up with a document that was loose enough in its wording to
make everyone happy (more or less). The Arabs are asked to recognize
and get along with Israel, and Israel in turn is supposed to give back
“territories occupied.” For Israel that meant some of the land, for the
Arabs that meant all of the land, for the Security Council that meant
all of the land, and for the United States that meant pretty much
most of the land. The cornerstone of 242, however, is the “inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war,” which is fairly cut and
dry. The Palestinians, in 242, are reduced to a “refugee problem.”
With the exception of Israel occupying the Sinai Peninsula, where
we have just now left off is where the conflict remains, for all intents
and purposes, to this very day.
UN 24250
The Security Council,
Expressing its continuing concern with the grave situation in the Middle East,
Emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war and the
need to work for a just and lasting peace in which every State in the area can
live in security,
Emphasizing further that all Member States in their acceptance of the Charter
of the United Nations have undertaken a commitment to act in accordance
with Article 2 of the Charter,
1. Affirms that the fulfillment of Charter principles requires the establishment of
a just and lasting peace in the Middle East which should include the application
of both the following principles:
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(i)	Withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the
recent conflict;
(ii)	Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect for and
acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace
within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of
force;

2. Affirms further the necessity
(a)	For guaranteeing freedom of navigation through international waterways
in the area;
(b) For achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem;
(c)	For guaranteeing the territorial inviolability and political independence
of every State in the area, through measures including the establishment
of demilitarized zones;
3. Requests the Secretary General to designate a Special Representative to
proceed to the Middle East to establish and maintain contacts with the States
concerned in order to promote agreement and assist efforts to achieve a
peaceful and accepted settlement in accordance with the provisions and
principles in this resolution;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council on the
progress of the efforts of the Special Representative as soon as possible.

8
The Continuation of the Arab–Israeli Conflict:
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Note: Once again, a state of no war–no peace existed in the Middle
East. With Resolution 242 floating in space, and no real agreement
between Israel and its Arab neighbors holding anything together
(even as a mere formality), things were tense and undefined. Israel
was in the power position, and with its newly acquired territories
and a healthy stream of support coming from the United States,
it was content with the new status quo. The Arab countries,
especially Egypt, were smoldering with defeat and humiliation and,
refusing to negotiate from the weaker position, sought further Soviet
armaments. As for superpower relations, things thawed slightly
between Washington and Moscow. Though arms flowed into the
Middle East, and interests in the region remained constant, their
involvement with the Arab–Israeli conflict did back off to a degree.
All the same, the title of the present chapter gives it away, and over
the course of six years we add 1969 and 1973 to the list of 1948,
1956 (Suez), and 1967 (Six-Day War).
THE PLO AND PALESTINIAN NATIONALISM

The Palestinians were coming into viewing themselves as a
political entity in the modern sense, quickly leaving behind
the notion of being only part of a larger Arab whole. By
“Palestinians” we include here not only the roughly one
million people living in the West Bank and Gaza under Israeli
occupation, but also the refugee population living in camps
along Israel’s borders. Coming under Israeli control after the
Six-Day War, the Palestinians had a deepened sense of identity.
117
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While living under Jordan and Egypt in the West Bank and
Gaza was far from a perfect situation, it was still Arab rule and
was not likely to change. With Israeli occupation (far worse
than prior Arab control), however, came the possibility of not
being under Israeli occupation. Given Israel’s withdrawal,
called for in Resolution 242, the Palestinians could achieve
what had been promised them under both the British mandate
and the 1947 UN partition.
Not long after the June 1967 war, the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) started to evolve into a serious and unified
front. Its puppet leadership, hand-picked by Egypt’s Gamal
Abdul Nasser, resigned under pressure (December 1967) and
was supplanted by a guerrilla organization that wished to attract
international attention and engage the situation in commandostyle fashion. The PLO and the resistance movement in general
quickly built up both a reputation and a following. In March
1968, Israel heavily attacked the Jordanian town of Karameh,
a Palestinian camp and guerrilla headquarters for Fatah, in
response to an Israeli bus that had been blown up by a mine.
Though Fatah was ultimately defeated, it put up an intense
fight, with Israel sustaining relatively high casualties and
loss of equipment. The battle at Karameh became an instant
legend among Arabs, and thousands of young Arab nationalists
flocked to Fatah and the resistance movement, wanting to join
the ranks of the commandos, or fedayeen (“those who sacrifice
themselves”). Fatah and the PLO began to grow, and with
growth came increased independence. In its host countries,
especially Jordan, the PLO became what is commonly described
as a state-within-a-state.
Four months after Karameh, the governing body of the PLO,
the Palestine National Council (PNC), convened in Cairo and
amended their original charter. The revised charter of July
1968 stated clearly the PLO’s intent for full-fledged revolution:
“Armed struggle is the only way to liberate Palestine.”
“Commando action constitutes the nucleus of the Palestinian
popular liberation war.” Some other excerpts from the charter:
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• Palestine, with the boundaries it had during the British Mandate, is an
indivisible territorial unit.
• The Palestinians are those Arab nationals who, until 1947, normally
resided in Palestine regardless of whether they were evicted from it
or have stayed there. Anyone born, after that date, of a Palestinian
father – whether inside Palestine or outside – is also a Palestinian.
• The Jews who had normally resided in Palestine until the beginning of
the Zionist invasion will be considered Palestinians.
• The partition of Palestine in 1947 and the establishment of the state
of Israel are entirely illegal, regardless of the passage of time, because
they were contrary to the will of the Palestinian people....
• [Zionism] is racist and fanatic in its nature, aggressive, expansionist,
and colonial in its aims, and fascist in its methods.1

Though the language of the charter is at times ambiguous about
the PLO’s ultimate goal for Palestine, it states unequivocally its
aim to “destroy the Zionist and imperialist presence.” Other
statements endeavored to soften this stance over the following
decade, suggesting that Israelis could stay as Palestinian citizens
once they rejected Zionism. 2 The different organizations
and factions within the PLO made it difficult to produce a
straightforward manifesto of precise intentions.3
The next year (1969), Yasser Arafat, the leader of Fatah, was
elected chairman of the PLO and remained in that position
until his death on November 11, 2004. Fatah at this point
was the preeminent PLO guerrilla organization, in size and
status. But, along with Fatah, there were a number of other
groups such as the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(PFLP) and the Popular Democratic Front for the Liberation
of Palestine (PDFLP). These groups, unlike Fatah, preferred to
conduct revolution in the Arab world as a whole, not just in
Palestine. The PFLP and the PDFLP, among others, hijacked
airplanes and committed acts of terrorism in an effort to further
their cause and bring the Palestine question to international
attention. This militancy would eventually result in an Arab–
Arab confrontation.
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The PLO soon began to wear out its welcome in Jordan.
Raids inside the occupied territories and Israel proper brought
stiff Israeli reprisals, something King Hussein wanted to avoid.
Between the Israeli–Jordanian border becoming hot with
attacks and counter-attacks, and the subsequent pressure on
Hussein, violence erupted between the Jordanian army and
PLO members, mostly the PFLP. The clashes escalated and the
PFLP hijacked three Western commercial aircraft (September
1970), landed them in Amman, and after emptying them
of hostages blew the aircraft up as a final slap in the face to
Hussein. What followed was a small-scale war in Jordan.
During the course of that month, Syrian battalions approached
Jordan to aid the fedayeen. In a strange twist of developments,
the United States urged Israel to intervene in defense of Jordan
in order to discourage Syrian advance. Upon Israel’s movement
in that direction, Syria stopped in its tracks. The Jordanian army
finished the war, ending with the PLO forces taking a severe
beating, and the civilians in the camps a worse one. With
thousands dead (most of whom were civilians), a ceasefire not
worth the paper it was printed on was negotiated by Nasser
and signed by the PLO and Jordan. The Cairo Agreement, as
it was called, drew hostilities to an official close on September
27. (Nasser died of a heart attack the next day.) The civil war in
Jordan would be remembered as Black September.
Though skirmishes continued over the next few months, in
less than a year Hussein finally pushed the PLO out of Jordan.
The next base of operation for the Palestinians was Lebanon,
which would contribute to the breakdown of that already
unstable country, as we will see later in the chapter.
THE WAR OF ATTRITION (1968–70), DIPLOMACY

Note: Though we just ended with the events of 1970, we need
to go back for a moment and look at what was going on in the
Arab–Israeli conflict, in particular Egypt, Israel, and their respective
sponsors, Moscow and Washington.
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At the end of the 1967 war Israel occupied, among other
territories, the east bank of the Suez Canal in Sinai. With Israel
on the right side of the channel and Egypt on the left, the
situation was potentially volatile. Israel stood inflexibly on
its position and resisted Gunnar Jarring’s peace mission to
the region. The UN sent Jarring as a mediator to facilitate a
diplomatic settlement, where he encountered Egyptian and
Jordanian openness to talks. Egypt, recovering from the war
and receiving heavy shipments of Russian weaponry, wanted
Sinai and Gaza back and knew that by coercion it could either
bring about a political solution, or successfully regain the
territory militarily. Nasser chose not to mince words: “What
was taken by force must be restored by force.”4 In October
1968, Egypt shelled Israeli positions across the canal, sent
commandos on raids, and sank an Israeli destroyer off the
Sinai coast. Israel reciprocated by shelling the Egyptian side
of the canal, with the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) sending air
raids deep into Egyptian territory. These ongoing tit-for-tat
hostilities became known as the War of Attrition.
Heavy artillery bombardments, commando raids, and
eventual aerial warfare continued, with months turning into
years. As the conflict grew in intensity, Nasser flew to Moscow
(January 1970) and secured not only more armaments, but
Russian pilots to fly the Soviet-supplied aircraft; the Israeli Air
Force thus became involved in dogfights with Soviet pilots.
Clearly, all the necessary ingredients for the development of a
full-scale war were in place, but the Israelis, the Russians, and
the Americans all knowing this, made attempts to prevent it.
Richard Nixon entered the White House in January 1969,
and his secretary of state, William Rogers, proposed the Rogers
Plan (December 1969) during US–Soviet talks that year over
concerns about the War of Attrition. The Rogers Plan was based
on Resolution 242, with mention of Israeli withdrawal, mutual
recognition, solving the refugee problem, and a resumption of
Jarring’s diplomatic efforts. Though the Soviets at first rejected
the plan, as did the Israelis who were particularly dismayed,
agreement was achieved from all parties. The plan was signed
by Egypt and Israel (July 1970), and a 90-day ceasefire began the
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following month. Israel did so hesitantly, only after the White
House confirmed that it would not be subjected to American
pressure regarding UN 242.5 Not long after the signing, Egypt
began to move Soviet-supplied surface-to-air missiles (SAMs)
to the canal zone, in violation of the ceasefire; the Israelis in
return refused involvement in the Jarring talks.
In the War of Attrition Egypt took the worst of it by far,
but interpreted its performance as successful having fought
a continued fight with Israel.6 At the same time, the Israelis,
despite a superior showing against larger numbers and
increasing support for Egypt by the Soviets, felt a lull in
morale and made every effort to downplay back home the stiff
competition they had met. Yet, irrespective of interpretation,
thousands were dead, severe financial costs had been incurred,
and, after Nasser’s death on September 28, 1970, the Arab–
Israeli conflict found itself pretty much right back where it
started after June 1967.
THE 1973 WAR (THE YOM KIPPUR WAR)

Nasser’s death ushered in the era of his vice president, Anwar
Sadat, who succeeded him as president. Egypt’s economy
was in tatters, and the incurred difficulties of 1967 and the
expenses of the War of Attrition – casualties, destruction, and
financial strains – did not help matters in the least. Though
less focused on issues of pan-Arab nationalism than Nasser
had been, Sadat was no less interested than his predecessor in
negotiating a peace settlement and regaining the territory lost
to Israel. Under US pressure from Secretary Rogers and the State
Department, Gunnar Jarring resumed his diplomatic activities
trying to facilitate a peace settlement.
In 1971 Jarring began his renewed bid, to which Egypt and
Jordan had responded favorably, both willing to sign peace
treaties with Israel based on withdrawal and UN 242. In addition
to Jarring’s mission, Sadat, in February 1971, extended a peace
initiative of his own in Israel’s direction, based on security,
recognition, and withdrawal. In response to the Jarring mission
as well as Sadat’s peace offer, Israel (under its then-prime
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minister, Golda Meir) held its reins in rejectionist silence.7 Even
at US and UN urging, Israel would not budge on the issue of
withdrawal. A senior member of the US State Department would
express what probably reflected the international consensus:
“Israel will be considered responsible for the rejection of the
best opportunity to achieve peace since the establishment of
the state.”8 It should be noted that US diplomatic efforts in 1971
worked against opposition emanating from the Nixon White
House. Nixon’s then-national security adviser, Henry Kissinger
(who became secretary of state in 1973), encouraged Israeli
resistance to Jarring and Sadat in hopes of stalling matters and
getting Sadat to soften his stance. Kissinger hoped it would
encourage Sadat to abandon Soviet sponsorship and in turn
give the United States greater control of the region.9 However,
it must also be noted that the USSR served as no obstacle to
peace, as historian Avi Shlaim summarizes:
Although the Soviet Union was allied to the Arab radical regimes, it
never questioned Israel’s right to exist and indeed offered to guarantee
Israel within the pre-1967 borders. Like America, the Soviet Union took
Resolution 242 to mean an Israeli withdrawal to the old borders with only
minor modifications. Unlike America, the Soviet Union strictly rationed
the supply of arms to its allies in the region. In fact, the Soviets’ refusal
to give Egypt a military option against Israel led Sadat to expel all Soviet
advisers in 1972. All the available evidence suggests that following Sadat’s
rise to power there was opportunity for a negotiated settlement. The
chance was missed not because of the Soviet stand but as a result of
Israeli intransigence backed by global strategists in the White House.10

The year 1971, which Sadat declared the “year of decision,”
came and went, and by 1972 the deadlock remained. For Sadat,
the decision to exercise his military option began to replace
attempts at diplomacy – he would break the deadlock one
way or another.
At first Sadat met with a lukewarm Soviet response to his
requests for newer hi-tech weaponry. After a number of trips
to Moscow and meeting with no success – late shipments, wrong
supplies – Sadat retaliated by ejecting Russian advisors from
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Egypt (July 1972), to the surprise of the Soviets, Washington,
and Israel. Sadat was sending Russia a sort of wake-up call,
additionally giving the United States and Israel the impression
that Egypt was looking to change its diplomatic course. His
gamble worked, and as the United States stepped up shipments
of fighter-bombers to Israel, Moscow began sending Egypt fighter
jets, SAMs, and tanks; the Soviets did not want to lose their
client. In the United States, presidential elections were nearing,
and the Nixon White House was soon to become distracted by
scandal (Watergate). Throughout all of this, Kissinger, who by
1973 was more or less running the country, felt the stalemate
in the Middle East would hold out longer. It did not.
Over the spring of 1973 Sadat got to work, bringing Syria on
board, a very willing partner in this endeavor, and one that
had not signed 242. On October 6, Egypt and Syria attacked
Israeli forces in Sinai and the Golan Heights, respectively. The
ensuing war would become known as the Yom Kippur War,
as the attack took place on the Day of Atonement, the holiest
day on the Jewish calendar; for the Arabs it was Ramadan (the
Muslim month of fasting). The day of attack also coincided
with the anniversary of Muhammad’s first military victory, at
the Battle of Badr (624 ce). However, it should remain clear
that this war had nothing to do with religion for those pulling
the strings, and rarely does it ever.
Self-assure from its 1967 victory and viewing the Arabs as
incompetent and unlikely to risk another war, Israel dismissed
the warning signs. Though Israeli intelligence had pieced
together the likelihood of what was to come, it was not until
the midnight prior to the attacks that agents phoned in the
fact that war was imminent. Israel’s leadership finally took
seriously what it had until now ridiculed, albeit somewhat late.
That morning (October 6) Golda Meir and Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan discussed the options and decided that it was
best not to launch a preemptive attack. Not wanting to risk
losing American aid, they feared the Arabs might claim selfdefense when they invaded the occupied territory. Syria and
Egypt attacked that afternoon. At 2:00 p.m., Operation Badr
was unleashed.
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With fierce fighting that overwhelmed the Israelis, Egypt
crossed the Suez Canal while Syria entered the Golan Heights.
Over the first week the Arabs were coordinated and focused;
the Israelis had never seen such intense fighting. Though
overrun at first, the IDF eventually got its footing and turned
the tide. A contributing factor to how the war played out
was superpower involvement. In the first week Israel suffered
significant equipment loss and turned to the United States for
more supplies. Kissinger hesitated at first. He worried about
provoking an Arab oil embargo (a prohibition of commerce),
as well as provoking the Russians.11 However, it was a massive
Soviet rearmament of Egypt that spurred Washington to
respond with unprecedented airlifts to Israel. In turn, the
Arab oil-producing countries countered the US airlifts (which
included a $2.2 billion aid package given to Israel) with an
oil embargo against the Americans and any European nations
aiding Israel and the United States. The shipments to Israel
continued regardless. By the end of the war Israel pushed Syria
back, claiming more of the Golan Heights than it started with.
At the canal the Egyptians came up against penetration of their
offense whereupon the IDF crossed over to the canal’s west
bank and entered mainland Egypt.
The combatants rejected early attempts at a ceasefire, until
the United States and the USSR threatened direct involvement.
Moscow contacted Kissinger to negotiate ceasefire terms on
October 21. The two came to an agreement, and the following
day the Security Council passed Resolution 338 in a unanimous
vote, with China abstaining:
The Security Council
1. Calls upon all parties to the present fighting to cease all firing and
terminate all military activity immediately, no later than 12 hours after the
moment of the adoption of this decision, in the positions they now occupy;
2. Calls upon the parties concerned to start immediately after the
cease-fire the implementation of resolution 242 (1967) in all of its parts;
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3. Decides that, immediately and concurrently with the ceasefire, negotiations shall start between the parties concerned under
appropriate auspices aimed at establishing a just and durable peace in
the Middle East.12

Sidestepping the UN and the Soviet Union, Kissinger engaged
in “shuttle diplomacy,” negotiating directly with the various
leaders in Cairo (Sadat); Jerusalem (Meir); Damascus (Hafiz
al-Assad); Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (King Faisal); and Amman,
Jordan (Hussein). Over 1974 and 1975 the secretary managed
to secure partial land-for-peace agreements between the three
involved countries; Israel made limited withdrawals from
Sinai and the Golan in exchange for Arab pledges of nonbelligerency. The two accords – Sinai I and Sinai II – were
achieved in October 1974 and January 1975. But the diplomatic
momentum stopped there, and would not resume until 1977.
Israel emerged the victor, for what it was worth. Losses
were heavy all around, and though Israel scored a technical
military victory (though not by much) the shock of the war
was significant. Previously held assumptions were called
into question, with popular resentment and anger soaring to
unprecedented levels in the country’s history. After an internal
commission of inquiry – the Agranat Commission – a number
of senior officials in the military and intelligence departments
were dismissed. In the spring of 1974 Golda Meir and Moshe
Dayan announced their resignations. Conversely, Egypt had
scored a psychological and political victory. Sadat’s plan to
bring his territorial concerns to international attention had
worked, and though this cost him a military defeat, he returned
a sense of satisfaction to his country as well as adding a feather
to his own cap. The United States ended up the sole powerplayer in the region, having secured a newfound relationship
with Egypt, Moscow’s primary client in the Middle East.
THE CAMP DAVID ACCORDS (1978)

Note: From the end of the previous section until now there has
been a turnover in leadership. After Golda Meir resigned, Yitzhak
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Rabin held the position of prime minister until 1977. Rabin was
then succeeded by Menachem Begin, the former leader of the Irgun
terror squad. Gerald Ford replaced Richard Nixon in August 1974
after Nixon resigned under what was imminent impeachment for
the Watergate scandal. The 1976 elections ushered in the Jimmy
Carter administration. But as of the same year Egypt was still under
Anwar Sadat’s charge. That all said, our key players in this section
are: President Jimmy Carter of the United States, Prime Minister
Menachem Begin of Israel, and President Anwar Sadat of Egypt.
With new leadership came new philosophies and approaches
that would end up redefining the Arab–Israeli conflict. Carter
brought to the White House the hope of settling the conflict
with sit-down multilateral (group) negotiations to work
toward a comprehensive settlement – a sharp departure from
Kissinger’s method of step-by-step diplomacy. Sadat, as we
have discussed, was consistently and primarily interested in
Egypt’s economic woes and the return of Sinai, and was eager
to recommence with negotiations. The changes in Israel saw
a sharp turn toward hard-line conservative thinking. Begin
and his Likud party emphasized their intention to retain the
West Bank and Gaza, referring to the former as “Judea and
Samaria” and proclaiming it an integral part of Eretz-Israel,
or biblical Israel – “between the Sea and the Jordan [River]
there will only be Israeli sovereignty.” 13 Though colonial
settlements had been developed in the occupied territories
since 1967 under previous Labor party governments, Likud
made settlements a focal point. Over the first two years under
Likud the number of settlers doubled, from under 5,000 to
10,000.14 Despite their differences of perspective, the two
Middle Eastern leaders entered round-table talks facilitated
by the American president, after his efforts for comprehensive
agreement had failed.
Note: The issue of Israeli settlements in the occupied territories will
continue to crop up throughout the rest of the book. Settlements
are simply housing and land developments where civilians from
the “occupying power” take up residence in the occupied territories.
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Transfer of a civilian population into occupied territory is a
contravention of international law. The UN upholds the following
two documents in its assertion that settlement of an occupied state
or territory is illegal: (1) the Geneva Convention Relative to the
Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (August 12, 1949),
and (2) the Hague Convention IV of 1907.15
Carter convened a multilateral meeting of the United States,
USSR, Israel, Jordan, and Egypt. At first he indicated a wish
to include the PLO and made mention of a Palestinian
“homeland,” though he maintained the PLO would have to
acknowledge UN 242, something the Palestinians refused to do
owing to its lack of any mention of Palestinian independence
and sovereignty. After intense Israeli and domestic pressure,
Carter backed off.16 What then followed was a US–Soviet
joint communiqué (October 1, 1977) to set the groundwork
for a comprehensive peace conference. The communiqué
was patterned in substance and style after 242, calling for
settlement of the conflict, a resolution of the Palestine question
that ensured the “legitimate rights of the Palestinian people,”
and Israeli withdrawal from “territories occupied” in the June
1967 war. Though Sadat and the Arabs were unenthusiastic
– there was no mention of the PLO, and the wording was
obviously constrained – they agreed to it. Israel rejected it
outright. After a meeting between Carter’s people and Israeli
foreign minister Moshe Dayan (former defense minister), a
separate US–Israeli joint communiqué was issued stating:
“Acceptance of the Joint US–USSR Statement of October 1,
1977, by the parties is not a prerequisite” for the convening of
the conference.17 With things off to a slightly ludicrous start,
Sadat decided that if he wanted peace and the Sinai back, and
in a reasonable timeframe so as to attend to Egypt’s failing
economy, he had to go it alone.
In a speech to the Egyptian National Assembly on November
9, Sadat announced, with Yasser Arafat in the audience, that
he was willing to go to Jerusalem and discuss the matter with
Begin in the Israeli parliament (the Knesset) itself. The Egyptian
president arrived in Jerusalem ten days later as Begin’s invited
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guest. The talks and meetings led to nothing conclusive or
tangible, and eventually back to the same impasse. Sadat
pressed for withdrawal from the occupied territories,
including Sinai, and self-determination and statehood for the
Palestinians, essentially reiterating his 1971 offer. Begin offered
partial withdrawal from Sinai and total inflexibility regarding
the West Bank and Gaza. The talks ground to a standstill.
Sadat’s trip did help to readjust the atmosphere between the
two countries, with Begin also traveling to Egypt in return. If
any harm came of these meetings it was by way of Arab anger
(mainly from Syria and the PLO) directed against Sadat for
“selling out” by moving in the direction of a separate peace.
In July 1978 Carter invited Begin and Sadat to the Camp David
presidential retreat in Maryland.
The turbulent Camp David talks spanned just under two
weeks (September 5–17), ending with the signing of two
accords, or “frameworks,” on the last day. The first addressed
the issue of the West Bank and Gaza, calling upon Egypt,
Israel, Jordan, and “representatives of the Palestinian people”
to negotiate the resolution of the “Palestinian problem in all
its aspects.” A five-year transitional period was established
for determining the “final status” of these territories with a
self-governing authority established to oversee administration
during the transitional period. The second accord was a draft
proposal for a treaty between Egypt and Israel to be signed
within three months. This accord established the “withdrawal
of Israeli armed forces from the Sinai,” and the “right of free
passage by ships of Israel through the Gulf of Suez and the
Suez Canal.”18 After continued difficulties regarding particulars
and semantics, the treaty’s ceremonial signing took place at
the White House on March 26, 1979.19
The Camp David Accords brought peace between Egypt and
Israel. However, beyond this bilateral peace, the Arab–Israeli
conflict continued. The West Bank and Gaza were left to finalstatus determination; the PLO received no mention; the issue
of East Jerusalem being occupied and annexed by Israel was
not addressed, nor was the Golan Heights issue. This lack
of a comprehensive peace settlement brought with it Arab
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condemnation of Sadat as a fraud. Israel agreed to withdraw
from Sinai, in exchange for peace (as well as continued
occupation of the remaining territories); Begin interpreted
“autonomy” for Palestinians, called for in the frameworks,
as applying to the people and not the land. But as the region
continued to degenerate, as we will soon see, the Egyptian–
Israeli peace agreements held together, and still do to this day.
THE PLO AND PALESTINIAN NATIONALISM, PART II

Throughout the 1970s the PLO grew in reputation and
recognition. Though still fractured and heterogeneous, Arafat
attempted to steer the organization toward moderation and
unity. Regardless of his efforts, the PLO was plagued with
internal disputes among its divergent factions, as well as
the violence and terrorism that it became notorious for in
northern Israel and at the international level. Arafat did make
diplomatic strides, and by 1974 the PLO was recognized at the
Arab summit in Rabat, Morocco, in October of that year. The
Rabat Declaration affirmed the right of the Palestinian people
to “establish an independent national authority” under the
PLO, which was to be their “sole legitimate representative.”20 A
month later, Arafat was invited to New York to speak in front
of the UN General Assembly.
On November 13, Chairman Arafat addressed the assembly
with a review of Palestinian history, condemning Zionism as
colonial and racist, and speaking about the hope of Jews and
Arabs one day living in the “framework of a just peace in
our democratic Palestine.” He then closed his speech with a
now-famous admonition: “Today I have come bearing an olive
branch and a freedom-fighter’s gun. Do not let the olive branch
fall from my hand.”21 (His holster was empty, but the point was
made.) A little over a week after Arafat’s address the General
Assembly passed two resolutions, 3236 and 3237. The first
affirmed the Palestinian “right to self-determination without
external interference” and “the right to national independence
and sovereignty.” It also stated the “right of the Palestinians
to return to their homes and property from which they have
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been displaced and uprooted.” The second resolution conferred
“observer status” (within the UN) upon the PLO.22 Needless
to say, Israel and its supporters were furious. The General
Assembly the next year passed Resolution 3379 (November
1975). This resolution determined that “zionism is a form of
racism and racial discrimination,” equating it with apartheid
South Africa, the legally sanctioned policy of racial segregation
in force in that country from the 1950s to the 1990s.23 The
resolution was repealed in 1991.
The PLO’s achievements in the realm of international
diplomacy reflected both its movement toward a more moderate
stance and a changing international consensus. The resolutions
passed in the General Assembly in 1974–75 indicated a larger
UN, one more globally composed and not confined to looking
through a predominantly European prism, though Western
Europe started to change its stance as well. And while the PLO
garnered its newfound attention, so too did the West Bank and
Gaza. As Israel’s occupation and settlement policy continued,
political consciousness in the territories grew by leaps and
bounds, the vast majority of its citizens desiring independent
statehood. A 1982 poll taken in Time magazine revealed that
98 percent of the people in the occupied territories wanted a
state, while 86 percent thought the PLO should govern that
state.24 But as noted, by the mid-1970s the PLO had pitched
camp in Lebanon after being expelled from Jordan, joining
the more than 250,000 Palestinian refugees already there, and
eventually running the refugee camps.25 Not long after, the
PLO found itself involved in the civil war there, the violence
of which was merely an overture for the massive destruction
that was to come.
ISRAEL’S INVASION OF LEBANON (1982)

Note: The outset of the 1980s saw, again, a turnover in leadership.
The 1980 US elections brought the defeat of Jimmy Carter and
the inauguration of the Ronald Reagan administration, along with
a new secretary of state, Alexander Haig. The 1981 elections in
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Israel resulted in the re-election of the Menachem Begin government,
which brought with it Ariel Sharon to the position of minister of
defense. That year also witnessed the assassination of Anwar Sadat
by Egyptian extremists who were displeased with their president’s
domestic and foreign policies. Sadat’s vice president, Hosni Mubarak,
replaced the assassinated leader.
This section involves the culmination of a few issues, namely: (1)
the increasing tension in the West Bank and Gaza owing to Israeli
occupation and the continued policy of settlement construction
in the territories; (2) a civil war in Lebanon, the origin of which
goes back to the late 1950s and reached a critical point in the
mid-1970s; and (3) the PLO’s rise to prominence and global
recognition. To summarize, the PLO established its headquarters in
Lebanon, making Israel’s north border a site of hostility and frequent
attacks. Israel, wishing to retain control of the occupied territories,
had no desire to deal with the PLO at all, as Arafat and company
represented the idea of Palestinian statehood. Lebanon, boiling with
domestic instability, was under the leadership of a minority group,
the Maronite Christians, who desperately wanted to hold on to
power. Israel and the Maronites struck a deal. Israel would help push
the PLO and occupying Syrian forces out of Lebanon and guarantee
Maronite authority. In return, Lebanon would enter into a peace
treaty with Israel and essentially become a client state. In Begin’s
perspective, this action would achieve the destruction of the PLO and
therefore the Palestinian desire for statehood, while also creating a
secure northern border. This is not how it would play out, as we will
now see when we add 1982 to our 1948–1956–1967–1969–1973
list: on average, a war every six years.
Lebanon’s multiethnic political fabric began to rend in 1975.
The Maronite Christians met rising dissent from the majority
Muslim population who felt the disproportionate makeup of
the government should be adjusted. This opposition, called
the Lebanese National Movement (LNM), was a patchwork of
different political and ethnic groups. (Though it is inviting to
see the lines drawn according to religion, it is important to
keep in mind that Lebanon’s unrest was born of political and
economic concerns.) The LNM was largely Muslim, though
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there were Christian members, and likewise the ruling elite,
mostly Christian, also had Muslim elements. In April 1975 civil
war broke out and lasted over a year. The LNM sympathized
with the PLO, and the Palestinians soon joined the fight
against the Maronites. While the civil war raged on, each side
received foreign support. The LNM–PLO had the backing of
Syria, while Israel provided aid to the Maronites. However,
the successes of the LNM–PLO alliance against the Maronites
began to concern Syria; with the potential overthrow of the
Maronite government, the Israelis would undoubtedly become
directly involved. So the Syrians shifted loyalties and began
to support the Maronites. (Yes, Israel and Syria were both
supporting the same side.) Maronite forces eventually regained
their losses and the fighting continued until October 1976,
when a ceasefire was formalized in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Syria,
as part of the accord, sustained the presence of its military
occupation force in Lebanon, and reshifted its loyalty back to
the LNM–PLO opposition. The civil war was vicious, resulting
in tens of thousands dead, mostly civilians including women,
children, and the elderly.26 Nothing was resolved; indeed
things were only made worse, while political divisions drew
deeper and wider.
Israel remained focused on the obliteration of the PLO,
whose popularity was growing in the West Bank, and who
might eventually emerge as a force to be reckoned with in
the diplomatic arena. The policies of the Begin government
were crystal clear in terms of its intentions in the territories:
annexation, and suppression of nationalism. Going after the
PLO was, for Begin and Sharon, the next logical step. PLO
attacks on targets just over the northern border of Israel
continued (1977–81), as they had throughout the 1970s. It
was also at this time that Israel entered into agreements with
the Maronite leadership regarding further direct involvement
in Lebanon. The Israelis developed a proxy, or substitute, army
in South Lebanon, comprised mostly of Christians and led by
Saad Haddad. This militia, the South Lebanese Army (SLA),
would battle the PLO in place of the IDF.
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In March 1978, PLO commandos hijacked a bus near Haifa.
A shootout occurred, resulting in the deaths of six Palestinians
and 34 Israelis.27 Israel’s response was a full-scale invasion of
South Lebanon. Its first direct military venture in Lebanon –
Operation Litani – began on March 15 and spanned a week
of bombing and shelling, claiming mostly civilian lives and
causing 100,000 people to flee their homes.28 Following the
invasion, Israel occupied South Lebanon for three months.
The UN Security Council passed a resolution (425) calling for
Israel’s withdrawal, and deployed a peacekeeping force, the
United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), to form a
security buffer between Lebanon and Israel. UNIFIL’s presence
notwithstanding, clashes and raids continued between the
Israelis and the PLO.
In spring 1981, Israel initiated heavy aerial bombing of South
Lebanon. With a lull in the attacks following the diplomatic
efforts of US ambassador Philip Habib, elections in Israel, and
the light resistance of the PLO due to fear of an Israeli ground
invasion, Israel stepped up its bombing raids again in early July.
In this renewed phase of what became known as the Two-Week
War, Israel, in addition to attacking South Lebanon, bombed
Lebanon’s capital, Beirut. The PLO responded launching
rockets and artillery into northern Israel. Hostilities continued
to escalate until Habib worked out a ceasefire that both sides
signed – one that would last for eleven months.
Shortly after the ceasefire agreement, Ariel Sharon got to work
developing a final invasion to settle the PLO issue once and for
all. Bashir Gemayel was the next up-and-coming leader of the
Maronite Christians and head of the dominant Christian militia,
the Phalange (founded by his father, Pierre). Gemayel had been
in contact with the Israeli leadership since the end of the civil
war, and it was he they were to assist in becoming president.
Although, establishing a new political order in Lebanon was just
one item of business in the Begin–Sharon objectives.
Split up into two plans – Small Pines and Big Pines – the
smaller initiative entailed an invasion up to the Litani River in
the south, and the larger, more ambitious operation involving
a full-scale attack on Beirut. Knowing the Knesset would not
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be terribly eager to siege an Arab capital, Small Pines was
emphasized in cabinet meetings.29 Yet, Big Pines addressed
Begin and Sharon’s ultimate goals, which ran parallel with
Gemayel’s – the destruction of the PLO infrastructure, the
expulsion of Syrian forces, and the installation of Gemayel
and the Phalange. According to a standard account:
The essentials of his [Sharon’s] grand strategy were never deliberated by
the Cabinet – or the General Staff, for that matter – either before the
war or once it was in progress. Basically, they determined that the PLO
must be driven entirely out of Lebanon, and to prevent the Palestinian
organizations from making a comeback Bashir Gemayel must be sworn in
as the country’s next president. Meanwhile, to prevent any interference
from the Syrians, their army too must be evicted from Lebanon. ... Then,
following the wholesale expulsion of the PLO – particularly from Beirut,
where its constituent organizations had their headquarters – Israel would
be able to manage its conflict with the Palestinians to its own liking.30

The only order of business before execution of the operation
called Peace for Galilee was to secure a reasonably sufficient
amount of permission from the United States. Sharon met
with Reagan’s secretary of state, Alexander Haig, who stressed
that only a flagrant violation on the part of the PLO would
justify a substantial response of the kind Sharon had planned.
In the dialogue between Sharon and Haig, “one side spoke in
veiled language and allusive gestures that made it possible for
the other to understand exactly what it wanted to.”31 Sharon
returned to Israel with what he felt was permission enough.
Pulling the trigger was all that remained.
On June 3, an anti-Arafat splinter group by the name of
Abu Nidal attempted to assassinate the Israeli ambassador,
Shlomo Argov, in London. Though Israeli intelligence knew
and reported who the perpetrating organization was, the
incident was justification enough for Sharon. Regardless of
the PLO’s compliance with the July 1981 ceasefire, events had
already been set in motion. The next day Israeli fighter jets hit
PLO targets in Beirut and South Lebanon, prompting the PLO
“violation” that would provide the desired pretext for attack.
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Begin’s cabinet was notified of a limited 25-mile invasion, and
once their approval was secured, Big Pines was set in motion.
On June 6, 80,000 Israeli ground troops entered Lebanon.
Though that night the Security Council passed a resolution
(509) demanding immediate Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon,
Israel exhibited the same defiance as the IDF had when moving
past the UNIFIL security zone at the border. The ground
divisions moved through South Lebanon with tanks, artillery
and air support, and in the matter of a few days accomplished
(and surpassed) the goals of Little Pines. In the first week
thousands of Palestinians and Lebanese had been killed, the
vast majority civilians.32 By the end of the first week Israel had
overwhelmed the hesitant Syrian troops, and with American
pressure, entered into a ceasefire with Syria; the PLO offered to
join the agreement but was dismissed. With the Palestinians
displaced in the south and Syria out of the picture, Lebanon’s
capital lay wide open. The IDF then sealed off and shelled West
Beirut for the next two months.
By the beginning of August, Arafat’s only option was
withdrawal, which was simultaneously being called for by the
Israelis. The United States sent Philip Habib to arrange a final
settlement, and by August 11 a plan was forged and agreed upon
by all parties. An international peacekeeping force was deployed
– French, Italian, and US troops – to ensure safe passage of the
PLO out of Beirut as well as protection for remaining noncombatant Palestinians in the refugee camps. Sharon, who
did not share the cabinet’s agreement with the Habib plan,
gave the order for a renewed attack on Beirut, which featured a
solid day of saturation bombing and causing an estimated 300
dead.33 The Americans and the Israeli cabinet were outraged
with Sharon, the latter suspending his power to order attacks.
By September 1 the last of the PLO left Beirut via boat with the
international force pulling out over the next two weeks.
Bashir Gemayel was elected president on August 23. In a
moment typical of international affairs, Gemayel, upon being
reminded by Begin and Sharon of the discussed peace treaty
between the two countries (as well as the president-elect’s
indebtedness) the Maronite leader was not forthcoming. His
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newfound power had expanded his horizons. Nevertheless,
Sharon and Gemayel shared the same concern, that of the
remaining Palestinians, an element both men wanted to see
rooted out and expelled from Lebanon.34 Things changed course
(or at least timing) when a bomb set off by a Syrian extremist
killed Gemayel while he was delivering a lecture in East Beirut
(September 14). Sharon immediately sent IDF forces into West
Beirut to secure the two Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra
and Shatila. He asserted that approximately 2,000 terrorists
remained in the area, and once the area was secured by the IDF,
150 Phalangists were transported to the camps. The Phalangists
were brimming with hatred for the opposition, and the Israeli
chief of staff notified Sharon that, “They’re thirsting for revenge
and there could be torrents of blood.”35 Sharon dismissed the
warning. The fighters entered Sabra and Shatila on the evening
of September 16 and emerged the morning of September 19.
When it was all over the massacre left behind between 800 and
2,000 dead men, women, and children, all of whom had been
unarmed civilians.36 Reports surfaced of accounts of rape, serial
execution, and mutilation; the bodies of children and women
littered the camps. Indeed, the numbers were strategically
curious: Sending in 150 Phalangists to do battle with 2,000
armed PLO remnants started to raise questions, however late.37
After the Sabra–Shatila incident the multinational forces,
who had originally been there to protect non-combatants,
returned to Beirut. The American military presence along
with the Reagan administration’s negotiations with, and
apparent support of, the ruling Maronites brought the United
States into direct involvement. Non-Christian militias began
attacking US Marines. The American embassy was bombed
with a truckload of explosives in April 1983, killing 60. After
US naval bombardments of opposition targets, another truck
bomb killed 241 US service personnel at a Marine barracks
outside Beirut. Despite Reagan’s desire to stay and fight
terrorism and prevent what he perceived as a Soviet threat, the
United States pulled out of Lebanon in February 1984.38 Israel
would withdraw from South Lebanon, barring a strip of land
at the southern border, in June 1985. The civil war in Lebanon
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continued on and would do so into the early 1990s. Israel’s
goal of extinguishing Palestinian nationalism did not achieve
the desired effect. In fact, it achieved the exact opposite.
POST-LEBANON DIPLOMACY

The bloodshed and destruction wrought in Lebanon in the
early 1980s was punctuated by diplomatic initiatives. In the
space of two weeks, autumn 1982 saw three different peace
proposals placed on the table. President Reagan’s administration
created the Reagan Plan (September 1), calling for Palestinian
autonomy and federation of the West Bank and Gaza with
Jordan, but no statehood; a freeze on construction of Israeli
settlements in the occupied territories; Israeli withdrawal in
return for Arab peace; and a determination of the status of
Jerusalem through negotiations. Reagan also sent a separate
note to Begin promising that no settlements would be
dismantled. Israel rejected the plan outright while Arafat and
King Hussein remained open to the possibilities.
One week later, at an Arab summit in Fez, Morocco, the
Fez Plan was produced.39 This plan called for: full Israeli
withdrawal (in accordance with Arab interpretation of UN
242); a Palestinian state under the PLO; compensation for
refugees; peace and security for regional states; and the
dismantling of Israeli settlements in Israel. And a week after
that the Soviet Union followed up the Fez Plan with the
Brezhnev Plan, named after Russia’s prime minister. The
Russians, who supported the Fez Plan while judging the
Reagan Plan a “farce,”40 echoed what was outlined at the Arab
summit, except the Soviet plan referred to Israel by name;
the Fez Plan makes only implicit mention. In addition to the
Reagan Plan, Israel rejected the subsequent two programs.
This inflexibility over the occupied territories would survive
another change of leadership.
In addition to growing protests over the war in Lebanon,
the issue of lost Israeli lives became a foreground issue, which
in turn increased protests. Of the 600 IDF personnel who died
in the war, roughly half had died in the sustained occupation
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after the PLO had been evacuated.41 Coming on top of a list
of failed achievements – no treaty with Lebanon, heightened
Palestinian nationalism – Menachem Begin resigned from his
premiership early and retired into obscurity (August 1983). The
new prime minister, Yitzhak Shamir, would only hold the post
exclusively for a year, until elections (July 1984) where the two
main political parties, Likud and Labor, ended up splitting the
vote, indicative of a polarized public. The two parties would
combine to form a coalition government, the leaders of which
would each spend two years as prime minister: Shamir for
Likud, and Shimon Peres for Labor.
After the PLO left Beirut, Arafat set up a new headquarters
(the third) in Tunisia’s capital city of Tunis. He also faced deep
divisions within sections of the PLO, especially his own branch,
Fatah. This internal dissent was a by-product of the defeat
under the Israeli invasion, the Sabra–Shatila massacre, and
Arafat’s continued diplomatic efforts along with his moderate
involvement with the various peace plans – Reagan, Fez, and
Brezhnev. Though condemned by Israel as a terrorist enemy
of the Jewish state, certain factions of Arafat’s organization
condemned him with equal ferocity for being a diplomatic
moderate with pro-Western leanings. In spring 1983, fighting
broke out in Syria-controlled northern Lebanon between
Arafat loyalists and Fatah rebels with the help of Syrian forces.
Arafat returned to Lebanon in September to resolve the matter,
hoping to bring political and international pressure on the
opposition and Syria. By November the loyalists had suffered
significant setbacks, and by December a ceasefire was declared
with Saudi Arabia forging an agreement with Syria. Arafat, for
a second time, was forced out of Lebanon.
However, the PLO chairman would continue along his
diplomatic path, working out a joint agreement with Jordan
that was announced in February 1985. The items of the
agreement included total Israeli withdrawal, Palestinian selfdetermination in the context of the “confederated Arab States
of Jordan and Palestine,” and negotiations conducted by an
international conference involving the UN Security Council.42
Israel and the United States rejected the communiqué, both
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refusing to conduct negotiations with the PLO, as well as
refusing to work within an international conference.
The diplomatic process was interrupted when on September
25, 1985, three Israeli tourists were murdered in Cyprus by PLO
extremists.43 In response, Israel bombed the PLO headquarters
in Tunis on October 1. A cycle of violence naturally ensued.
Among other acts of terrorism, extremist Palestinians, a week
after the attack on Tunis, hijacked an Italian cruise ship, the
Achille Lauro, on which a disabled Jewish-American man was
murdered and cast overboard. This most recent diplomatic
sequence dissolved like its predecessors.
Even so, if one element in the total Palestinian–Arab–Israeli
conflict remained uninterrupted, it was the ever-increasing
tension in the West Bank and Gaza, and the popular support
in those territories for the PLO, its chairman, and statehood.

9
The First Intifada and the Peace Process

Note: Our attention now returns to the Palestine–Israel conflict. As
the Arab–Israeli conflict continued to play out like a perpetual ballet
of violence, failed diplomacy, and rejection, things in the occupied
territories of the West Bank and Gaza were undergoing steady
transformation. Where we start out in this chapter, in the latter
half of the 1980s, the people born during the Six-Day War were now
turning 20. A whole new generation had grown up only knowing
Israeli control of what remained of Palestine. For Palestinian youth
this meant growing up under harsh military occupation, and for
the young Israeli generation it meant never knowing the occupied
territories to belong to anyone else. What happened next placed the
West Bank and Gaza at center stage in the evolving conflict, to the
surprise of Israel, the Arab world, the international community,
and even the PLO.
THE INTIFADA (1987–91)

On December 8, 1987, an Israeli Defense Forces vehicle
crashed into a truck in Gaza carrying Palestinian laborers
home from work. In the accident four were killed, along with
seven wounded. Rumors spread alleging that the accident was
an act of vengeance for an Israeli who had been stabbed to
death the previous week. The turnout for the funerals of the
deceased workers numbered in the thousands and immediately
evolved into angry protest. The IDF, viewing the disturbance
as a routine demonstration, moved to disperse the crowd with
tear gas and live ammunition, killing 20-year-old Hatem al-Sisi,
141
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who became the first martyr of the uprising. Israeli occupation
troops at the scene met with an atypical level of resistance
among the Palestinians. What had officially begun was the
Intifada, an Arabic term meaning “shaking off.”
As is common with major turmoil – political as well as
personal – what sets off the explosion is usually remarkably
small. That a fatal traffic accident could ignite the anger
and hatred of over 1.5 million people indicates the level
of cumulative and collective frustration that existed in the
occupied territories. Since the 1967 war Palestinians had chafed
under occupation, with protests and resistance being a daily
affair. Life in the territories featured “stone throwing, Molotov
cocktails, strikes, demonstrations, [and] refusal to pay taxes,”
while enduring “large-scale arrests, imprisonment without
trial, deportations, punitive destruction of homes and property,
beating, and the use of tear gas and live ammunition against
crowds.”1 From 1968 to 1975 the IDF counted 350 incidents
of rebellion a year, or about one a day. From the mid-1970s
to the early 1980s the number doubled, soon reaching 3,000
incidents a year, roughly eight a day. In the first six months of
the Intifada, however, 42,355 incidents were recorded.2
The ever increasing urge to rebel that eventually led to the
Intifada was in direct response to not only the occupation, but
also a sense of political isolation. The Arab world, which had
done little or nothing in the way of aiding the Palestinians,
left those in the territories with a sense of abandonment; the
PLO’s ultimate inability to make serious headway regarding
Palestinian sovereignty and statehood was also another major
factor. Though Palestinians still backed the PLO as the symbol
of national unity, West Bankers and Gazans alike began to
see the necessity of taking matters into their own hands: “We
support the PLO because we are the PLO.”3
The conditions in the occupied territories were the primary
concern and cause of Palestinian unrest. Though the 1970s
saw an increase in wages and living standards, especially in
the West Bank when compared to the times of Jordanian rule,
the 1980s underwent a sharp economic decline in Israel. The
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drop in value of the shekel (Israeli monetary unit), to which
the Palestinian economy is tethered, directly affected the
territories. Nevertheless, economic fluctuations merely offered
varying degrees of distraction; life under occupation, as the
constant and growing number of incidents of unrest indicated,
was increasingly intolerable.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, settlement activity
expanded significantly. With the rise to power of Menachem
Begin and his Likud party in 1977 came a focused and aggressive
effort to colonize as much of the West Bank and Gaza as
possible. The average annual number of settlers moving to
the occupied territories from 1967 to 1977 was 770, whereas
the average in the period of 1978–87 leapt to 5,690 annually.4
Moreover, with settlement obviously came requisition of land
and resources. From the Six-Day War to the Intifada – the first
20 years of occupation – Israel had requisitioned half of the
West Bank and a third of Gaza.5 The burgeoning numbers
of Israeli settlers in the West Bank alone – 20,000 in 1982 to
60,000 in 1986 – amid the native population of 800,000 created
a sense of emergency and fear.6 Israel’s drive into that territory
ultimately achieved virtual annexation, and the loss of land to
an encroaching colonial population rested on top of day-to-day
conditions unbearable to the Palestinians.
Permanent fixtures of life under occupation included
checkpoints, searches, curfews, and school closures. In response
came anti-occupation methods such as strikes, demonstrations,
boycotts, and clashes. What ensued was an upward spiral: the
pressure of the IDF’s rule over the territories inspired protest,
which in turn intensified IDF pressure. While the levels of
oppression and resistance increased, the older generations,
too, began to move toward a less passive course of action. The
concept of sumud, or steadfastness, had generally been the
approach to life under occupation. In a sustained act of passive
resistance the Palestinians in the territories remained on the
land and refused to budge, all the while creating their own
organizations and services to make life easier. But the people
of the territories started to resist more actively, taking matters
of leadership into their own hands, creating what one political
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scientist referred to as the “new sumud.”7 Still and all, when
things reached a climax in December 1987, it was the younger
generation who commenced and carried out the Intifada.
For young Palestinians, the concept of sumud, old or new,
was lost on them. The older generations had known better
times and were more or less willing to suffer through and wait
it out, hoping for the return of some kind of normalcy. The
young, on the other hand, grew up angry and less tolerant of
the constant searches, curfews, and periodic shutting down
of their schools. Kids ranging in age from seven through
the teenage years organized, divided up responsibilities, tied
khaffiyas (checkered headscarves) around their heads like
masks, and met head-on with the IDF’s occupation troops.
Roads were barricaded, tires set on fire, and stones and iron bars
were hurled. The leaders of the revolt were in their late teens
and early twenties, delegating authority down through the
ranks that were composed by age. While the smaller children
lit fires and set up roadblocks, the older youth handled direct
confrontation and organizational duties. The spontaneous
grassroots uprising quickly evolved into a unified front.
While the “children of the stones” carried on in the streets,
Palestinian society followed suit.8 Leaflets were distributed
weekly with instructions to maintain organization. Strikes,
boycotts on Israeli goods, food distribution to communities
locked in by curfew, and daycare for children were all concerns
that were attended to by the various grassroots committees.
Women’s groups, labor unions, professional associations, and
the average citizen were all now involved in a revolution.
“Family gardens became a symbol of resistance to Israeli
authorities,” Charles D. Smith notes, “who at times arrested
Arabs for growing their own food, as happened in the village
of Bayt Sahur.”9 The lines of society began to dissipate in the
heat of organization. According to Israeli sociologist Baruch
Kimmerling and international studies scholar Joel S. Migdal
in their history of the Palestinian people, the Intifada brought
together diverse groups of Palestinians—gender, class—and
encouraged “a political levelling of the society.”10
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The different groups and task-forces eventually coalesced
into a larger framework. The Unified National Leadership of
the Uprising (UNLU) formed an underground coordinating
hub that issued directives, printed leaflets, and maintained the
political trajectory of the Intifada: statehood. With the PLO
on the sidelines in Tunis, a partnership formed between the
two groups, though the primacy of the exiled leadership was
willfully recognized. Also beginning to sprout up were Muslim
organizations, signaling an Islamic revival.
The Egypt-based Muslim Brotherhood was an organization
dedicated more to religious education and less to politics and
revolution. However, groups that splintered off the Brotherhood
adopted militant philosophies during the Intifada. One group
was Islamic Jihad, which formed in Gaza over the course of
the first half of the 1980s and remained a smaller movement.
From the Brotherhood also emerged, in January 1988, a new
group called Hamas (Islamic Resistance Movement).11 Unlike
the UNLU–PLO connection, which desired a secular state in
the West Bank and Gaza brought about by civil resistance,
the Muslim organizations sought an Islamic state in all of
former Palestine, to be achieved by armed and violent means.
From the fundamentalist perspective, jihad, or holy war, was
the only mechanism by which a religious state could be
wrested from the Zionists. Hamas gained significant support,
especially in Gaza, and became the second largest organized
effort in the territories next to the UNLU. Yet, for most of the
Intifada Hamas avoided confrontation with the PLO. Though
ideologically divergent from the secular leadership, it aimed
to cooperate with the UNLU–PLO structure and maintain the
integrity of the Intifada. The friction of difference would,
however, worsen over time.
At its outset, Hamas organized the building of schools,
mosques, and clinics, in addition to honing its political agenda.
Israel, viewing the religious groups as an alternative to the
PLO, and possibly a competitor, supported Hamas’s endeavors
along with providing them financial assistance.12 This changed
once the group’s militant intentions were brought to light in
its official charter (August 1988). The document, anti-Semitic
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and anti-Zionist in nature, made clear the organization’s
interpretation of the struggle as a religious one: “[Hamas]
strives to raise the banner of Allah over every inch of Palestine
… There is no solution for the Palestinian question except
through Jihad.”13
But irrespective of the various emerging factions and
organizations, secular and religious, the front line of the
Intifada was the effort in the street: kids throwing stones and
confronting well-armed and trained troops.
Israeli policies in the West Bank and Gaza went from harsh
and restrictive to worse with the advent of the Intifada. What
became known as an “iron fist” policy was a severe procedural
response to the threat posed by organized rebellion among
the indigenous Arabs. Though the IDF’s stated method
of “might, power, and beatings” was presented as a less
severe policy – made in response to strong domestic and
international criticism of military brutality – the degree of
violent suppression persisted.14 Pre-Intifada measures now
seemed mild compared to Israel’s heightened reaction to
the uprising. Human rights organizations issued reports and
made cases at the United Nations regarding gross violations
of international law. In late 1988 the UN General Assembly
passed a resolution (43/21) condemning Israel’s “killing and
wounding of defenceless Palestinian civilians, the beating and
breaking of bones, the deportation of Palestinian civilians, the
imposition of restrictive economic measures, the demolition
of houses, collective punishment and detentions, as well as
denial of access to the media.”15 The only two nations to vote
against the resolution were the United States and Israel. Despite
the international consensus, the IDF’s tactics continued. In the
case of house demolition, by mid-1990 300 homes had been
razed.16 The act of leveling homes was usually carried out in
response to stone throwing, and based on the suspicion that
the perpetrator lived there.
By 1991 the Intifada began to lose momentum, though
skirmishes and uprisings of lesser intensity continued into 1993.
By the end of 1992 over 100 Israelis (civilian and non-civilian)
had died. At the end of 1993, over 1,000 Palestinians were
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dead, roughly 20 percent of whom were under 16 years of
age; the wounded numbered in the tens of thousands.17 Four
years of resistance and protest had not only withstood severe
suppression but further unified the Palestinians. But the
focus of the Intifada was slowly replaced with an increased
infighting among them in cases of suspected traitors. Militant
religious fundamentalism was also on the rise in the territories,
and brought with it acts of armed terrorism instead of stone
throwing. As for the “external” leadership (the PLO in Tunis),
their eyes turned to the international arena with the intent of
securing a settlement through politics and diplomacy, instead
of rebellion and confrontation. Though the Intifada had been
sustained, nothing decisive came of it. The PLO had to parlay
what had been achieved, namely, world attention and a new
emphasis on the issue of Palestinian statehood, into a further,
more concrete political achievement.
Politics and Diplomacy during the Intifada
A meeting of the PLO’s parliamentary body, the Palestinian
National Council (PNC), was held in Algiers in November
1988. At the meeting, Chairman Yasser Arafat announced the
state of Palestine in a formal declaration of independence.18
Along with proclaiming sovereignty and a two-state solution,
the PNC issued a resolution calling for an international peace
conference, one based on Resolutions 242 and 338, and
addressing “the issue of the Middle East and its core, the
question of Palestine.”19 Though the PLO’s announcement
of statehood drew significant acceptance, with over 100
countries recognizing the declaration, Washington was less
enthused, claiming the Palestinian leadership was involved
in terrorism – regardless of the State Department’s findings
to the contrary.
Nonetheless, the Americans refused the chairman a travel
visa to speak in New York before the forthcoming UN meeting.
The General Assembly instead moved the session to Geneva,
Switzerland, where Arafat spoke in December. After two
speeches emphatically renouncing terrorism and clarifying
his peace proposal in a manner more acceptable to the United
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States, the White House agreed to enter into dialogue with
the PLO. With the Palestinians meeting American demands
and the proceeding diplomatic contact, Israel began to feel
pressured into producing a response.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir (1986–92) proposed in May
1989 that elections be held in “Judea, Samaria and Gaza.”
Reminiscent of the Camp David Accords in 1978, the territories
would be allowed “self-rule” during an interim period while
“permanent solution” decisions were made. But the Shamir
Plan rejected negotiations with the PLO and opposed “the
establishment of an additional Palestinian state in the Gaza
district and in the area between Israel and Jordan [the West
Bank].”20 The PLO rejected the plan, the United States looked
on it with favor, the Arabs in general viewed it as a hoax and
a ploy to stall the matter, and Shamir’s own party members
felt he was giving away too much. Ultimately the initiative
went nowhere and died shortly after it was issued. Further
proposals made by the White House and Cairo in autumn 1989
met with Israeli rejection, bringing the phase of diplomacy to
a standstill.
In spring 1990 a small faction within the PLO made an
unsuccessful attack on the coast of Tel Aviv. The United
States demanded condemnation of the act and discipline of
the perpetrators, but Arafat made only a general and limited
response emphasizing his lack of involvement in the affair.
As a result, the White House discontinued its exchange
with the PLO. With a renewed sense of abandonment, and
frustration with the growing lack of direction of the Intifada,
the Palestinians looked in the direction of Iraq and its leader,
Saddam Hussein.
THE GULF CRISIS (1990–91)

From 1980 to 1988, Iraq and Iran were locked in a long and
vicious war, finally producing nothing more than a stalemate
and massive casualties on both sides. While still in possession
of the fourth-largest military in the world, Baghdad was in
economic straits. It was in debt to Kuwait for financial support
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during the war, all the while accusing the tiny oil-rich monarchy
of depressing oil prices (by exceeding production quotas) and
stealing from an oil field that straddled the border between
the two countries. Kuwait’s response to Hussein’s demands for
compensation and debt relief was total refusal, which infuriated
the Iraqi dictator. On August 2, 1990, Baghdad poured 100,000
troops over the border and, literally overnight, surrounded
Kuwait City, eventually annexing the entire country. The
Security Council passed Resolution 678, giving Hussein an
evacuation deadline (January 15) and authorizing “all means
necessary” in the event of failure to comply. A US-led coalition
commenced Operation Desert Storm on January 16, 1991. In
five weeks Iraq was expelled from Kuwait, and Baghdad lay
in ruins. Though we cannot go into a thorough review of the
Gulf War here, it should be noted that during the operation
Iraq launched 39 Scud missiles (ground-to-ground) into Israel’s
largest city, Tel Aviv. Though the physical damage was severe,
the attacks accounted for only a couple of fatalities. At White
House request, Israel made no response to Iraq’s aggression.
Over the course of the conflict in the Persian Gulf the PLO
and the Palestinians looked to Hussein as a source of support.
The rationale was this: As the Intifada dwindled and lost its
bearings, the Palestinians were frustrated by lack of progress,
lack of PLO achievement, lack of Arab-world support, and lack
of the world community’s application of international law (UN
242). Hussein, with his fiery anti-Western rhetoric and proPalestinian sentiments, gave the appearance of hope to those
in the occupied territories. Perhaps with Iraq’s powerful army a
revolution might be raised within the Arab world, and present
a military solution to Israeli occupation. The PLO pledged
support for Hussein, and though Arafat initially presented
a peace plan for Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait, he too gave
Saddam his blessing. The PLO–Palestinian backing of Baghdad
would prove both fruitless and ill chosen: (1) opinion of
Palestine, inside the Middle East and out, turned negative; (2)
the oil-rich Gulf states, especially Saudi Arabia, which served
as a source of financial assistance for the West Bank and Gaza,
were outraged and withdrew aid; and (3) Israel’s view of, and
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refusal to negotiate with, the PLO was only further cemented.
Nevertheless, by the end of the Gulf War the United States was
left looking at the Arab–Israeli conflict. Moreover, the Soviet
Union collapsed over the course of 1991, sounding the death
knell for the Cold War. And with the removal of the USSR as a
factor in Middle East politics, the list of external controls in the
region – Ottoman, European, and superpower – was increased
by one, and one that remains today: American.
THE PEACE PROCESS: MADRID AND OSLO I & II

In January 1989, George H. W. Bush entered the White House.
It was under this administration in 1991 that Washington
found itself in this new and unique position regarding the
Middle East: (1) it was the sole power player in the region;
(2) it had assembled a list of Arab countries that were willing
to cooperate, and did so in the American-led coalition in the
Gulf War; (3) the former Soviet clients, such as Syria, Iraq, and
Libya, were now without a backer; and (4) the idea of Israel as
a US strategic asset was now under reconsideration, especially
given its basic lack of tactical value against Iraq. On top of all
this, immediate American response to Kuwait’s occupation
began to confound some as to why Washington would not
tolerate one occupation (Iraq in Kuwait), but tolerated another
(Israel in Palestine). President Bush and his secretary of state,
James Baker, were looking for a political victory to add to their
military result in Iraq. They also saw an open opportunity to
get Israel and the Arab world around the negotiating table in
an attempt to smooth out the Arab–Israeli issue and establish
stable American control of the Middle East. That table was
located in Madrid, Spain.
The Madrid Conference (1991–93)
Bush and Baker managed to gather together into the same room
Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and a joint Jordanian–Palestinian
delegation. When they assembled on October 30, 1991, in
the Royal Palace in Madrid, each country was willing by and
large to engage in negotiations. The meetings were co-chaired
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directly by the Bush–Baker team as well as Mikhail Gorbachev,
the last leader of the USSR. (Bear in mind the Soviet Union
was very soon to become the Russian Federation – still called
Russia – and regardless of the projected image of partnership,
Gorbachev was there as a hopeful recipient of American
aid just as much as anybody else.) Serving as a basis for the
conference were UN Resolutions 242 and 338, along with the
concept of land-for-peace. As you can probably predict by now,
Israel’s position was “autonomy” for the Palestinians as well as
continued settlement construction, whereas the Palestinians
were looking for statehood. Their respective commitments
were fixed, as they had been for decades, and this would not
change throughout the talks.
Prime Minister Shamir headed Israel’s delegation. But
demands made by Israel, and followed by the United States,
kept the PLO from being admitted or involved in the Madrid
Conference. What was assembled instead was a small group
of intellectuals from the occupied territories to represent
the Palestinian leadership. Among them were Haidar Abdul
Shafi, a physician from Gaza; Hanan Ashrawi, a professor of
English literature educated in the United States; and Faisal
al-Husseini, a political activist and leader of the Intifada.
During the conference’s opening addresses, Shafi delivered
the speech for the Palestinian delegation, an eloquent address
that still draws comments by scholars. Historian Avi Shlaim
humorously notes: “As Abdul Shafi delivered his speech, Israel’s
stony-faced prime minister passed a note to a colleague. A joke
going around the conference hall was that the note read, ‘We
made a big mistake. We should have let the PLO come.’”21
Multilateral and bilateral talks went on through 1992 and
into the first half of 1993, taking place in a number of cities,
including Washington DC. The panels frequently bogged
down, as American guidance was minimal and distant at
best. Leaving the sharply divided delegations to sort it out for
themselves created a hopeless situation. In 1992, elections in
Israel produced the fall of the Shamir government and Yitzhak
Rabin’s rise to the seat of prime minister. On the American side,
Bush fell in defeat to William Jefferson Clinton, who entered
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the White House in January 1993. Though Rabin presented
himself as being more resilient and willing to negotiate than
Yitzhak Shamir, his cabinet stayed the established course. Bill
Clinton’s administration, however, was far more supportive of
Israel than the Bush administration. In addition to the lack
of American involvement in the Madrid panel discussions
under Bush–Baker, Clinton and Secretary of State Warren
Christopher’s attentiveness to Israel meant certain breakdown
for the talks. (Regardless of Clinton’s increased interest in
Israel, aid for Israel, even through Bush’s term, stayed high and
constant at $3 billion a year, and remains at that level today.22)
The symbolic significance of the Madrid Conference far
outweighed its accomplishments, which were thin indeed.
However, a precedent had been set by these countries gathering
face-to-face; it was also the first time Israel and the Palestinians
met in open dialogue. As Madrid was withering from Bush–
Baker’s neglect and Clinton–Christopher’s decided position,
another set of secret talks were going on in Oslo, Norway.
The Oslo Accord (September 1993)
Undisclosed meetings had begun in January 1993 between
the Israelis and the PLO at the invitation of the Norwegian
government. These clandestine (“back channel”) discussions
were conducted over an eight-month period, and produced
what became known as the Oslo Accord. Aside from the two
parties involved, the rest of the world knew nothing about
the negotiations being hosted by the Norwegians; even the
American leadership, which knew about them, was not familiar
with their substance. In late summer 1993, the accord was
announced in Oslo, and on September 13 was signed on the
White House lawn with Bill Clinton as master of ceremonies –
irrespective of total lack of American involvement. Featuring a
somewhat awkward handshake between Israeli prime minister
Yitzhak Rabin and Chairman Yasser Arafat, a breakthrough of
major historic significance had been achieved. The image of
the Rabin–Arafat handshake, with Clinton as overseer, would
become an icon of the twentieth century.
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It is important to remember that the Oslo Accord is not a
peace treaty or a final settlement of any kind – far from it. It is
an agenda or interim agreement to negotiate such things. The
accord is composed of two parts: The first is mutual recognition
of the other, which came in the form of letters that were
exchanged by the two leaders. The second component is the
Declaration of Principles (DOP), spelling out initial responsibilities (which were few), and a timetable for negotiating various
outstanding issues (which were many). The agenda calls for:
Israeli withdrawal from Gaza and the “Jericho area” (a town in
the West Bank); establishment of a Palestinian police force for
internal security affairs; elections for a “Palestinian Interim SelfGovernment Authority” or Palestinian Council; and transfer
of authority to the Palestinians regarding “education and
culture, health, social welfare, direct taxation, and tourism.”23
Permanent status negotiations would begin in two years and
a final settlement achieved within five years. This is about as
detailed as the document gets. Everything else is left up to the
established timelines and agendas, and the mutual promise to
see things through. Avi Shlaim comments:
The shape of the permanent settlement is not specified in the DOP but
is left to negotiations between the two parties during the second stage.
The DOP is completely silent on vital issues such as the right of return
of the 1948 refugees, the borders of the Palestinian entity, the future
of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza, and the status of
Jerusalem. The reason for this silence is not hard to understand: if these
issues had been addressed, there would have been no accord.24

Oslo marked a momentous occasion where Israel and the
PLO had managed not only to engage one another directly,
but also produce a framework that both agreed upon; and all
this accomplished without external influence or guidance. Yet,
much was left undone. The extremely general and ambiguous
language of the accord allowed both parties to bestow upon
it whatever interpretation suited their actual desires and/or
needs. The PLO saw a path toward statehood, and Israel viewed
it as retention of the territories without the burden of having
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to administer them. Both Arafat and Rabin came under harsh
condemnation for what each leader’s detractors viewed as a
sacrifice of core philosophy. For the Israelis this meant the goal
of Greater Israel from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean
Sea. For the Palestinians it was statehood inside the pre-1967
Green Line. Charles D. Smith notes:
From a Palestinian rejectionist viewpoint, Arafat had done what they had
always feared, he recognized Israel’s existence without gaining mutual
acknowledgment of a Palestinian right to self-determination. Conversely,
from an Israeli rejectionist standpoint, the very fact that the existence
of a Palestinian people, let alone the PLO, had been acknowledged was
anathema and the prelude to a Palestinian state in areas they were
determined to retain for Israel.25

Regardless of the criticism, popular sentiment on both sides
was generally favorable to the accord. Polls by Gallup, CNN,
and French Television revealed 65 percent approval ratings
among both Israelis and Palestinians.26
In July 1994, Arafat returned from exile and took up residence
in Gaza, where he established a police force and the Palestinian
Council. Israel began its withdrawal from the Jericho area and
Gaza. In December, Arafat, Rabin, and Israeli foreign minister
Shimon Peres all received Nobel Peace Prizes.
Oslo II (September 1995)
On September 24, 1995, at the Egyptian Red Sea resort of
Taba, the Interim Agreement established in the Oslo Accord’s
DOP (Article VII) was negotiated and signed. Four days later
a ceremony at the White House with Rabin, Peres, and Arafat
made official what became known as Oslo II, or the Taba
Accord (also known as the “Second Phase,” or the “Interim
Agreement”). For our purposes here we will use “Oslo II” to
distinguish the Taba Accord from the original Oslo Accord.
Just know that Oslo II was one of the “things to do” in Oslo I.
The nucleus of the Oslo II Accord – all 300-plus pages of
it – is the establishment of areas of control in the West Bank
for the Palestinians and the Israelis. There are three areas, A,
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B, and C, designating the civil and administrative spheres of
Palestinian jurisdiction:
• Area A: 3 percent of the West Bank; under Palestinian
control; and containing the six main cities of Bethlehem,
Jenin, Nablus, Qalqilya, Ramallah, and Tulkarm. (Jericho
is included, but was already under Palestinian control,
and Hebron was to be handled separately and later, which
we will discuss.)
• Area B: 24 percent of the West Bank; under joint
Palestinian–Israeli control; and containing 450 small
towns and villages.
• Area C: 73 percent of the West Bank; under Israeli
control (pending “permanent status negotiations”); and
containing Jewish settlements, Jerusalem, military bases,
state lands, and external borders.
Again, vague language allowed for broad interpretation.
Obviously, the sticking point between the two parties was
going to be Area C, the lion’s share of the West Bank. The
actual wording in the accord is as follows:
“Area C” means areas of the West Bank outside Areas A and B, which,
except for the issues that will be negotiated in the permanent status negotiations,
will be gradually transferred to Palestinian jurisdiction in accordance with
this agreement.27 [Emphasis added]

Arafat maintained that most of Area C was soon to be
Palestinian. Israel’s view was different, as summarized by
historians Ian J. Bickerton and Carla L. Klausner: “In attempting
to reassure Israelis, Foreign Minister Peres noted that under the
accord, Israel would maintain control of 73 percent of the
land, 80 percent of the water, and 97 percent of the security
arrangements – a statement that only intensified Palestinian
anxiety.”28 Regardless of how the two perspectives differed, the
situation caused concern on both sides, not the least of which
came from religious extremists.
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Hamas was livid that Arafat had negotiated away Palestinian
land, while various Jewish settler groups and fundamentalist
rabbis saw Oslo II as a desecration of biblical Israel.
Condemnation of Rabin also came from the Knesset itself,
including members of the Likud party. Acts of terrorism were
perpetrated from both sides in expression of this anger. But
Arabs killing Jews and Jews killing Arabs were not the only
acts of violence to punctuate this period. On November 4,
1995, after attending a peace rally in Tel Aviv, Yitzhak Rabin
was assassinated by a young Jewish law student. Shooting the
prime minister twice in the back, a religious zealot named
Yigal Amir claimed divine guidance in his act to, as he viewed
it, save Israel and Jewish lives from Rabin’s concession of
land to the Palestinians. Shimon Peres assumed the position
of prime minister and continued with the developments
of Oslo II. But a new era was descending upon Israel and
the occupied territories, where the ambiguities of the Oslo
Accords, occupation, and terrorism would become the status
quo.
AFTER OSLO (1996–99)

After the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister
Shimon Peres took to implementing the terms of Oslo II,
withdrawing from six Area A cities and 400 Area B villages.
On the Palestinian side, elections took place in January 1996
for what became the Palestinian Authority (PA). PLO leader
Yasser Arafat was elected president, taking 88 percent of the
vote with high voter turnout in Gaza and the West Bank;
turnout in occupied East Jerusalem was much lower owing
to Israeli security measures and intimidation.29 In addition to
the presidency, an 88-seat legislature was established, making
the PA complete. The image of a Palestinian state was taking
shape.
Formality and procedure aside, popular sentiment in the
territories went from caution to suspicion as the various zoning
set up under Oslo II was put into effect. Freedom of passage
between towns and villages was replaced with checkpoints and
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territorial closures. Despite a measure of autonomy, it quickly
became apparent that less freedom was offered under the Oslo
agreements than the previous form of occupation. A and B
domains were reduced to virtual islands surrounded by Israeli
control of who went in and out. In addition to checkpoints and
roadblocks, Jewish settlements were connected to one another
via bypass roads allowing settlers free mobility throughout
the territories, between one settlement and another and Israel
proper. Aside from hemming in the Palestinian areas, the
construction of such roads necessitated the use of Area C land.
What some members of the Palestinian negotiating team had
warned Arafat about – that Oslo was in fact a consolidation of
Israel’s control over the territories – was becoming a reality.30
Beyond the nature of Oslo, and what it boded for the future,
things were moving along somewhat smoothly. That said, the
calm was soon disturbed by Peres’s early January 1996 order for
the assassination of Yahya Ayyash (“the Engineer”), an expert
bomb-maker for Hamas. Though there had been no terrorist
acts since August 1995, Ayyash’s cellphone exploded in his ear
later that month. This came on the heels of Israel’s October
1995 assassination of a prominent leader of Islamic Jihad. In
response, from late February to early March 1996, a wave of
suicide bombings was unleashed against Israel. Anti-Israeli
violence also erupted in the Israeli-occupied “security zone”
in South Lebanon, created at the end of the invasion in 1982
– and not withdrawn from until 2000.
Another extremist organization to emerge in the 1980s
(p. 145) was Hizballah, or the Party of God. Begun by Shiite
clerics in Lebanon, Hizballah’s goal was to drive Israel from
the security zone. In the weeks following the Hamas suicide
bombings, Hizballah stepped up attacks against the IDF in
southern Lebanon, including a suicide bombing. The Lebanese
guerrilla assaults then escalated to the firing of Katyusha
rockets into Israel proper, causing injuries but no deaths. Peres,
in response, launched Operation Grapes of Wrath. Over April
11–27, Israel sent F-16 fighter jets and helicopter gunships to
bomb Hizballah centers along with Lebanese infrastructure
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such as roads and power stations. The bombing reached as
far as Beirut. Hizballah counterattacked, raining hundreds of
Katyusha rockets down on northern Israel. During the invasion
over 400,000 Lebanese fled their homes, with casualties
reaching 200 dead and hundreds wounded.31 On April 27,
a US-brokered agreement was signed between Lebanon and
Israel, bringing the violence to a close. Not only had the disproportionate IDF response elicited international criticism and
condemnation from friend and foe alike, Shimon Peres inspired
little domestic confidence in his actions throughout spring
1996. Israeli elections in May saw the Likud party regain power
with the thin (1 percent) victory of Benjamin Netanyahu.
The new prime minister began his tenure by securing in
place the status quo. Closure of the territories after the spring
Hamas attacks remained enforced, and no further progress or
movement was initiated regarding Oslo. The “Basic Guidelines”
issued by the new government made no mention of the accord,
while emphasizing the settlement program:
Settlement in the Negev, the Galilee, the Golan Heights, the Jordan Valley,
and in Judea, Samaria [West Bank] and Gaza is of national importance, to
Israel’s defense and an expression of Zionist fulfillment.The Government
will alter the settlement policy, act to consolidate and develop the
settlement enterprise in these areas, and allocate the resources necessary
for this.32

On top of ending the four-year freeze on settlements and
placing the peace process on hold, Netanyahu struck a
provocative pose in East Jerusalem.
On September 24, Netanyahu ordered the opening of a
second entrance to the Hasmonean Tunnel, an archaeological
site that runs along the western perimeter of the Temple Mount.
Though intended for tourists, previous prime ministers had
delayed opening the tunnel in recognition of the potential
upheaval it might ignite. Fearful that Israel was undermining
the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock, and with
encouragement from Arafat, Palestinians poured out in protest.
Regardless of the tunnel posing no actual threat of damage
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to the Muslim holy sites, the act accomplished what many
knew it would. Demonstrations and stone throwing met
with IDF rubber bullets, and eventually gunfire exchanged
between both sides; the Hasmonean Tunnel incident would
claim the lives of 60–80 Palestinians and 15 IDF troops.33As
the situation degenerated into the IDF deploying tanks and
helicopter gunships in the territories, President Clinton called
Arafat and Netanyahu to Washington where the hostilities
were put to rest and Oslo matters resumed.
The Hebron Agreement (1997)
Israel and the Palestinian Authority signed an accord (January
15, 1997) addressing the outstanding matters tabled in Oslo
II regarding the West Bank town of Hebron.34 The Hebron
Agreement divided the city, apportioning 20 percent to its
450 Jewish settlers (designated as H2), and 80 percent to
its 160,000 Palestinians (H1). 35 Appended to the Hebron
Agreement was a “Note for the Record” in which both Arafat
and Netanyahu “reaffirmed their commitment to implement
the Interim Agreement [Oslo II] on the basis of reciprocity.”36
Israeli responsibilities included further withdrawal from the
West Bank (undetermined), a safe-passage route between the
West Bank and Gaza, and the opening of the Gaza airport.
Among the Palestinians’ responsibilities were fighting terror,
security cooperation, and prevention of “incitement and
hostile propaganda.”
After the signing of the accord, Netanyahu proposed a
withdrawal from 9 percent of the West Bank, but encountered
rejection from Arafat who felt the amount was insufficient.
At the same time of this proposal Netanyahu announced
plans to develop settlements on what the Jews call Har Homa
(known to the Arabs as Jabal Abu Ghneim), a hill overlooking
East Jerusalem. The plan to construct a 6,500-unit housing
facility caused uproar around the world. Aside from protest
and riots among Palestinians, the UN General Assembly passed
resolutions with an overwhelming majority, emphasizing the
illegality of settlement construction.37 The vote went to the
Security Council where only the United States voted against
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it, thus vetoing the resolution. Adding to the disturbance
was a Hamas suicide bombing that killed three people in Tel
Aviv three days after the Har Homa settlement construction
began. Netanyahu blamed Arafat for the attack, suspended the
Oslo progress, and proceeded with plans for new settlement
expansion in the West Bank.
The rest of 1997 saw no movement on Oslo II or the
Hebron Agreement. Efforts on the part of Clinton, Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright, and special envoy Dennis Ross to
reinvigorate negotiations yielded little in the way of progress,
initially. It was not until 1998 that Clinton, Albright, and Ross
obtained agreement from Netanyahu and Arafat to enter talks
once again.
The Wye River Accord (1998)
At the Wye River Plantation in Maryland, on October 15,
1998, the two leaders met under US mediation, with Albright
and CIA director George Tenet conducting the summit. On
October 23 the Wye River Memorandum was signed in a
ceremony at the White House; another footnote to Oslo had
been attached.38 The Palestinians were mainly given tasks
regarding terrorism and security. Israel, in return, agreed to
three redeployments, two detailed in the accord and another
to be later addressed by a committee.39 Under these terms, the
West Bank’s new allocations (compared to Oslo) would break
down as follows: Area A: 18.2 percent, Area B: 21.8 percent,
and Area C: 60 percent.
After delays and limited withdrawal from Area C, Netanyahu’s
position was suffering; hard-line politicians criticized his giving
land away to the PA, and the more moderate and left elements
questioned his ability and/or willingness to see the peace
process through. Netanyahu suspended the Wye agreements
and voted with the Knesset to call early elections.
The Sharm al-Sheikh Memorandum (1999)
Israel’s May 1999 elections brought the premiership of Ehud
Barak, the country’s most highly decorated veteran and a
political protégé of Yitzhak Rabin. Barak emerged as prime
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minister with determined talk of proceeding with Oslo and
seeking a settlement with the Palestinians. Disagreement
ensued almost immediately, however, when Barak stated he
wished to move on to final-status talks with the Palestinians,
as opposed to an incremental process on which the various
accords had been styled – a bit of land for a bit of peace.
In meetings with Clinton and Albright, an agreement was
reached and signed on September 4, 1999. The Sharm
al-Sheikh Memorandum established a timeline spelling out
how and when Israel and the PA would “commit themselves
to full and mutual implementation” of all agreements since
September 1993.40
Over the next two months negotiations took place in fits and
starts. On final-status issues the Palestinians and the Israelis
were too far apart: The Palestinian Authority wanted a state
in the West Bank and Gaza, with East Jerusalem as its capital,
and the return (or compensation) of the refugees. The Israelis
refused to meet any of these points in full. Further, smaller
disagreements regarding Israeli withdrawal from Area C caused
the breakdown of the Sharm al-Sheikh agenda. Ehud Barak
then decided to abandon the process in exchange for talks
with Syria. After three months of negotiations with Damascus
concentrating predominantly on the Golan Heights, which
Israel had occupied since 1967, the Israeli–Syrian negotiations
ended in futility. By March 2000, attention then returned to
the Israel–Palestine domain.
CAMP DAVID II (2000)

Note: So far we have covered the agreements in the post-Oslo period
– Hebron, Wye, and Sharm – all of which are, as pointed out,
basically footnotes to Oslo. Camp David II stands somewhat on its
own, though is technically part of the Oslo cycle – mentioned here
only for clarity, not due to it being a crucial issue.
Throughout spring 2000 preliminary talks and meetings took
place between the United States, Israel, and the Palestinian
Authority. Clinton and Albright put out feelers to determine
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if the time was “ripe,” as Albright put it, for a final summit.
The situation had more to do with timing than anything else.
Clinton was in the final hours of his second term in office,
making him what is known as a “lame duck.” Barak, too, was
eager to convene a summit. He was under severe domestic
pressure from within the government and was up against a
crumbling coalition majority in the Knesset, no-confidence
motions, and the imminent call for early elections. Arafat was
hesitant. He wanted more time to prepare for a final agreement,
and felt wary of the impatient promptings on the part of Barak
and Clinton.
On July 5, 2000, President Clinton extended invitations to
Arafat and Barak to a summit at the presidential retreat in
Maryland’s Catoctin Mountains where Carter, Begin, and Sadat
had convened roughly 20 years before. The summit started on
July 11 and lasted until July 25. Camp David II was and still
is shrouded in a bit of mystery owing to the press “blackout,”
and the lack of any written records or maps being produced
during the proceedings; Israeli proposals were made orally
and then channeled through American mediators. Moreover,
the distance between the two parties’ fixed positions (“red
lines”) would remain, contributing to an already unpromising
atmosphere. As in previous negotiations, the Palestinians
wanted a state within the Green Line, and East Jerusalem as
its capital.
In May, during preliminary talks between Israeli and
Palestinian negotiators, the former had presented a map
serving as an “illustration” of what might be a possibility
for the West Bank. What was offered was between 66 and
76 percent of the West Bank that would belong to the PA,
with that percentage broken into four disconnected enclaves,
or cantons, none sharing a border with the Jordan River or
much of Israel.41 The Palestinians rejected this map outright.
Barak eventually was offering at the summit approximately
90 percent of the West Bank, with annexation of settlement
blocks accommodating roughly 80 percent of the West Bank’s
Jewish settlers. Israel was also planning on holding the Jordan
Valley along the Jordan River for 20 years. The West Bank
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percentages are approximate and difficult to assess given the
lack of documentation or maps. The offer of 90 percent of
the West Bank contained provisos regarding settlers, security
zones, and bypass roads between settlements. A percentage in
the high-60s to low-80s is probably closer to the actual amount
the Palestinians stood to regain, and with those portions in
the West Bank being noncontiguous.42
Beyond division of the West Bank and Gaza, the issues of
Jerusalem and refugees were also extremely difficult points
at the summit. The PA demanded East Jerusalem where the
Israelis offered Abu Dis instead. This village, just outside East
Jerusalem, would then become al-Quds (Arabic for Jerusalem).
In this scenario Israel would retain all of Jerusalem – East and
West – while the Palestinians would have their own “Jerusalem”
outside the city. Needless to say, there was no movement on
this issue – the red lines were not about to budge. As for the
right of return, held up by UN General Assembly Resolution
194,43 the Palestinians were seeking return or compensation
for all refugees. Israel, though refusing to acknowledge any
legal or moral responsibility for the refugee problem, discussed
accepting a limited number (never fully decided on) in a
“family reunification” program, as well as an international
compensation fund in which it would participate.44
Note: At the time of Camp David II the number of refugees, including
their descendants, according to the UN Relief and Works Agency for
Palestinian Refugees (UNRWA), was 3.7 million. Currently UNRWA
calculates some 5 million refugees.45
Again, distance and rigidity prevailed. Two weeks after the
summit commenced, Clinton called it to a close.
This “historic opportunity to reach an agreement on
the permanent status,” as Clinton described it, produced
considerable drama and sparse results. That said, the talks
were not completely bereft of small accomplishments or merit.
Almost two decades years later, Camp David II is seen, rightly
or wrongly, as one of the pivotal points in the recent conflict.
The mere discussion of issues like Jerusalem and refugees was
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in itself pathbreaking. Also noteworthy is that Ehud Barak
made offers that were far more substantial than any of his
predecessors. Yet, his offers bore little distinction from those
made in May 2000, ones the Palestinians had rejected out of
hand.
The fallout from Camp David consisted of a good deal
of finger pointing, most of which was aimed at Arafat in
accusation of inflexibility and refusal to issue counterproposals. Both Clinton and Barak condemned the Palestinian
leader for the failures of the summit – something Clinton had
promised not to do. While Arafat certainly was not guilty of
over-flexibility – the PA being “more prone to caution than
to creativity” was certainly a contributing element in Camp
David II’s lack of substantive gains47 – his position reflected
that of most people in the occupied territories. The Palestinians
felt that losing all but 22 percent of Palestine in 1948 was
compromise enough, and that regaining the West Bank and
Gaza was a reasonable minimum. As political scientist and
former US National Security Council staff member William
Quandt summarizes:
Arafat was widely suspected by his constituents of being too eager to
become the first president of a Palestinian state. If the price [of Camp
David II] were major territorial concessions to Israel or a relinquishment
of rights in Jerusalem or concerning refugees, many Palestinians would
oppose the deal. For most Palestinians, the acceptance of Israel within the
1967 lines was already a huge concession and should not be the starting
point for further concessions.48

In a co-authored article published a year after the summit,
Robert Malley, a member of the negotiating team at Camp
David and close adviser to Clinton, and Hussein Agha, a
scholar involved in Palestinian–Israeli affairs, observe:
The war for the whole of Palestine was over because it had been lost.
Oslo, as they saw it, was not about negotiating peace terms but terms of
surrender. Bearing this perspective in mind explains the Palestinians’ view
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that Oslo itself is the historic compromise – and agreement to concede
78 percent of mandatory Palestine to Israel.49

Nevertheless, Arafat’s refusal to meet Barak’s terms translated
into his perceived lack of commitment to peace and
compromise.
The leaders returned home empty-handed, but not entirely
without profit. Arafat was given a hero’s welcome for having
not given up anything at the summit. Barak found his way
into the good graces of Clinton and Washington in general
for having made groundbreaking concessions. His situation
back home was less than solid, however. Certain concessions
Barak was prepared to make caused further instability on
the hard-line side of his government, and his all-or-nothing
handling of the negotiations provoked criticism from the left.
As for Clinton, he failed to achieve the legacy agreement he
was aiming for, but most viewed his effort favorably. Quandt
notes, however,
If there were a criticism that seemed valid, it would be not so much
that Clinton mishandled the negotiations at Camp David, but that so
little of the preceding seven years had been used to lay the basis for
the substantive discussion of the issues that finally came into focus at
the summit.50

The Palestinians, irrespective of how well received Arafat was
upon arriving home, grew weary with the peace process. The
situation in the territories had not improved and did not look
as though it would for the immediate, or not-so-immediate,
future. Charges of corruption and betrayal against the PA were
becoming recurrent. Autumn 2000 was starting to look a lot
like autumn 1987.

10
The Second Intifada, Gaza,
and the Obama Years: 2000–2016

Note: As we have seen, the overall situation of the conflict changes
in small increments, and generally for the worse. What became
known as the “peace process” (1991–2001) offered a period of
relative calm and hope, but failed to transfigure the actual underpinnings of the conflict, namely, Israeli occupation and expansion,
American support and protection of those policies, and Palestinian
desire for legitimate statehood. We begin here on the eve of another
expression of the demoralization in the occupied territories.
THE SECOND INTIFADA (2000–03)

On September 28, 2000, Ariel Sharon, the leader of the
Likud party, paid a dramatic and controversial visit to the
Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem. Accompanied
by approximately 1,000 Israeli police officers and soldiers,
Sharon made a number of symbolic gestures all at once. The
day being the fifth anniversary of the signing of Oslo II was
symbolic in itself. He was also asserting a posture that flew
in the face of Ehud Barak and the concessions the prime
minister was prepared to make at Camp David II. Sharon
had been outspoken against transferring land to Palestinian
control, and this highly publicized visit made it quite clear
what his intentions and agenda would be if he took the
position of prime minister. The Second Intifada, also known
as the al-Aqsa Intifada, began the next day.
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During Sharon’s visit demonstrators assembled to block
access to Muslim holy sites. The Israeli Defense Forces
responded by firing rubber-coated bullets and tear gas at
the protesters. The following day, after Friday’s prayers,
Palestinians poured out in protest, hurling stones at IDF
soldiers and Jews praying at the Western Wall. Israeli forces
fired into the crowds, this time with live ammunition, killing
four Palestinians.1 Tension and violence of this proportion set
the tone for what would define this second uprising. The UN
Security Council passed a resolution (1322) on October 10
addressing the disorder. The council stated that it deplored
“the provocation carried out at Al-Haram Al-Sharif,” and
that it condemned Israel’s “excessive use of force against
Palestinians.”2 Human rights organizations also denounced
the IDF’s use of live ammunition and “lethal force” against
unarmed demonstrators.3 According to a State Department
document on human rights:
Deaths due to political violence increased significantly during the year
due to the “al-Aqsa Intifada.” At least 365 persons were killed between
late September and the end of December in demonstrations, violent
clashes, and military and civilian attacks, including 325 Palestinians, 36
Israelis, [and four internationals]. Additionally, at least 10,962 persons
were injured during this period, including 10,600 Palestinians and 362
Israelis.4

As the Second Intifada picked up momentum it took on the
features of all-out warfare, more than a “shaking off.”
Televised images of senseless brutality became imprinted
icons that would characterize this chapter in the conflict’s
history. One scene caught on camera was twelve-year-old
Muhammad al-Durra and his father, both squatting against
a wall in Gaza, hiding from the gunfire. The boy is fatally
shot, falling limp against his father who is wounded soon
after. In another image, the lifeless body of an Israeli soldier
is thrown from a police station window in Ramallah, further
beaten and paraded by the angry mob below; he and a fellow
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reservist had both been murdered by crowd members after
being taken to the station by Palestinian police.
The Intifada of 2000 came on like an explosion compared to
1987. What started with the implements of the First Intifada
– stones, bottles, and burning tires – very quickly escalated
into the exchange of automatic-weapon fire between the
IDF and Palestinians (police, and even more so, paramilitary
groups). Palestinians employed roadside bombs in addition to
the traditional weapons. The IDF deployed tanks and combat
helicopters in Palestinian towns and villages, imposing
dusk-to-dawn and 24-hour curfews and closures against the
populations.
The violence raged, despite a number of feeble and
ineffective attempts to establish truces, and statements by
Barak and Yasser Arafat to quell the chaos. Two weeks after
the uprising erupted President Bill Clinton convened a
summit in Sharm al-Sheikh to attempt a truce. An unwritten
arrangement was settled, with both sides agreeing to make
statements calling for an end to violence, participate in an
international fact-finding committee to determine the causes
of the violence, and promise to return to negotiations.5
(Notice the similarity here, especially the call for a fact-finding
mission, to British handling of Arab unrest in the prior era.)
No implementation would follow. Further reluctant and
ineffectual meetings took place between the Israelis and the
Palestinian Authority, but to no avail. Arafat approached
Russian president Vladimir Putin in Moscow, among other
efforts to secure international involvement, again with
no success.
With the approach of the new year came new leadership
in the United States, as well as Israel where elections were
due in February 2001. The November 2000 US elections
between Vice President Al Gore and Texas governor George
W. Bush, son of former president George H. W. Bush, created
a period of distraction in America. With Gore winning the
popular vote but the electoral vote hinging on Florida where
a ballot controversy ensued, the Supreme Court settled the
matter and declared Bush the 43rd president. The two-month
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space between Bush’s victory and his assumption of office,
however, featured a final diplomatic endeavor from the
Clinton White House.
The Clinton Plan and the Taba Statement
On December 23, 2000, Clinton assembled Ehud Barak’s
and Yasser Arafat’s negotiators at the White House, a group
closely resembling that of Camp David II. As was becoming
customary for the peace process, the Clinton Plan was
presented verbally in the form of a speech delivered by the
president.6 Clinton essentially called for: (1) a Palestinian state
consisting of Gaza and roughly 94–96 percent of the West
Bank, allowing for “contiguity” and “80 percent of settlers in
blocks” (though no maps were produced showing how these
points would be compatible); (2) the principle that “Arab
areas are Palestinian and Jewish ones are Israeli,” and East
Jerusalem with al-Quds (Abu Dis) becoming the Palestinian
capital; and (3) an undetermined but sketched-out plan to
settle the refugee problem, focusing on the right of return to
the Palestinian state (the West Bank and Gaza). In substance,
what was proposed differed very little from what had been
discussed before and during Camp David II. However, both
sides cautiously, conditionally, and reluctantly accepted
Clinton’s parameters.7
What followed was a round of negotiations in Taba, Egypt
(January 21–27), resulting in the Taba Statement.8 Though
merely a declaration of intent and an expression of the “spirit
of hope and mutual achievement,” for some Taba represented
a high-water mark, especially amid the din of continuing
violence and bloodshed.
BUSH, SHARON, AND THE INTIFADA

Whether the peace process was heading toward authentic
peace, or just creating a pacifying illusion of progress, what
replaced it was deterioration with little hope of improvement.
Upon taking office, George W. Bush’s administration decided
to put more space between itself and the conflict. The February
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2001 elections in Israel brought the defeat of Ehud Barak and
the election of Ariel Sharon as prime minister. The distance
that the White House put between itself and the conflict
was commensurate with the distance Sharon put between
his government and any continued negotiations. He had
been outspoken for much of his career against transferring
territory to the Palestinians, giving back any of Jerusalem, or
the return of refugees.
The reaction in the occupied territories was disbelief at his
election, and anticipation of things getting worse, not better;
the Palestinians were familiar with his career, especially his
orchestration of the 1982 invasion of Lebanon. Bush, though
removed from the situation, voiced his support for Sharon,
identifying with his struggle against terrorism. Both leaders
held Arafat responsible for the violence of the Intifada;
Sharon made many visits to the White House while Arafat
was never invited for this very reason. The mantra recited
continually to Arafat from each leader was: Until the terror
and violence cease, nothing.
Under these new circumstances, the violence of the Intifada
grew worse. The trend of suicide bombings, which began at
the end of Barak’s term, dramatically increased under Sharon.
Both religious (Hamas, Islamic Jihad) and secular Palestinian
groups (Tanzim, al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade) engaged in acts of
violence aimed almost exclusively at harming and killing
Israeli civilians. Shopping malls, restaurants, and public buses
were common sites of suicide attacks. Between November
2000 and mid-July 2003, the number of Israeli civilians killed
by Palestinian civilians inside Israel was 317.
Suicide bombings became firmly integrated into the
provocation–reprisal pattern characterizing the Second
Intifada. Among the typical responses by the IDF were
“targeted killings,” or assassinations (a method still
practiced), of the various leaders and members of the organizations responsible for suicide bombing. From September
2000 to June 2004, 149 Palestinians were killed extra-judicially (outside court involvement) by Israel. In the course of
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these assassinations 100 additional Palestinians were killed
– generally bystanders.
Another form of punishment employed by the Israeli
military was house demolitions. The residences of individuals
suspected of involvement in terrorist activity were targeted
for destruction, and most commonly bulldozed to rubble.
Not a new policy, it was discontinued in 1997 and renewed in
October 2001. From its reinstatement to January 2005, Israel
demolished 668 homes in the occupied territories. These
policies of targeted killings and home demolition continue
to bring condemnation of Israel from human rights organizations, the international community, and the UN.9
The relationship between Sharon and Bush developed
further in the wake of an unprecedented attack on the
United States on September 11, 2001. Terrorists hijacking
four commercial aircraft flew two planes into the World Trade
Center towers in New York City and one into the Pentagon
in Washington DC, with the fourth crashing in a field in
Pennsylvania. Nearly 3,000 people were killed. These terrorist
acts were perpetrated by members of a network called al-Qaida
(“the Base”). Al-Qaida operated then under the inspiration
and guidance of Osama bin Laden, the son of a wealthy
Saudi businessman, and a sworn enemy of the West (mainly
the United States) and its intervention in the Middle East.10
With Bush’s declared “war on terror,” Sharon saw common
cause with his own fight against Palestinian terror in Israel –
referring to Arafat as “Israel’s bin Laden”11 – and intensified
the level of IDF response against the Intifada. To further carry
out this initiative, the Sharon government reoccupied most
of Oslo’s Areas A and B in spring 2002.
In a maneuver called Operation Defensive Shield, ostensibly
in response to suicide bombings (such as the “Passover
massacre” killing 29 Israelis), the IDF, over the course of
late March to late April, re-entered the territories they had
withdrawn from after Oslo. In the process, the infrastructure
of the Palestinian Authority in Ramallah was bombed and
detonated. Buildings out of which the PA ran its civilian and
security offices and agencies were leveled. Despite Security
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Council resolutions calling for an immediate end to the
violence, Israel continued its reoccupation of major cities in
the West Bank, the worst destruction and fighting occurring
in Nablus and the Jenin refugee camp. The overall operation
claimed the lives of 497 Palestinians. According to the UN,
“Over 2,800 refugee housing units were damaged and 878
homes were demolished or destroyed … leaving more than
17,000 people homeless or in need of shelter rehabilitation.”12 The next plan Sharon implemented to deal with
terror is what is alternately referred to as a security fence, a
separation barrier, and a wall.
Note: According to the Israeli human rights organization B’Tselem,
from the beginning of the Intifada to November 2004, 3,040
Palestinians were killed in the occupied territories by Israeli
soldiers, 606 of them minors. Inside Israel, 429 Israeli civilians
were killed by Palestinians (residents of the occupied territories),
78 of them minors, while 210 Israeli civilians were killed inside
the occupied territories, most being settlers. There is no precise date
marking the end of the Second Intifada. Though 2003 could safely
be seen as its final year, present-tense discussion of it among some
news outlets went well into 2004.
THE WALL

Considered first as an option in the 1990s, Israel began
construction of the barrier in June 2002. Starting at the north
end of the West Bank, the barrier loosely traces the border as it
heads south, mostly within the international boundary of the
Green Line – on the Palestinian side – and frequently snaking
deep into the West Bank, claiming large portions of land. Its
composition varies along its path, sometimes chain-link and razor
wire, and sometimes a 25-foot-high concrete wall. Construction
continues today with 273 of its projected 449 miles completed
as of 2012.13 As stated by Israel’s Ministry of Defense:
The “Security Fence” is a manifestation of Israel’s basic commitment to
defend its citizens, and once completed, it will improve the ability of the
IDF to prevent the infiltration of terrorists and criminal elements into
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Israel for the purpose of carrying out terrorist attacks or the smuggling
of arms and explosives.14

Israel has come under harsh condemnation from human
rights organizations and the UN, all calling into question the
legality of the wall being built inside the West Bank. The UN
General Assembly passed two resolutions in 2003, stating
that it was
Gravely concerned at the commencement and continuation of
construction by Israel, the occupying Power, of a wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory, including in and around East Jerusalem, which is
in departure from the Armistice Line of 1949 (Green Line) and which
has involved the confiscation and destruction of Palestinian land and
resources, the disruption of the lives of thousands of protected civilians
and the de facto annexation of large areas of territory, and underlining
the unanimous opposition by the international community to the
construction of that wall.15

The International Court of Justice (ICJ; the UN’s highest
court) also added to the international criticism of the barrier,
stating in its July 2004 ruling that construction of the barrier
is equivalent to annexation of West Bank land and that
“the wall” is “contrary to international law.”16 The barrier
remains a controversial subject and has become elemental
in the conflict. Israelis generally support its construction,
with approval ratings for it reaching as high as 80 percent.17
Palestinians, especially those directly affected by the wall, fear
the long-term political ramifications and resent the day-to-day
consequences of being separated from schools, hospitals, and
farms. Israel maintains the barrier is a temporary measure,
but skepticism abounds in the occupied territories, pointing
at its cost of roughly $4 million a mile.18
In early 2006, Israeli prime minister Ehud Olmert revealed
in an interview what many observers had suspected from
the start: “I believe … that in four years’ time Israel will
be disengaged from the vast majority of the Palestinian
population, within new borders, with the route of the fence
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– which until now has been a security fence – adjusted to
the new line of the permanent borders.”19 Making note of
this admission in its World Report 2007, Human Rights Watch
commented:
Currently, 85 percent of the wall’s route extends into the West Bank;
if the wall were to become a permanent border, it would mean Israel’s
annexation of approximately 10 percent of the West Bank, including
all major settlements there, all of which are illegal under the Fourth
Geneva Convention, as well as some of the most productive Palestinian
farmlands and key water resources.20
THE ROSE GARDEN AND THE ROAD MAP

As for diplomatic endeavors or resumption of the peace
process, the Bush administration stepped lightly. Clinton’s
call for a fact-finding committee at Sharm al-Sheikh (see
p. 170) produced the Mitchell Committee (named after a
senator on the delegation), which submitted its report on
April 30, 2001.21 The Mitchell Report principally asked of
the Intifada: What happened? and Why did it happen? With
headings in the document like “Resume Negotiations,” “End
the Violence,” and “Rebuild Confidence,” the report suggested
they “find a path back to the peace process,” without placing
blame on either of the parties. In its lists of suggestions, the
document calls for Israel to “freeze all settlement activity.”
Though generally accepting the report’s ideas, Sharon was
not about to comply with a halt to settlement construction
and expansion.22 The Palestinians accepted the document.
Much like the Sharm al-Sheikh meeting in October 2000 that
inspired the commission, no implementation followed.
A year later, on June 24, 2002, President Bush gave a
national address from the White House Rose Garden stating,
“My vision is two states [Israel and Palestine], living side
by side in peace and security.” But the president noted that
“Peace requires a new and different Palestinian leadership,
so that a Palestinian state can be born.”23 Open discussion
of and plans for a Palestinian state was new rhetoric for an
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American president, as was Bush’s comment that “permanent
occupation [of Palestine] threatens Israel’s identity and
democracy.” Yet, Bush focused almost exclusively on
Palestinian reform as a prerequisite for any movement on
resolution of the conflict. (This view was shared by Israel’s
leadership, which released a statement from Ariel Sharon’s
office after the Bush address stating that advancement would
not be possible until “the PA undertakes genuine reforms
under new leadership so that there is a different authority.”24)
Though Bush never mentioned Yasser Arafat by name, it was
clear enough. The Palestinians praised the president’s speech,
and its discussion of the occupation: “the Israeli occupation
that began in 1967 will be ended through a settlement
negotiated between the parties, based on UN Resolutions
242 and 338, with Israeli withdrawal to secure and recognize
borders.” (Bush was initially calling for Israeli withdrawal to
the September 28 pre-Intifada positions.) However, regarding
the president’s call for leadership change, the PA was quick to
point out that “Arafat was elected by the Palestinian people
in a direct election” and that “President Bush must respect
the choice of the Palestinian people.”25
With the encouragement of Britain’s prime minister, Tony
Blair, Bush set out to formulate a new process to address the
Palestine–Israel conflict. At this time the United States was
gearing up for its invasion of Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom,
2003–11) and the overthrow of its leader, Saddam Hussein,
and Blair thought the declaration of a peace plan might
illustrate the West’s seriousness on the issue.26 On April 30,
2003, the “Quartet” – the United States, the European Union,
the UN, and Russia – issued the “Road Map.” The document
established a three-phase “performance-based” plan for a
“comprehensive settlement of the Israel-Palestinian conflict
by 2005.”27
The proposal called for “good faith efforts” from both
parties for successful implementation. As part of Phase I,
both sides were to cease all violence and incitement. The
Palestinians were to begin reforming and rebuilding the
Palestinian Authority, including the appointment of a prime
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minister. The Israelis were to improve the humanitarian
situation in the occupied territories, freeze all settlement
activity (as called for in the Mitchell Report), and “dismantle
settlement outposts erected since March 2001” (when Sharon
took office).
The contents of the Road Map were reasserted at the Aqaba
Summit in Aqaba, Jordan, in June 2003. Among those in
attendance were President Bush, Ariel Sharon, Jordan’s King
Abdullah II, and Mahmoud Abbas, who had recently been
appointed prime minister of the Palestinian Authority, and
who would function as a replacement for Arafat. (Abbas
resigned four months into his position, and was replaced
by Ahmed Qurei.) Bush, Sharon, and Abbas gave addresses
expressing, in their own way, their support of the newly
invigorated peace process, and their willingness to work
“toward true peace.”28
The Saudi Proposal, People’s Voice, and the Geneva Accord
In February 2002, Saudi Arabia floated a peace initiative in an
interview conducted by New York Times columnist Thomas
Friedman with then-Crown Prince (later King) Abdullah, the
essence being land-for-peace. In Friedman’s words:
In return for a total withdraw by Israel to the June 4, 1967, lines, and
the establishment of a Palestinian state, the 22 members of the Arab
league would offer Israel full diplomatic relations, normalized trade and
security guarantees. Full withdrawal … for full peace between Israel and
the entire Arab world.29

The following month the plan was presented to the Arab
League summit in Beirut, where it met with unanimous
approval. Afterword, the Saudi foreign minister told a news
conference, “This is the way toward security … Israel can’t
keep the land and want security at the same time. It has to
withdraw and give the Palestinian [sic] their rights. If Israel
does that, the Arab states will put an end to the state of war.
That will give Israel its security.”30 The White House and the
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Israeli leadership expressed reserved interest in the proposal.
The proposal continues to crop up.
Along with the Road Map and the Saudi/Arab plan, this
period also featured independent initiatives, an expression
of frustration with the lack of movement on the part of
American, Israeli, and Palestinian leaders. Moreover, the
proposals indicated the willingness and ability on the part of
Israelis and Palestinians to sit down, negotiate, and produce
reasonable results.
The first significant back-channel effort to be announced
was the Ayalon–Nusseibeh plan, also known as the “People’s
Voice.” The one-page “statement of principles” was produced
by Sari Nusseibeh, the Palestinian president of Jerusalem’s
Al-Quds University, and Ami Ayalon, a retired Israeli Navy
commander and former head of the Shin Bet security agency.
Signed in the summer of 2002 but presented in June 2003,
the six-point plan called for: (1) two states for two nations;
(2) permanent borders based on the June 4, 1967, lines; (3)
Jerusalem to be an open city and the capital of both states; (4)
Palestinian refugees to be allowed to return to the territories
of the Palestinian state only, or compensation; and (5) the
Palestinian state to be demilitarized. The document closes
with its sixth point, upholding that full implementation of
these principles would end the conflict.31 Though gathering
hundreds of thousands of signatures and gaining a measure
of media attention, the People’s Voice exists merely as a
possible paradigm.
A second initiative, drawing far more attention than its
predecessor, was the Geneva Accord. The talks producing the
agreement were principally steered by two veteran negotiators
directly involved in the peace process: Yossi Beilin, a chief
Oslo architect on the Israeli side, and Yasser Abed Rabbo, a
former minister of the PA. Made public in October 2003 after
two years of negotiations, but officially unveiled in Geneva,
Switzerland, that December, the Beilin–Abed Rabbo plan was
conceived as an “Eighth Day of Taba,” in essence, an effort to
complete what was started with the Clinton parameters but
had lain fallow ever since. The basic elements of the 50-page
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Geneva Accord are as follows: A two-state solution – Israel
and Palestine – based on the 1967 Green Line; a corridor
linking the West Bank and Gaza; a demilitarized Palestinian
state; “mutually recognized capitals in the areas of Jerusalem
under their respective sovereignty”; and return of refugees to
Palestine and/or compensation. Overall, a more developed
version of the Clinton Plan, and one not altogether distinct
from Ayalon–Nusseibeh.32
The Geneva agreement, however, struck a chord internationally. Prominent individuals such as former presidents
Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton, then-UN secretary general Kofi
Annan, Nelson Mandela, and former Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev, among many others, voiced endorsement of
the initiative. Additionally, polls conducted among the two
populations indicated that 53 percent of the Israelis and almost
56 percent of the Palestinians were in support of the plan.33
Regarding senior leadership, on the other hand, response on
the part of Washington was between cool and dismissive,
while Ariel Sharon rejected the effort entirely. Yasser Arafat
voiced distanced support in a letter read at the ceremony,
referring to the “brave and courageous initiative.”34 Aside
from the flurry of media attention and follow-up discourse
surrounding the proposal, the Geneva Accord has become
something of a “set of papers gathering dust in the archives,”
as Yossi Beilin admitted might end up being its fate.35
THE DEATH OF YASSER ARAFAT

In autumn 2004, four decades of Palestinian leadership under
Yasser Arafat came to an end. He had spent the last of his few
years holed up in his compound, the Muqata, in Ramallah,
West Bank, being denied by Ariel Sharon’s government travel
to Gaza and Israel proper – or to any international location,
if he wished to return. But, in view of his failing health the
Palestinian leader was granted travel to a military hospital
in Paris, France, for medical attention. Going into a coma
shortly after arriving, he died on November 11 at the age
of 75. Following a military funeral in Egypt, the leader’s
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remains were flown back to Ramallah where he was interred,
surrounded by thousands of his people. Denied burial in
Jerusalem by Israel, soil from the Al-Aqsa Mosque there was
used in the interment.
Arafat’s death is shrouded in lingering mystery as to what
caused his illness. Though his medical records indicated Arafat
died from “a stroke that resulted from a bleeding disorder
caused by an unidentified infection,” many Palestinians
suspect the president was poisoned. A later investigation
concluded he was not murdered, though the underlying
cause of the infection remains unexplained.36
As George W. Bush’s second term was about to begin, after
his defeat of Senator John Kerry of Massachusetts, ballots were
cast (January 9, 2005) throughout the West Bank, Gaza, and
East Jerusalem for a new president of the Palestinian Authority.
In a clear victory, former prime minister Mahmoud Abbas
won 62 percent of the vote, with six challengers trailing him.
Declaring victory shortly after the election, Abbas announced
to supporters: “Difficult and complicated missions face us –
to establish a state with security and respect for our citizens,
to give our prisoners freedom, to give our fugitives a dignified
life and to reach our goal of a Palestinian state with Jerusalem
as its capital.”37 President Bush announced his support for
Abbas’s victory, voicing optimism from Washington and
noting the historical significance of the election. Ariel Sharon,
too, phoned in congratulatory remarks to the president-elect.
THE DISENGAGEMENT PLAN

In February 2004, Ariel Sharon officially announced a plan
(devised in 2003, but discussed as early as 2002) to withdraw,
or “disengage,” from the Gaza Strip. The Disengagement
Plan, as it was called, was passed in the Knesset later in
the year, declaring that Israel “will evacuate the Gaza Strip,
including all the Israeli settlements currently existing there,
and will redeploy outside the territory of the Strip.” But
regardless of withdrawal from the territory’s interior, “Israel
will supervise and guard the external envelope on land, will
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maintain exclusive control in the air space of Gaza, and will
continue to conduct military activities in the sea space of the
Gaza Strip.”38 The controversial plan elicited strong feelings
across the political spectrum: From right-wing nationalists
and religious fundamentalists Sharon’s plan was alternately
viewed as a sacrilegious surrender of Jewish land, a trap that
would tether Israel to the Road Map, and a setback for the
settlement movement. Criticism from the left was based
on the unilateral nature of the plan, viewing it as a means
of railroading the peace process and instead focusing on
the de facto establishment of borders in the West Bank via
settlement and wall construction. Sharon’s senior adviser,
Dov Weisglass, however, made remarks in the Israeli press
indicating the general mindset:
The disengagement plan is … the bottle of formaldehyde within which
you place the [American] president’s formula so that it will be preserved
for a very lengthy period. The disengagement is actually formaldehyde. It
supplies the amount of formaldehyde that’s necessary so that there will
not be a political process with the Palestinians.

Weisglass also pointed toward the external support for Israel’s
agenda in the occupied territories:
The significance is the freezing of the political process. And when you
freeze that process you prevent the establishment of a Palestinian
state and you prevent a discussion about the refugees, the borders and
Jerusalem. Effectively, this whole package that is called the Palestinian state,
with all that it entails, has been removed from our agenda indefinitely.
And all this with authority and permission [from Washington]. All with a
[US] presidential blessing and the ratification of both houses of Congress.
What more could have been anticipated? What more could have been
given to the settlers?39

Gideon Saar, Likud leader in the Israeli parliament, stated the
position more succinctly: “Anyone who thinks that it is Gaza
first is mistaken. It is Gaza only.”40
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Aside from preliminary removal of military equipment
and preparatory measures, the actual withdrawal took place
in mid-August 2005, lasting just under a week. Israeli army
and police personnel conducted the evacuations, which
moved 15,000 civilians (including 6,000 non-residents) out
of 21 settlements in Gaza and four in the northern West
Bank. Though resistance occurred and arrests were made,
the process of disengagement went relatively smoothly. After
the settlements were emptied, the IDF finished the process
and left the Gaza Strip early September 12, ending its 38-year
presence in the territory. At a flag-lowering ceremony the
night before, Brigadier General Aviv Kochavi, commander of
the Israeli forces in Gaza, said, “The gate that is closing after
us is also a gate that is opening.”41 Yet, despite the brigadier’s
optimism, life for Gazans has further degraded since Israel’s
withdrawal. As an executive director of Human Rights Watch
stated in a report on the disengagement: “Under international
law, the test for determining whether an occupation exists
is effective control by a hostile army, not the positioning of
troops. Whether the Israeli army is inside Gaza or redeployed
around its periphery and restricting entrance and exit, it
remains in control.”42
ENTER HAMAS

Post-disengagement Gaza, while initially calm, was soon
marked by radical Islamic groups firing rockets – typically
crude, ineffective Qassams – at Israeli towns in the general
vicinity such as Sderot. Israel, in turn, responded with
helicopter airstrikes and resumption of its policy of targeted
killings. This violence began in late September and stretched
into 2006, eventually precipitating Israeli devastation of Gaza
that summer, which we will discuss in the next section. This
section will focus on the political developments of January
2006 on both sides, each ushering in a new era.
Having been hospitalized only a couple of weeks prior
for a mild stroke, Ariel Sharon, on January 4, suffered a
massive cerebral hemorrhage and was rushed to a hospital
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in Jerusalem where he underwent numerous operations; the
former prime minister remained in a vegetative state until
he died on January 11, 2014. With a unanimous vote in
the Knesset declaring Sharon incapacitated (April 11), his
deputy prime minister, Ehud Olmert, moved from acting to
full premiership; elections were held the previous month,
resulting in the victory of the Kadima party (meaning
“forward” in Hebrew and started by Sharon upon leaving
Likud in late 2005) making Olmert the twelfth Israeli to serve
as prime minister.
Palestinian politics also took a somewhat unexpected
turn. Parliamentary elections on January 25 resulted in the
overwhelming victory of the Islamist resistance movement
Hamas, taking 76 of the legislature’s 132 seats, defying
polling predictions, and surprising nearly everyone – perhaps
including Hamas itself. With the desire to fulfill the hopes
of its founder, Sheik Ahmed Yassin (assassinated by Israel
in 2004), Hamas announced its candidacy “as a platform to
defend the resistance and to confront those who try to tamper
with the rights of the Palestinian people, mainly the right to
resist the occupation.”43 Regardless of Washington’s efforts
to financially support Abbas’s party, Fatah, in the campaign
period – which in turn may have done it harm – Hamas’s
image of resistance, social work, and lack of corruption versus
Fatah’s image of graft, division, and subservience to Israel
and the United States won over the electorate’s desire and
demand for change.44
But the Palestinian people ended up paying the penalties
for electing an organization viewed by the United States and
Israel as a terrorist entity and an unacceptable interlocutor.
Immediately, Israel froze its monthly payments of over $50
million, comprised of customs and tax receipts normally
collected for and paid to the Palestinian Authority.45 The
maneuver to withhold revenue that supported “the most
foreign-aid dependent society on earth” (Christian Science
Monitor) was casually described by Dov Weisglass: “The idea
is to put the Palestinians on a diet.”46
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The United States, along with the European Union,
followed suit with suspension of aid, hinging its resumption
on Hamas meeting the three oft-repeated “international
demands”: recognition of Israel’s right to exist, renunciation
of violence, and acceptance of previous peace agreements.
“The intention,” reported the New York Times, “is to starve
the Palestinian Authority of money and international
connections to the point where … [the] Palestinians will be
so unhappy with life under Hamas that they will return to
office a reformed and chastened Fatah movement.”47 The
inability to pay over 150,000 state employees, most receiving
between nothing and 50 percent of their salaries, was just
one example of the effects brought to bear by such sanctions.
Though aid increased between 2006 and 2007, the bulk of the
assistance was to address immediate humanitarian concerns,
not long-term, infrastructural development. Furthermore, the
boycott continued until June 2007, making a bad situation
far worse in the occupied territories, with Gaza bearing the
preponderance of the hardship.48
Note: The three international demands placed on Hamas became
and remain a fixture in the reportage. They are upheld by the
Quartet, and were formalized in a statement made less than a
week after Hamas’s electoral victory. Kofi Annan, at a press
conference with representatives of the international panel that
sponsored the Road Map, stated: “It is the view of the Quartet
that all members of the future Palestinian government must be
committed to nonviolence, recognition of Israel and acceptance of
previous agreements and obligations, including the roadmap.”49
The then-secretary general also attached “future assistance” to
Hamas’s commitment to these criteria. Despite a year-long ceasefire
(at the time of elections) that the Islamist group had initiated in
early 2005 and honored of its own accord (lasting 18 months in
total), as well as approximate satisfaction of the subsequent two
demands, US–EU–Israeli rejection of the organization’s presence in
the government remains absolute.50
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SUMMER 2006: ISRAEL, GAZA, AND LEBANON

Operation Summer Rains: Israel and Gaza
Violence between Israel and Gaza continued well into the
post-disengagement period, marked by continual Israeli
airstrikes against militants and alleged bomb-manufacturing
locations. The toll on the civilian population in these targeted
killings, as mentioned, is generally significant. But regardless
of the expected consequences of firing at human targets from
helicopter gunships – well over a dozen civilians killed with
more wounded in June 2006 alone – Prime Minister Olmert
vowed to continue the policy, stating “I am deeply sorry for
the residents of Gaza, but the lives, security and well-being of
the residents of Sderot is even more important.”51 At the end
of June the violence reached war-like proportions.
In an under-reported incident on June 24, the Israeli
military, in its first incursion since the August 2005 withdrawal,
entered Gaza and kidnapped two civilians.52 The two brothers,
Osama and Mustafa Abu Muamar, were suspected by Israel of
involvement with Hamas terrorist activity, while Palestinian
sources, including Hamas, maintained that the two were sons
of a Hamas activist and not involved with the organization.
On the following day, Palestinian militants attacked an IDF
post just outside a border crossing at the south end of the
Strip, killing two and abducting a third, Corporal Gilad Shalit.
Not only a response to June 24, the capture of the soldier was
seen by many observers in the context of Israel holding at the
time approximately 9,000 Palestinians prisoners, with 750 of
them being held under “administrative detention,” in other
words, without charge or trial – considered by many as a form
of abduction.53 Nevertheless, Shalit’s capture touched off a
media storm, with Ehud Olmert ordering immediate attacks
on Gaza under the codename Operation Summer Rains.
Two days after the corporal’s abduction, IDF troops and
tanks advanced into Gaza, backed by aerial bombardment.
The assault included the bombing of roads, bridges, water
tanks, and power plants, with 75 percent of the territory’s
electricity being knocked out. Broadening its response, Israeli
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soldiers seized 64 members of Hamas in the West Bank,
including 23 legislators from parliament. In addition, Israeli
fighter jets buzzed the home of Syrian president Bashar
al-Assad in Damascus, outwardly sending a message to the
Hamas leadership living in Syria, namely, Khaled Meshaal,
whom Israel was alleging orchestrated the June 25 attack and
capture.54
The incursion lasted well into autumn when a ceasefire,
brokered and agreed to by Israel and the Palestinian Authority,
went into effect on November 26, bringing a brief cessation
of the death and destruction, and Israel’s (second) withdrawal
from the coastal territory.
According to the Israeli human rights organization B’Tselem,
from the capture of Shalit to the end of 2006, Israeli forces
killed 405 Palestinians in the Gaza Strip, including 88 minors,
with 205 not participating in the fighting. For the whole year
of 2006, Palestinians killed 17 Israeli civilians, both in the
West Bank and inside Israel (including one minor), and six
members of the Israeli security forces.55 (Shalit was released
five years later in October 2011 in a negotiated prisoner swap,
with Israel freeing roughly a thousand Palestinian detainees
in the exchange.)
As the five months of profound violence set off (at least
immediately) by the events of June 24–25 continued to rage,
this would merely be the southern theater of that summer’s
hostilities.
The 34-Day War: Israel and Hizballah
The northern theater was located on the “Blue Line,” the
international border between Israel and Lebanon. On July 12,
members of the guerrilla organization Hizballah (p. 158) stole
across the border, capturing two IDF soldiers and killing eight.
Similar to the Palestinian action not three weeks prior, this
incident also unleashed Israeli firepower from the sky, as well
as a tank-led ground assault, on South Lebanon. Something
Hizballah likely planned in advance – and something Israel
was more or less anticipating – taking the soldiers captive
was yet another instance of cross-border violations common
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between the IDF and the Shiite paramilitary group.56 Just as in
the case of Palestinian detainees in administrative detention,
Israel also holds Lebanese prisoners, for whom Hizballah has
traded captured soldiers in the past; prisoner swaps between
the two parties are not uncommon.57 “Hizbollah’s official
line,” reported the Financial Times, “was that the capture was
aimed at winning the release of the few remaining Lebanese
prisoners in Israeli jails.” In addition, “the timing and scale of
its attack suggest it was partly intended to reduce the pressure
on the Palestinians by forcing Israel to fight on two fronts
simultaneously.”58
Deemed by the International Red Cross as a violation of
the “principle of proportionality” enshrined in international
law,59 Israel’s large-scale response to July 12 was something
the Lebanese fighters allegedly did not expect. According
to interviews with Hizballah leader Hasan Nasrallah, the
assumption was that because of the business-as-usual nature of
the abduction, coupled with the fact that the IDF was already
preoccupied with its efforts in Gaza, the Israelis would “count
to one thousand” before taking on South Lebanon as well.60
This would not be the case. The ordnance visited upon South
Lebanon, by air, land, and sea, destroyed roads and bridges by
the score, water and sewage treatment facilities, power plants,
fuel stations, seaports, Beirut’s international airport, and
caused immense devastation to commercial and residential
property. (Much of the infrastructural damage followed
reconstruction, a pattern Lebanon knows well.) The Israeli
Air Force (IAF) launched over 7,000 airstrikes, along with the
navy’s 2,500 bombardments, wreaking the above-mentioned
physical ruin along with displacing close to a million people
(roughly a quarter of the country’s population) and killing an
estimated 850–1,200 civilians.
Hizballah, which lost approximately 250–500 fighters,
nevertheless showed surprising and significant resilience in
the war. Its fighters inflicted severe and abundant damage on
IDF equipment, including destruction of tanks and a gunboat
off the coast of Beirut, sustained a month-long conflict with a
vastly superior military power, and remained intact when the
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dust settled. Over the course of the war, Hizballah killed over
100 IDF soldiers and fired some 3,000 rockets into northern
Israel, frequently into civilian population centers including
Haifa (Israel’s third-largest city), displacing a half-million
people and killing 43.61
Discussion of the war between Israel and Hizballah invites
much more in the way of surrounding factors; the kidnapped
soldiers and the IDF’s response are a very limited part of the
picture. In short, the battle waged across the Blue Line can
be viewed as a proxy war, with the United States seeking
to weaken Hizballah in the event of military engagement
between the United States and Iran, a strong supporter of
the guerrilla organization and provider for its war chest.
Tensions between Washington and Tehran had been building
at the time over Iran’s development of nuclear technology,
for what Tehran claimed was a domestic program and what
the White House suspected was for arms development. (A
subsequent agreement was achieved in July 2015, indicating
a thaw between the two.) Given the White House’s desire
to “strangle the axis of Hezbollah, Hamas, Syria and Iran”
(Washington Post), one goal was to provide “a demo for Iran”
and send the Iranian leadership a message of what could
potentially come their way.62 Moreover, in the actuality of
such a decision, Washington (and Israel) would benefit from
a neutralized South Lebanon. “It was our intent to have
Hezbollah diminished,” a Pentagon consultant told veteran
investigative journalist Seymour Hersh in the New Yorker,
“and now we have someone else doing it.”63
HAMAS TAKES GAZA

Disengagement, isolation, and devastating military operations
by Israel throughout the second half of 2006 created
disastrous conditions for Gaza. The Israeli human rights
organization Gisha, in an extensive January 2007 report on
post-disengagement, maintained that
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Israeli actions since September 2005 – including severe restrictions
on the movement of people and goods in and out of Gaza and an
economic stronghold on the funding of civil services – have contributed
to an economic and humanitarian crisis in Gaza not seen in the 38
years of Israeli control that preceded the withdrawal of permanent
ground troops.64

Likewise, John Dugard, a South African professor of international law and the UN’s special rapporteur (designated
investigator) on human rights in the Palestinian territories,
stated in his January 2007 report: “Israel’s laws and practices
in the OPT [occupied Palestinian territories] certainly
resemble aspects of apartheid ... In effect, following Israel’s
withdrawal, Gaza became a sealed-off, imprisoned and
occupied territory.”65 To make matters worse, the coastal
territory was also caught in the crossfire, literally and
figuratively, of the increasing tensions between Hamas and
Mahmoud Abbas’s Fatah.
Ever since Hamas’s parliamentary victory, relations between
the two Palestinian factions had been severely strained. In
December 2006, roughly a year after the elections, the strains
turned violent, with gun battles between the two occurring,
mostly in Gaza. The intermittent skirmishes subsided
in February 2007 when the two sides formalized a unity
government agreement under the auspices of Saudi Arabia.66
The Mecca Accord, as it is called, offered only a brief respite
to the violence, and all to the chilly reception of the Quartet
– the US, EU, UN, and Russia – and Israel. Nevertheless,
the Palestinian coalition government quickly fell apart,
with clashes resuming in Gaza that summer. In June the
situation reached a climax when Hamas forces overpowered
those of Fatah, and the Islamic organization took over and
consolidated control of the territory. As a Hamas spokesman
announced: “The era of justice and Islamic rule has arrived.”67
(It should be noted that at this time the White House was
involved in supplying arms and financial support to Fatah,
the objective being for the latter to oust Hamas from the
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government. Therefore, Hamas’s action could be understood
as a preemptive coup.)68
Abbas immediately declared a state of emergency and
dissolved the government, terminating Hamas official
Ismail Haniyeh’s premiership and ending the four-month
power-sharing agreement. Within days, Abbas swore in an
emergency government, along with its new prime minister,
Salam Fayyad, a move Hamas rejected as illegal. With Haniyeh
and company officially removed from the picture, the United
States and the European Union voiced immediate support
for Abbas and Fatah, pledging a resumption of aid and a
functional end to the boycott. Israel, too, released prisoners
as well as tax revenue owed to the Palestinian Authority.
Under these circumstances some see the political disunity – a
Hamas-controlled Gaza and a Fatah-controlled West Bank –
as a step further away from statehood. “This is the end of
the Palestinian state, frankly,” Palestinian legislator Hanan
Ashrawi lamented during the coup. “If you have two separate
systems, there is no way that you can have a Palestinian state
that is contiguous.”69
From the moment Hamas took control of the Gaza Strip,
Israel has, with American support and Egyptian cooperation,
essentially sealed off the territory. On all sides, its inhabitants
have been cut off from the outside world, with Israel severely
restricting what and who goes in and out. This period, known
as the “blockade” (June 2007–present), and its consequences
for the Gazan people will be discussed later.
ANNAPOLIS, THE CARTER MISSION

Just prior to the Hamas takeover of Gaza, the Arab League
reiterated the 2002 Saudi peace proposal, based on normalization of Arab–Israeli relations in exchange for the Jewish
state’s withdrawal from the Palestinian territories and
East Jerusalem.70 Like its predecessor, the 2007 reissue was
basically ignored by Washington and Europe. As mentioned,
Middle East diplomacy during the Bush years was light. Yet,
near the end of its second term, the administration convoked
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an international conference to address the Palestine–Israel
conflict – though attempting to strengthen Abbas and Fatah
over Hamas was probably among those goals central to the
agenda. The meeting was held on November 27, 2007, in
Annapolis, Maryland, at the United States Naval Academy,
and was attended by over 40 countries and national organizations. “In furtherance of the goal of two states,” stated
President Bush at the summit, “we agree to immediately
launch good-faith, bilateral negotiations in order to conclude
a peace treaty resolving all outstanding issues, including
all core issues, without exception, as specified in previous
agreements.”71 The Annapolis conference was ostensibly
rebooting the Road Map, but instead produced short-lived
talks that became hampered by Israeli settlement expansion72
and lack of American support – not unlike the 1991 Madrid
Conference.
The following spring, Jimmy Carter went to the region on
a peace mission in the interest of breaking the diplomatic
deadlock, as well as to shine light on the Gaza blockade.
Much to the dismay of the White House and Israeli leaders –
who reiterated the Quartet demands, fearing any conferment
of legitimacy on Hamas – the former president met with
Hamas and Syrian officials during his trip. Carter, citing that
even 64 percent of Israelis favored direct talks between Israel
and Hamas, stated in a New York Times op-ed that “A counterproductive Washington policy in recent years has been to
boycott and punish political factions or governments that
refuse to accept United States mandates. This policy makes
difficult the possibility that such leaders might moderate
their policies.”73 From his meetings with Hamas, Carter
received promises including that the Islamist group “will
accept any agreement negotiated” between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority “provided it is approved either in a
Palestinian referendum or by an elected government.”74 But
the Bush administration was never going to take advantage
of any advancements made as a result of Carter’s mission.
The White House’s position on Hamas was firm, which in
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turn iced over the diplomatic, political, and humanitarian
situation in the Gaza Strip.
GAZA AND OPERATION CAST LEAD (2008)

Among the corollaries engendered in Gaza by Israeli disengagement – the blockade, international isolation, and the
infighting between Hamas and Fatah – was increased terrorist
rocket attacks. As stated, homemade rockets and mortars
issued from the strip by Hamas-related groups and others
since roughly 2005. Especially in early 2008 Qassam rockets
showered areas around the territory, generally followed –
or inspired – by IAF strikes against perpetrators and related
facilities, frequently killing and wounding civilians. With the
thousands of Qassams launched over the border into southern
Israel, 19 civilians were killed in the June 2004 to January
2009 period, according to B’Tselem. Conversely, in 2007
alone, they report Israel killed approximately 300 Gazans,
roughly a third of whom were not involved in hostilities.
This cross-border violence culminated in a brief but lethal air
and land assault on the strip in late February to early March
2008. Lasting only a few days, the operation claimed over 100
Palestinians, with half not involved in hostilities.75 But this
punishment would only be a harbinger of what would follow.
In the interim, Hamas pursued a ceasefire agreement with
Israel, likely inspired in part by Jimmy Carter’s mission.
Mediated by Egypt, a truce was finally agreed to in June.
Hamas assented to keep its (and others’) rocket fire in
check in exchange for Israel discontinuing strikes and
targeted assassinations along with easing the blockade’s
restrictions of commercial traffic. However, on election day
in the United States, while Illinois senator Barack Obama
was elected president, Israel broke the ceasefire. (Owing to
Israel maintaining the blockade, some observers reasonably
asserted the truce was already being breached.) The incursion
pursued the destruction of an underground tunnel (one of
many used by Gazans in response to the blockade, alleged by
Israel for purposes of abduction), killing six Hamas gunmen
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in the process. The Israeli military said in a statement: “This
was a pinpoint operation intended to prevent an immediate
threat,” and that “[t]here is no intention to disrupt the
ceasefire.”76 The action, somewhat predictably, elicited
barrages of rockets, though with little result. The six-month
truce of June 19 expired on December 19, with back-and-forth
attempts by both sides to get it back on track. On December
27, the Israeli military unleashed a full-scale assault on Gaza
called Operation Cast Lead.
On the first day, the IAF assailed the territory with fighter
jets and attack helicopters, killing approximately 200 people
and wounding about 600.77 After a week of near continuous
air raids, the IDF commenced its ground invasion. An Israeli
defense spokeswoman announced that the army had widened
its target list from previous operations, stating, “Anything
affiliated with Hamas is a legitimate target.”78 That Hamas’s
involvements in Gaza spread all through the territory –
schools, mosques, hospitals – not just military matters,
widened the target list to include virtually anything inside the
strip, an area slightly larger than Grenada and slightly smaller
than Barbados. Israel dropped leaflets as the ground invasion
began, warning residents in a given area of approaching
military operations, advising: “For your own safety, you are
asked to leave the area immediately.” As the Washington Post
observed, “It was unclear where the residents were supposed
to go; Gaza is tiny, and no part of the strip, home to 1.5
million people, has been spared from attack during the past
eight days.”79 Outcry against the invasion resonated internationally, especially among Middle Eastern populations,
though the European Union and the Arab states of Egypt,
Jordan, and Saudi Arabia (all key regional US clients) were
cautious in their language on account of Hamas’s relations
with Iran and Syria.80
The timing of the invasion was noteworthy. Carried out
merely a month prior to Barack Obama assuming office, it is
commonly inferred the incumbent Israeli leadership (mindful
of their own elections approaching in February 2009) were
looking to capitalize on the remaining carte blanche from
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the Bush White House.81 Obama was weeks away from his
inauguration and presented a question mark, whereas Bush
and company did not; throughout the invasion the administration laid responsibility for the situation exclusively at
Hamas’s door. Moreover, it is likely Israel was looking for a
definitive victory and to re-establish its credibility after the
resistance it had met in 2006 during its attack on Lebanon
and Hizballah.
After three weeks, on January 18, 2009, Israel unilaterally
called a ceasefire and began its withdrawal from Gaza, leaving
behind enormous destruction. The operation claimed the
lives of over 1,400 Palestinians, more than 300 of whom were
minors; less than 25 percent of the death toll were involved in
hostilities against the IDF. From air, land, and sea, the Israeli
military attacked and/or destroyed industrial facilities, food
processing plants, farms, livestock, water and water-treatment facilities, UN locations and equipment, hospitals and
various health facilities, mosques, a prison, and over 3,000
private homes. On the Israeli side, 13 were killed in all: four
in southern Israel due to rockets, and nine soldiers involved
in the operation (four by “friendly fire”).82 Apart from the
consequences of Cast Lead, leaving Gaza in a state far worse
than it was previously in, little concerning the bigger picture
of the Palestine–Israel conflict was altered, save for a change
in leadership in the United States and Israel, with Benjamin
Netanyahu being re-elected prime minister.
BARACK OBAMA, DIPLOMACY REVIVED

After President Obama took office, the projected emphasis
was on returning to the peace process. The White House
early on sent its appointed special envoy, George Mitchell,
to the region on repeated diplomatic missions in an effort
to jumpstart negotiations. Also to this end, in June 2009 the
president gave an address in Cairo that received worldwide
attention and focused on a “partnership between America
and Islam.” Among other points in the speech, Obama
discussed the Palestine–Israel issue, reaffirming the two-state
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solution, the Road Map, the Quartet’s demands of Hamas,
while condemning Israeli settlement expansion.83
Settlements became (and remain) a major sticking point
in US–Israeli–Palestinian diplomacy. The Obama administration repeatedly voiced its dismay on the subject, and
the Palestinians demanded a halt to their construction as
a prerequisite for negotiations. Benjamin Netanyahu, on
the other hand, has maintained Israel’s 40-year policy with
unabashed priority. And because of the prime minister’s
blatant opposition on this major facet of the conflict,
relations between the two leaders were tense. During a visit
to Jerusalem by Vice President Joseph Biden in spring 2010,
Israel announced plans to develop 1,600 housing units in East
Jerusalem, a move deemed by the Oval Office as a diplomatic
affront. As Secretary of State Hillary Clinton stated shortly
after the incident, “The announcement of the settlements on
the very day that the vice president was there was insulting.”
What followed was a phone call from the secretary to
Netanyahu, generally interpreted as a serious dressing down
of the prime minister.84
Regardless of Israeli inflexibility, Obama continued to
express interest in negotiations, again deploying envoy
Mitchell to that effect. In September 2010, the administration invited Netanyahu and President Mahmoud Abbas to
Washington for the commencement of a series of one-year
talks aimed at resolving the conflict. The initiative, however,
was soon complicated with Israel’s insistence on continuing
settlement expansion. Netanyahu ended a ten-month
moratorium on settlement construction in the West Bank
soon after Obama’s presentation of the one-year framework.
Though the initial announcement of the moratorium
(November 2009) was praised by the White House at the
time, the so-called freeze on settlements was less than a
freeze.85 The New York Times reported that “an examination
of the freeze after more than seven months suggests that it
amounts to something less significant, at least on the ground.
In many West Bank settlements, building is proceeding
apace.”86 Such lack of compromise only dampened the
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diplomatic atmosphere. After three months spent trying to
induce Netanyahu to dedicate his office to the one-year talks,
the White House discontinued the framework.
In February 2011, the Palestinian Authority, with the support
of 120 (of 193) UN member states, submitted a resolution to
the Security Council condemning Israeli settlement activity
and “all other measures aimed at altering the demographic
composition, character and status” of the West Bank. But
irrespective of the resolution being consistent with repeated
statements made by the president and secretary of state, the
US administration vetoed the resolution, the only member of
the council to do so. As grounds, the American ambassador to
the UN cited possible harm to the peace process.87
THE ARAB SPRING

In December 2010, a vegetable seller in the North African
country of Tunisia was mistreated by the police and, in
response, fatally set himself on fire. This incident is generally
viewed as the stimulus that inspired a region-wide series of
protests labeled the Arab Spring. The demonstrations affected
just about every nation in North Africa and the Middle East,
with countries such as Tunisia, Libya, and Egypt coming
under new leadership; Syria, still engulfed in a vicious civil
war (as of print time), could very well get added to the list.
Though each country underwent a different narrative, the
connecting thread was popular discontent and rejection of
the status quo under leaders long hated and feared.
For those nations whose governments remained intact,
the tables were turned, with leaders facing fears of their
own, namely, ouster, possible prosecution, and even death
in the case of Libya’s Muammar Qaddafi. The situation in
the Palestinian territories remained calmer, relative to its
neighbors, but nevertheless experienced protests in Gaza and
throughout the West Bank. These occurrences also took place
on Israel’s borders with Syria and Lebanon, eliciting violent
reaction from the Israeli military and claiming dozens of lives
and injuring hundreds. Among the dissent was the clarion
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call of Palestinians – Gazans and West Bankers alike – for an
end to the divisions within Palestinian politics. Regardless of
these demonstrations lacking the scale seen in Egypt, Hamas
and Fatah (Mahmoud Abbas’s party) sought to stave off a
Cairo-like scenario.
In May 2011, the two factions signed an accord. “We
announce to Palestinians,” declared Abbas, “that we turn
forever the black page of division.”88 Israel’s response to the
agreement was predictably negative on account of its rejection
of Hamas.89 The reaction from the White House was caution
and a reiteration of the Quartet’s demands. President Obama
shortly thereafter delivered a speech reaffirming the two-state
solution, emphasizing the 1967 borders, but expressing
concern about Hamas as well as the Palestinian Authority’s
planned initiative to attain statehood at the United Nations.
In the president’s words: “For the Palestinians, efforts to
delegitimize Israel will end in failure. Symbolic actions to
isolate Israel at the United Nations in September won’t create
an independent state.”90
In the face of US rejection of the idea and financial threats
by Israel (and Washington), Abbas nevertheless addressed
the UN General Assembly on September 23, 2011. Standing
before the international body he announced Palestine’s
desire for full UN membership. (According to polling, over
80 percent of Palestinians favored the initiative and roughly
70 percent of Israelis felt their government should support
it.)91 The Palestinians were successful in gaining membership
to the educational and cultural agency UNESCO, with the
United States immediately withdrawing its funding of the
agency in reproach. The Palestinian Authority did not,
however, gain sufficient support in the Security Council for
full membership, a vote which the United States had vowed
to veto.
GAZA AND OPERATION PILLAR OF DEFENSE (2012)

On November 14, 2012, the Israeli Air Force conducted a
targeted killing in Gaza against Hamas military commander
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Ahmed al-Jabari. Israel held Jabari responsible as a chief
architect of terrorism in Gaza, though the attack confounded
some due to Jabari’s involvement in negotiations with Israel
for a permanent truce agreement.92 Immediately following the
assassination, Israel commenced Operation Pillar of Defense,
an assault on Gaza that lasted eight days and was conducted
exclusively via the air with tank support. The operation
claimed the lives of 167 Palestinians (half were non-combatants) and six Israelis (four civilians due to rocket fire).
Israel’s stated reason for Pillar of Defense was the 100-plus
rockets recently fired out of Gaza into southern Israel. But
much of the reportage and analysis at the time noted other
possible calculations. Three bear mention here, presented
in no particular order: First, elections were fast approaching
in Israel. Benjamin Netanyahu would simply benefit from a
muscular demonstration conducted in the name of security.
Secondly, Israel’s ire with regard to Iran’s nuclear program
was increasing. At the time, the White House was seeking
diplomacy with Tehran in an effort to prevent Iran from
developing a nuclear weapon. Given the lack of evidence of
or stated interest in such a program, and the apparent interest
of the Obama administration in warming relations with
Tehran, a drop in regional prestige for Israel – as opposed to a
nuclear Iran – was more likely the real source of Netanyahu’s
anxiety. In addition to openly contemplating an attack on
Tehran’s nuclear facilities, some conjectured that Pillar of
Defense was simply a message for Iran; to this could be added
an eagerness in depleting Hamas’s weapons caches in the
event of an Israeli attack on Iran, a supporter of Hamas. As
the Israeli ambassador to the United Stated stated unambiguously, “Israel was not confronting Gaza, but Iran.”93 Thirdly,
Hamas had been enjoying elevated status as of late, especially
with its improved relations with Egypt, Qatar, and Turkey;
and Israel would always be interested in knocking the Islamist
organization down a peg. Regardless, however, of how the
operation was calculated in the prime minister’s office, the
White House was kept in the loop, with the open channel
of communication between Netanyahu and Obama being
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described in the Israeli press as a “showcase of American
support.”94
On November 29, roughly a week after the ceasefire, the
UN General Assembly voted to recognize Palestine as a
“nonmember observer state,” conferring upon it the same
international status as the Vatican. While this would not make
Palestine a sovereign nation with voting rights in the General
Assembly, it would expand Palestine’s benefits and access to
international bodies such as the International Criminal Court.
The vote at the 193-member General Assembly was 138 in
favor and 41 abstaining. In addition to Israel and the United
States, the only nations that voted against were: Canada, the
Czech Republic, the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Nauru,
Panama, and Palau. Immediately following the vote, Israel
announced a major expansion of settlement construction,
including 3,000 new homes in the West Bank, and withheld
more than $120 million in tax revenues collected for the
Palestinian Authority.95
JOHN KERRY, DIPLOMACY RESUMED

The beginning of 2013 started President Obama’s second
term in office, as well as a third term for Israeli prime minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. Obama’s new secretary of state, John
Kerry, was keen to resume the diplomacy that broke down
in 2010. In April, Kerry met with ministers from the Arab
League to discuss revisions to the Saudi peace proposal issued
in 2002 and re-issued in 2007. The original proposal offered a
peace plan based on full Israeli withdrawal to the 1967 Green
Line for full normalization of relations between the Arab
world and Israel. In the meeting with Kerry, the league agreed
to a modification of the plan allowing for the possibility of
a “comparable and mutual agreed minor swap of the land.”96
In other words, Israel could trade land it intended to keep in
the West Bank, most likely for settlements, in a final peace
agreement. Though not an innovation (much of the major
peace process highlights, such as Camp David II, included
this concept), Kerry had successfully brought the Arab League
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closer to the US–Israeli position as well as developed some
momentum for further diplomacy.
It was not until summer, however, that Kerry gathered both
sides around the negotiating table. The secretary held brief
meetings in Washington DC with Israeli justice minister Tzipi
Livni and Palestine’s chief negotiator, Saeb Erekat. It was
agreed that talks would resume shortly, and proceed toward
a nine-month deadline. Kerry and the negotiators also met
briefly with President Obama, who voiced his support for the
talks moving to final-status issues.
The negotiations were based on Israel releasing Palestinian
prisoners, while the Palestinians promised to abstain from
further application to various international agencies. Yet,
the typical issue of Israeli settlement growth stressed the
negotiations to the breaking point. In all, development on
about 13,000 settlement units took place during the talks,
evidence for the Palestinians of a “construction for prisoners”
scheme. Upon Israel delaying the release of a batch of
prisoners, the Palestinian Authority in defiance applied to 15
additional international agencies. After an announcement
by Israel of 700 new housing units in East Jerusalem, Kerry
made his now-famous “poof speech” in testimony before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, airing his frustration
with Netanyahu: “Poof, that was sort of the moment ... We
find ourselves where we are.”97
While Israel was “deeply disappointed” with these remarks,
it was far more so with comments Kerry made later that month
to the Trilateral Commission, a global discussion group.
Emphasizing the importance of a two-state solution, Kerry
remarked in the meeting that Israel ran the risk of becoming
“an apartheid state” if the occupation did not give way to
a Palestinian state.98 The comment elicited outrage among
some supporters of Israel for implicitly comparing the Jewish
state to South Africa’s oppressive era of segregation. However,
J Street, a pro-peace Jewish advocacy group, responded thus:
“Instead of putting energy into attacking Secretary Kerry,
those who are upset with the secretary’s use of the term
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should put their energy into opposing and changing the
policies that are leading Israel down this road.”99
After the April 29 deadline for the nine-month framework
came and went, the diplomatic activity of the Obama administration came to a standstill, superseded by a summer of
profound violence.
SUMMER 2014: UNITY, ABDUCTION, ESCALATION

Just after the Kerry-sponsored talks came to a halt, the
Palestinian Authority announced on June 2 another unity
agreement with Hamas and the creation of a transition
government. The new government would be composed
of “technocrats” and contain no members of Hamas. The
White House and State Department adopted a cautious tone
(as did Europe and Russia) – interpreted as support – while
reaffirming the Quartet’s demands, which Mahmoud Abbas
reiterated. (News reports indicated that the Obama administration even had some influence in the terms for the new
government.)100 At least on paper, Hamas was now basically
out of the picture. The Israeli response, especially Benjamin
Netanyahu’s, was categorically negative.
Ten days later, three Israeli teenagers from a West Bank
settlement were kidnapped and murdered. In its search for the
teens, Israel sealed various West Bank towns and conducted
early-morning raids throughout the territory. Hundreds of
Palestinians were arrested, many of whom were members
of Hamas, which Israel reflexively held responsible for the
abductions.101 Due to evidence at the site of the kidnapping,
and a government-issued gag order on the media, it was
understood that Israeli intelligence was fully aware that the
teens died just after being abducted – revealing the West Bank
raids as being nothing more than a punitive exercise.
The Israeli military also extended this show of force to Gaza,
where it conducted airstrikes against tunnels in the territory,
killing a number of Hamas militants as well as civilians; this
despite Hamas’s adherence to the ceasefire terms agreed upon
after Pillar of Defense in 2012. In response, Hamas and other
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Gazan militant groups began firing barrages of rockets into
southern Israel and as far as Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. Israel
then launched its third and most devastating assault on Gaza
in five years.
GAZA AND OPERATION PROTECTIVE EDGE (2014)

Operation Protective Edge was initiated on July 7 and
lasted until August 26. In the first day, the Israeli Air Force
conducted airstrikes on over 200 sites in Gaza, with the
stated intention of halting rocket fire, destroying Hamas’s
tunnels, and punishing Hamas in general. Among Israeli
strategists, “mowing the lawn” became a popular metaphor
in describing their country’s policy toward Gaza, calling to
mind also Cast Lead (2008) and Pillar of Defense (2012).
Within the first week, the IAF carried out 1,300 airstrikes.
Nine days into operations, Israel commenced a ground
invasion of the territory.
Human rights groups denounced the operations, while
the White House repeatedly upheld Israel’s right to defend
itself; at this point, and in light of the 2008 and 2012 assaults
on Gaza, the manner in which events unfolded became
somewhat scripted. News coverage and commentary tended
to concentrate on the tunnels running beneath and the
rockets emanating from Gaza. Israel destroyed 32 tunnels
in all, with about two-thirds of those running inside Gaza.
Rocket fire carried out by Hamas and other groups was stated
as a principal Israeli concern, with roughly 4,000 projectiles
(mostly homemade devices with poor or non-existent
guidance systems) fired in all, killing four Israeli civilians in
total.
According to an assessment report by the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), “The scale of
destruction, devastation and displacement wreaked in the 50
days of conflict that ensued is unprecedented in Gaza, since
at least the start of the Israeli occupation in 1967.”102 By the
end of the operation, over 2,100 Gazans had been killed
(1,473 civilians, including 501 children). Around 18,000
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Palestinian homes had been demolished, leaving over 100,000
people homeless. Over 11,000 Palestinians, including 3,374
children, were injured. About 1,000 of those children injured
ended up with permanent disabilities. Approximately 1,500
children were orphaned. On the Israeli side, the fatality toll
was 71, of whom 66 were soldiers. Israelis injured numbered
in the dozens.103
Life in Gaza remains dire. Indeed, it was dire prior to
summer 2014. With the continuation of the blockade since
2007, and the occupation since 1967 (from the outside since
2005), and following three military assaults in five years’ time,
the situation in the coastal territory continues to degenerate.
The actions of 2008, 2012, and 2014, it bears underlining,
were directed toward an occupied territory suffering crises in
almost all domains of human life, which will be summarized
in the Conclusion.
GUNS, CARS, AND KNIVES

The title of this section was taken from a headline in the
British Independent newspaper, describing a wave of what
have been single-person, unaffiliated (“lone wolf”) attacks
that began occurring in Jerusalem and the West Bank shortly
after Protective Edge.104 The situation for many Palestinians
throughout the West Bank and Gaza had become (and
remains) stagnant and hopeless. The Arab Spring had come
and gone. The so-called peace process had delivered nothing
of the sort; in point of fact, from its very beginning in 1991,
all the Palestinians had to show for the peace process was
increased immobility, more checkpoints, more loss of land
to settlement expansion, and a humanitarian crisis in Gaza.
For West Bankers, Gaza was becoming a territory that felt like
a different country. Likewise, Palestinians in the West Bank
were even becoming disenfranchised from Palestinians in East
Jerusalem, and vice versa. One might conceptually identify as
a “Palestinian,” but in terms of day to day existence, one was
a Gazan or an East Jerusalemite or someone from Hebron,
Nablus, Bethlehem, and so on. The occupation has, in effect,
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separated Palestinian society into different spheres, each with
sometimes a unique set of hardships. As a politically articulate
bookseller in East Jerusalem put it, “There is no longer one
occupation; there are now occupations.”105 Furthermore, the
leadership, whether in the form of the Palestinian Authority
or Hamas, was providing little for its people, each faction
typically preoccupied with its own wellbeing. The unity
government lay in limbo, along with Palestine itself.
What sparked the outbreak of lone-wolf attacks was
increased tensions at the religious sites in Jerusalem – not
an unprecedented flashpoint. Fundamentalist Jewish groups
and right-wing officials began campaigning for greater access
to pray and worship near the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound in
Jerusalem’s Old City. Increased Jewish/Israeli presence and
influence near the mosque in turn raised suspicions and fears
among Palestinians. For some, this was a last straw. As the
uncle of a dead Palestinian assailant lamented, “Al-Aqsa is
all we have left.”106 By October 2015, attacks were becoming
frequent, sometimes taking place daily, in the form of
gunshots, stabbings, and vehicular rammings. After six
months, over 200 stabbings had taken place, with 30 Israelis
killed. Likewise, 200 Palestinians were killed, a little over half
while carrying out the attacks.107
Discussion and speculation as to a possible third intifada
were widespread in the media. Some pondered whether this
was, in itself, a kind of intifada. Regardless, by 2016, the
frequency of attacks dropped, but continues as this goes
to print, as does talk of a popular, broadly supported third
intifada.
A “PARTING SHOT” AND THE KERRY PRINCIPLES

In the previous edition of this book, which came out at the end
of Obama’s first term, this chapter closed with a block quote
from the editorial page of the Financial Times.108 The piece
suggested the president “place a US plan before the Security
Council” in the event of diplomatic “deadlock” concerning
Palestine–Israel. Shortly after the electoral victory of Donald
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Trump during the 2016 US elections, former president Jimmy
Carter wrote an op-ed piece in the New York Times sounding a
similar note. The piece functioned as an open letter to Obama
and called for the recognition of Palestine. “The Security
Council should pass a resolution,” Carter urged, “laying out
the parameters for resolving the conflict.”109 The previous
edition also stated the following:
Obama has made only rhetorical and symbolic gestures toward
diplomacy and conflict resolution, producing nothing of substance.
Despite not seeing eye to eye with [Israeli prime minister] Netanyahu,
Israel has been allowed by the White House near total leeway in its
management of the occupation. One notes the continuity with the prior
administration.

This description also holds true for his second term. Indeed,
with regard to the conflict, much of Obama’s presidency
offered little contrast to the Bush II administration.
Settlements expanded apace. The 2012 and 2014 attacks on
Gaza were conducted with impunity. Not long before the
2016 elections, the United States finalized an unprecedented
$38 billion military aid package to Israel (spread over ten
years), presenting yet further evidence that certain protocols
in the US-Israeli relationship reach beyond the interpersonal
politics between the Oval Office and the prime minister’s. The
Times observed that “the agreement follows one negotiated
by George W. Bush.” And as noted by former Middle East
diplomat and presidential adviser Dennis Ross, “If nothing
else, it shows the basic American approach to Israel is, in fact,
bipartisan.”110
In the eleventh hour, Obama decided to make a diplomatic
move, albeit a unilateral one. At the UN, the United States
abstained from a Security Council vote condemning Israeli
settlement activity. On December 23, the council voted 14-0,
with the US abstention enabling the adoption of Resolution
2334, to much applause in the packed chamber. The resolution
reaffirmed that Israel’s development of settlements in the
West Bank “has no legal validity,” and included a “demand
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that Israel immediately and completely cease all settlement
activities....”111 The American ambassador to the UN, in a
statement after the vote, said, “The United States has been
sending a message that the settlements must stop privately
and publicly for nearly five decades.”112 The news coverage,
however, quickly took note of the atmospheric context with
reference to Obama and Netanyahu – the abstention was
referred to by Reuters as a “parting shot.” Regardless, the
response from the Israeli leadership was predictably one of
outrage and rejection.
Also adding to the context was President-elect Trump’s rightleaning statements and political appointments concerning
Israel – as well as his direct meddling in US–Israeli affairs
at the time of the vote – foreshadowing warmer ties with
Netanyahu. Following the elections, Trump announced on
Twitter: “As to the UN, things will be different after Jan 20.”
Five days after the Security Council abstention, Secretary
of State John Kerry gave a speech at the State Department
criticizing Netanyahu’s “rightwing” government, defending
the US abstention, as well as elucidating the settlement issue
and defending the two-state solution. In it, the secretary
also laid out six principles which would serve as a basis for
future negotiations. The Kerry principles are as follows: (1)
secure borders based on the Green Line (allowing for land
swaps) and a viable, contiguous Palestine; (2) two states for
two peoples: “one Jewish and one Arab”; (3) “a just, agreed,
fair and realistic solution to the Palestinian refugee issue,”
including compensation; (4) “Jerusalem as the internationally recognized capital of the two states”; (5) satisfaction
of Israel’s security needs, an end to the occupation, and a
demilitarized Palestine; and (6) “End the conflict and all
outstanding claims, enabling normalized relations and
enhanced regional security for all as envisaged by the Arab
Peace Initiative [Saudi peace proposal].” All in all, a general
framework bearing considerable resemblance to the 2003
People’s Voice and Geneva Accords (see p. 180).
What effect UN 2334 will have on the ground remains to
be seen as this book goes to print.113 What effect the Kerry
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principles will have are also unknown. And for that matter,
the same can be said for what lies in store for the Palestine–
Israel conflict, especially in the setting of a Trump White
House. What does prevail and what is certain, however, are
the harsh and desperate realities of an occupation now a
half-century in the making: 1967–2017. Not quite thousands
of years, but what must feel like it for those who suffer it.
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Note: In the interest of keeping this conclusion compact, I have
concentrated on a few central issues, the awareness of which is
crucial to understanding the conflict: the demographic realities
that are beginning to impact discussion of the conflict, what Israel
is doing to preempt those realities, and what that preemption has
spelled for the Gaza Strip.
DEMOGRAPHICS

Euphemistically referred to as the “demographic problem,”
the disparity in the fertility rates between Israelis and
Palestinians is now attracting commentary and analysis of the
conflict. In addition to growing international disapproval of
Israel’s occupation of Palestine, most significantly in Western
Europe, is the uncomfortable reality of a minority occupying
a majority. In other words, between the Jordan River and the
Mediterranean Sea, Jews are becoming a minority population.
According to the CIA’s World Factbook, Israel’s population
growth rate is 1.56 percent, while the figure is 1.95 percent
in the West Bank and 2.81 in Gaza.1 The Jewish population
in Israel is roughly 6 million (out of a total population of
8 million). Likewise, the combined population of the West
Bank (2.78 million), Gaza (1.86 million), and Israeli Arabs
(Palestinian/Arab citizens of Israel) is also approximately 6
million. Though equal at present, the growth rates tell the
future. And in the short term, attempts are being made in
Israel to mitigate this reality. For example, there are Israeli
marriage laws disallowing those Palestinians who marry
Israelis to move to Israel, as a control measure to ostensibly
keep the country’s Arab population as low as possible. Israel
is also seeking to pre-arrange an eventual Palestinian state.
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CONVERGENCE

Since Israel’s redeployment from Gaza and the construction
of a de facto border in the form of the West Bank separation
wall, some view these efforts as an attempt to predetermine
future negotiations. By proceeding unilaterally in the core
diplomatic areas of borders and settlements, Israel is outwardly
creating a “Palestinian state” of its own design. The term for
this stratagem is “convergence” (or “realignment”), referring
to a plan authored by former prime minister Ehud Olmert.
This concept is not new, however, as a similar proposal was
made in 1967 by Yigal Allon, a former labor minister.2 The
idea is to minimize the amount of land on which a Palestinian
state will exist in the West Bank, hence the creation of “facts
on the ground,” which will influence the outcome of any
negotiations. These facts include: (1) the route of the West
Bank wall; (2) settlement development east of (and within)
East Jerusalem, especially the large and expanding Ma’ale
Adumim settlement with its population of over 37,000
residents; and (3) the area northwest and southwest of Ma’ale
Adumim slated for settlement development – referred to
as the E1 area – which will cut further into the area east of
Jerusalem. This narrows what will likely be the most difficult
aspect of any final negotiations, namely, how much of the
West Bank (Area C) will go to the Palestinians. The post-Camp
David II diplomacy – Clinton Plan, Taba statement, People’s
Voice, Geneva Accord – offers a reasonable approximation
of what a final agreement might look like. With respect to
the diplomatic particulars of settlements, refugees, and East
Jerusalem, accord on these matters has basically already been
achieved. Chances are, Area C will be the obstacle. Gaza, too,
has been decided, though its short-term fate remains less so.
GAZA IN SUSPENSION

Life for those in the coastal strip has never been paradise. In
the years prior to disengagement in 2005, reports on Gaza
were already describing its desperate economic situation
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and the attendant effects of occupation, isolation, and the
population’s immobility. Malnutrition levels were being
compared to sub-Saharan Africa, with unemployment at over
50 percent, and nearly everyone relying, to some degree, on
support from international aid agencies. All this in a territory
the size of Las Vegas with the population density of Hong
Kong. Sara Roy, a Gaza specialist from Harvard University,
stated in an essay after the disengagement: “[Population]
[d]ensity is not just a problem of people but of access
to resources, especially labour markets. Without porous
boundaries allowing workers access to jobs, something the
Disengagement Plan not only does not address but in effect
denies, the Strip will remain effectively a prison without any
possibility of establishing a viable economy.”3
Especially since 2007, the strip has basically been sealed
off from the outside world, creating a list of effects only
worsened by operations Cast Lead (2008), Pillar of Defense
(2012), and Protective Edge (2014). For instance, Gaza’s sole
power plant operates at half-capacity, owing to damage by
Israeli attacks and fuel shortages due to the blockade. Even
with the purchase of electricity from Israel and Egypt, Gaza
falls far short of its energy needs, by over 50 percent. Rolling
blackouts occur across the territory, for sometimes 12–16
hours a day.4 The lack of power, along with deteriorating
infrastructure, have also created a sewage crisis in Gaza.
Summarized in a report by B’Tselem:
Sewage and wastewater treatment systems in Gaza are also deficient.
Many residents are not even connected to the sewage system,
and domestic waste flows into cesspits. The waste then seeps into
groundwater, contaminating it. ... Some 90,000 cubic meters [24 million
gallons] of untreated or partially treated wastewater flow daily into the
Mediterranean, resulting in contamination, health hazards and damage to
the fishing industry.5

Wastewater has also on occasion run through the streets in
different parts of Gaza. The seepage of untreated sewage into
the groundwater has rendered over 90 percent of the water in
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Gaza unfit for drinking. However, access to water is limited
in the first place. According to B’Tselem: “Households receive
running water for only six to eight hours at a time: 25% of
households on a daily basis, 40% every other day, 20% once
every three days, and the remaining 15% ... only one day out
of four.”6
Another source of hardship has been the blockade’s control
of import-export. Concerning basic goods, restrictions on
what goods can be imported into the strip eased slightly in
mid-2010 – announced by Israeli prime minister Benjamin
Netanyahu prior to a White House visit. Israel had previously
banned all but some vital humanitarian supplies and basic
foodstuffs, but still blacklisted items that arouse curiosity,
including cilantro, sage, jam, chocolate, french fries, dried
fruit, fabrics, notebooks, empty flowerpots, and toys.7 After
the easing of restrictions, only items deemed by Israel to be of
potential military application (“dual use”) have been barred
from import. While this allows many household goods,
it bans numerous commercial and raw materials essential
to construction and the operation of factories – some well
outside what could be classed as dual-use, such as margarine.
In September 2007, Israel declared Gaza a hostile territory.
In response, the UN’s director of operations in Gaza, John
Ging, called the decision “a self-fulfilling prophecy.” “You
designate it as a hostile entity, you treat it as a hostile entity
and in fact what happens is you generate hostility,” Ging
stated. “And that’s precisely what we have been witnessing
here at the grassroots level for the last two and a half years
under this illegal siege … We have more extremism in Gaza
every single day.”8
The pretext for establishing the blockade in the first
place – to punish Hamas and cripple its ability to pose as
a perceived security threat to Israel – has been called into
question. Many human rights organizations have observed
that the only punishment has been “collective.” Apropos this
observation is an Israeli government document produced
in a lawsuit with the domestic human rights organization
Gisha. The document, substantiating the charge of collective
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punishment, states: “A country has the right to decide that
it chooses not to engage in economic relations or to give
economic assistance to the other party to the conflict, or that
it wishes to operate using ‘economic warfare.’”9 Not occurring
between two sovereign states on relatively equal footing,
this economic warfare is taking place between occupier and
occupied.
International concern over the territory’s fate has inspired
various expressions of political activism. Specifically at the
coastline, attempts have been made to relieve some of the
impact of Gaza’s isolation. Since 2008, aid ships and flotillas
have approached the Gazan coast with the intention of
delivering aid as well as generating awareness of the situation.
Groups such as the Free Gaza Movement have organized
multiple voyages, with some successfully reaching Gazan
ports. The most notorious expedition was endeavored on May
31, 2010, by a six-ship fleet embarking from Turkey called
the Freedom Flotilla. The largest ship of the flotilla, the Mavi
Marmara, was forcefully boarded upon its approach to Gaza
by Israeli naval commandos in international waters, with the
ensuing violence aboard the vessel claiming the lives of nine
passengers. International condemnation rang out across the
globe, with the Obama administration remaining detached,
avoiding denunciation of the raid and tepidly “express[ing]
deep regret at the loss of life.”10 An editorial by the Financial
Times called the event a “brazen act of piracy.”11

Appendices

1
Chronology

PART I
1.4 million years ago – 8500 bce Paleolithic: Stone Age
8500–4300 bce Neolithic: New Stone Age
4300–3300 bce Chalcolithic: Copper Age
3300–1150 bce Bronze Age: Age of Canaanite Kingdoms
1150–900 bce Iron Age: United Kingdom of Israel; in 925 splits into
Israel (north) and Judah (south)
925–720 bce Israel
925–586 bce Judah
900–609 bce Assyrian Empire
612–539 bce Neo-Babylonian Empire
539–332 bce Persian Empire
330–67 bce Hellenistic/Greek Empires
166–37 bce Hasmonean dynasty
67 bce – 330 ce Roman Empire
330–1453 ce Byzantine Empire
570–632 Life of Muhammad
600s–1200s Arab Empire
1095–1291 Crusades
1227 Genghis Khan dies, grandson Hulegu moves Mongols west into
the Middle East
1299–1922 Ottoman Empire (1516–1918 Ottoman control over
Palestine)

PART II
1882 First Aliyah
1894 Dreyfus Affair
1896 Theodor Herzl’s The Jewish State published
1897 World Zionist Organization founded at Basel, Switzerland
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1904 Second Aliyah
Aug. 1914 World War I begins
May 1916 Sykes–Picot Agreement
Nov. 1917 Balfour Declaration
Nov. 1918 end of World War I
Aug. 1919 King–Crane Commission
July 1922 Mandate system ratified by League of Nations
1933 Adolf Hitler sworn in as chancellor of Germany
1936–39 Arab Revolt
1937 Peel Commission suggests partition of Palestine
Sept. 1939 – Aug. 1945 World War II

PART III
June–Aug. 1947 UNSCOP visits and suggests partition of Palestine
Nov. 1947 UN General Assembly partitions Palestine
Dec. 1947 – May 14, 1948 Civil phase of Arab–Zionist war
May 14, 1948 State of Israel declares independence
May 15, 1948 – end of 1948 International phase of Arab–Zionist war
1956 Suez Crisis
1964 PLO forms
June 1967 Six-Day War
Nov. 1967 UN Security Council passes Resolution 242
Nov. 1967 – Aug. 1970 War of Attrition
Oct. 1973 Yom Kippur War
Sept. 1978 Camp David I (Carter, Sadat, Begin)
1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon
Dec. 1987–1991 First Intifada
1988 Hamas forms
Jan.–Feb. 1991 First Gulf War
Oct. 1991 Madrid talks begin
Sept. 1993 Oslo Accord signed
Sept. 1995 Oslo II signed
July 2000 Camp David II (Clinton, Barak, Arafat)
Sept. 2000–2003 Second Intifada
April 2003 Road Map issued
Oct. 2003 Geneva Accords
Nov. 11, 2004 Yasser Arafat dies
Jan. 9, 2005 Mahmoud Abbas elected president of Palestinian Authority
Aug. 2005 Israeli disengagement from Gaza
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Jan. 4, 2006 Ariel Sharon suffers stroke, replaced by Ehud Olmert
Jan. 25, 2006 Hamas electoral victory in Palestinian parliament
May 11, 2006 Prisoners’ Document
June–Nov. 2006 Israel–Gaza conflict
July 12–Aug. 14, 2006 34-Day War
Feb. 8, 2007 Mecca Accord between Fatah and Hamas
June 2007 Hamas takeover in Gaza; Gaza blockade begins
Nov. 2007 Annapolis Conference
June 2008 Israel–Hamas truce (ends Dec. 19)
Dec. 27, 2008–Jan. 18, 2009 Israel’s Operation Cast Lead
June 2009 Obama Cairo speech
Sept. 2009 Goldstone Report
May 31, 2010 Gaza flotilla raid
Dec. 2010 Arab Spring begins
Sept. 23, 2011 Palestine UN statehood bid
November 14, 2012 Israel launches Operation Pillar of Defense
November 29, 2012 UN recognizes Palestine as observer state
June 2, 2014 Fatah-Hamas reconciliation, form transition government
July 7, 2014 Israel launches Operation Protective Edge
June 26, 2015 Vatican recognizes state of Palestine
October 2015 Spate of stabbings in Jerusalem
December 23, 2016 UN Security Council adopts Res. 2334
December 28, 2016 John Kerry issues six-point peace plan

2
Israel’s Prime Ministers

David Ben-Gurion (1948–54)
Moshe Sharett (1954–55)
David Ben-Gurion (1955–63)
Levi Eshkol (1963–69)
Golda Meir (1969–74)
Yitzhak Rabin (1974–77)
Menachem Begin (1977–83)
Yitzhak Shamir (1983–84)
Shimon Peres (1984–86)
Yitzhak Shamir (1986–92)
Yitzhak Rabin (1992–95)
Shimon Peres (1995–96)
Benjamin Netanyahu (1996–99)
Ehud Barak (1999–2001)
Ariel Sharon (2001–06)
Ehud Olmert (2006–09)
Benjamin Netanyahu (2009–present)
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3
General Data: Israel, Palestine

ISRAEL
Population: 8,049,314
Note: Includes populations of the Golan Heights and East Jerusalem
(July 2015 est.). Approximately 20,500 Israeli settlers live in the Golan
Heights and 211,640 in East Jerusalem (2014).
Languages: Hebrew (official), Arabic used officially for Arab minority,
English most commonly used foreign language
Religions: Jewish 75%, Muslim 17.5%, Christian 2%, Druze 1.6%,
other 3.9% (2013 est.)
Area: 8,019 sq mi (20,770 sq km)

WEST BANK
Population: 2,785,366
Note: Represents Palestinian population only (July 2015 est.). Approximately 371,000 Israeli settlers live in the West Bank and 211,640 in
East Jerusalem (2014).
Languages: Arabic, Hebrew (spoken by Israeli settlers and many
Palestinians), English (widely understood)
Religions: Muslim 80–85% (predominantly Sunni), Jewish 12–14%,
Christian 1–2.5% (mainly Greek Orthodox).
Area: 2,263 sq mi (5,860 sq km)
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GAZA (THE “GAZA STRIP”)
Population: 1,869,055 (July 2015 est.)
Languages: Arabic, Hebrew (spoken by many Palestinians), English
(widely understood)
Religions: Muslim 98–99% (predominantly Sunni), Christian <1.0%
Area: 139 sq mi (360 sq km)

Source: US Central Intelligence Agency: The World Factbook,
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/resources/the-worldfactbook/index.html
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I. GENERAL HISTORIES OF THE PALESTINE–ISRAEL CONFLICT
Presented in increasing level of detail:
Martin Bunton, The Israeli–Palestinian Conflict: A Very Short
Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), is a primer
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Conflict, 3rd edn (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), is a focused
introduction starting with World War I; Kirsten E. Schulze, The Arab–
Israeli Conflict, 3rd edn (New York: Routledge, 2017), like Fraser’s,
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edn (Northampton, MA: Interlink/Olive Branch Press, 2015), a
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Ian J. Bickerton and Carla L. Klausner, A History of the Arab–Israeli
Conflict, 7th edn (New York: Pearson, 2015); and Charles D. Smith,
Palestine and the Arab–Israeli Conflict, 9th edn (Boston: Bedford/St.
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A History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).
I would follow Bickerton–Klausner, Smith, and Lesch with: Benny
Morris, Righteous Victims: A History of the Zionist–Arab Conflict,
1881–2001 (New York: Vintage Books, 2001); Avi Shlaim, The Iron
Wall: Israel and the Arab World, rev. edn (New York: W. W. Norton,
2014); and Mark Tessler, A History of the Israeli–Palestinian Conflict,
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2nd edn (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2009). Shlaim’s
is a valuable account of Israeli–Arab relations. The Morris and Tessler
texts are both hefty (over 700 pages), with Morris focusing more on
military concerns and Tessler on the political.

II. GENERAL MIDDLE EASTERN HISTORY
Arthur Goldschmidt Jr and Aomar Boum, A Concise History of the
Middle East, 11th edn (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2015), is
excellent, clear, and commonly used as a text for undergraduates.
William L. Cleveland and Martin Bunton, A History of the Modern
Middle East, 5th edn (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2012), is another
standard survey; with the Goldschmidt and Cleveland volumes on
your desk, you’re in good hands. Others I recommend: James L.
Gelvin, The Modern Middle East: A History, 3rd edn (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2011); and Mehran Kamrava, The Modern Middle
East: A Political History since the First World War, 3rd edn (Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 2013). See also Eugene Rogan, The
Arabs: A History (New York: Basic Books, 2009).
Two brief examinations of the modern Middle East and Western
influence over the region I frequently suggest are: Avi Shlaim, War
and Peace in the Middle East (New York: Penguin Books, 1995); and
Rashid Khalidi, Resurrecting Empire: Western Footprints and America’s
Perilous Path in the Middle East (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2005),
which dedicates a fair amount of attention to Palestine–Israel. See
also my It’s Not about Religion (Santa Monica: Perceval Press, 2012),
which examines Western intervention in the Middle East while
addressing the question of religion.

III. PERIODICALS
With regard to journals, the quarterly Journal of Palestine Studies is
a standard and excellent resource. Also valuable are the quarterly
Middle East Journal and the Middle East Report. See also the Washington
Report (nine annual issues). Two bimonthly “establishment” journals
(meaning the contributors are influential in the realm of policy)
that are both informative and revealing are Foreign Affairs and
Foreign Policy.
Quality American print dailies are in short supply. Of course, the
New York Times is a standard source and is well worth monitoring,
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but it should be kept in mind that its reportage is consistent with
the paper’s protective attitude toward US policy. Among the best
American papers is the Christian Science Monitor, which despite its
name is a secular paper that features solid journalism. British papers,
on the other hand, commonly offer better reporting; I highly
recommend the Independent and the Guardian. For news about the
conflict, Israel’s daily Ha’aretz is essential reading. All these papers
are available online.

IV. INTERNET RESOURCES
For American audiences, the major network and cable news outlets
in the United States have played a key role in bewildering the public.
They seek to protect US foreign policy interests at the expense of
doing journalism, and caution is advised when watching their
coverage. While no news organization is perfect, the lists below
feature sources that attempt to be serious and inform their audiences.
(For those seeking a short online news route, one can stay reasonably
well informed on the Middle East by simply reading the Guardian
and Al Jazeera.)

News
Al Jazeera English (Qatar): www.aljazeera.com
Christian Science Monitor (US): www.csmonitor.com
Democracy Now (US): www.democracynow.org
Guardian (UK): www.guardian.co.uk
Ha’aretz (Israel): www.haaretz.com
Independent (UK): www.independent.co.uk
Jerusalem Post (Israel): www.jpost.com
Palestine Chronicle (US): www.palestinechronicle.com
Yedioth Ahronot/Ynet News (Israel): www.ynetnews.com

Analysis, Commentary
AJ+ (YouTube channel): www.youtube.com/ajplus
Al Monitor: www.al-monitor.com
Electronic Intifada: www.electronicintifada.net
Foundation for Middle East Peace: www.fmep.org
Informed Comment (Juan Cole’s blog): www.juancole.com
Institute for Middle East Understanding: www.imeu.net
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Institute for Palestine Studies: www.palestine-studies.org
Middle East Institute: www.mideasti.org
Middle East Research and Information Project: www.merip.org
Mondoweiss: www.mondoweiss.net
Worldview, on Chicago Public Radio: www.wbez.org/worldview

Human Rights
Amnesty International: www.amnesty.org
B’Tselem (Israel): www.btselem.org
Gisha (Israel): www.gisha.org
Human Rights Watch: www.hrw.org
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA, UN):
www.ochaopt.org
United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA): www.unrwa.org

Miscellaneous
Avalon Project (Yale Law School, document archive): www.avalon.
law.yale.edu
CIA Factbook: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/resources/
the-world-factbook/index.html
UN Information System on the Question of Palestine (UNISPAL):
https://unispal.un.org
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